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CURRENCY EQUIVALENTS

Before November 15, 1978 US$1.00 = Rp 415

Annual AveragLe 1979-b7

1979 US$1.00 = Rp 623
1980 US$1.00 = Rp 627
1981 US$1.00 = Rp 632
1982 US$1.00 = Rp 661
1983 US$1.On = Rp 909
1984 US$1.00 = Rp 1,026 /a
1985 US$1.00 = Rp 1,111
1986 US$1.00 = Rp 1,283 /b
1987 US$1.00 = Rp 1,644
1988 US$1.00 = Rp 1,686

July 31. 1988 US$1.00 = Rp 1,693

FISCAL YEAR

Government - April 1 to March 31
Bank Indonesia - April 1 to March 31
State Banks - January 1 to December 31

/a On March 30, 1983 the Rupiah was devalued from US$1.00 = Rp 703 to
US$1.00 = Rp 970.

/b On September 12, 1986, the Rupiah was devalued from US$1.00 = Rp 1,134 to
US$1.00 = Rp 1,644.
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BASIC EDUCATION STUDY

Summary and Conclusions

Introduction

i. For the first thirty years after Independence, G;overnment efforts in
the education sector focussed on expanding primary schoo. (grades 1 through 6)
enrollments from the low level of 2.5 million in 1945 (representing about 30S
of the age group). Progress in expanding primary schooling capexcity was
especially rapid after 1973, when OPEC oil price increases led to augmented
government resources. In 1974, the INPRES program of accelerated primary
school construction was launched, and in 1977 primary school fees were ended.
-hese efforts have succeeded in raising primary school enrollments to a total
of over 27 million currently, representing about 912 of the relevant age
group. This expansion of primary schooling is one of the most successful
cases of large-scale school system expansion on record.

ii. With the goal of universal primary schooling in sight, the Government
also undertook important initiatives in the 1970s to develop other levels of
schooling: secondary and higher education programs expanded at an even higher
rate than primary, although starting from a much smaller base. Nonformal
education programs for out-of-school youth and adults were also developed on a
large scale.

iii. The striking success of the Government's drive in the 19708 to expand
primary school capacity throughout the country has given rise to two recent
developments which the Government is now moving to address. The first is a
declining proportion of primary-school graduates who progress to secondary
schooling. Since 1980, this proportion has receded from a high of 74Z because
the rapid growth of primary school graduates has exceeded the rate of expan-
sion of secondary school capacity. The Government has announced its intention
to provide universal basic education through grade 9--a goal which implies
significant expansion of capacity at the lower secondary level. The second
development is that primary education quality lagged behind the expaneion of
primary school capacity. The need to improve the quality of basic education-
-defined as primary schooling (grades 1 through 6) plus lower secondary
schooling (grades 7 through 9)--has now become a preoccupation for the
Government and a central objective of its education policy. Improved basic
education quality is seen, appropriately, as a prerequisite both to improved
quality at higher levels of education and to improved labor-force productiv-
ity. The Government has stated its commitment to raising the quality of basic
education under Repelita V (the Fifth Five-Year Development Plan). Success in
achieving this goal will require a sustained national effort, as the task is
by nature more complex than the past expansion of school infrastructure.
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iv. This report presents the findings of a study carried out to inform
the Government and the lank of the needs for quality improvement in basic
education. Although it deals with both primary and secondary education. th3
study focuses particularLy on primary edu;ation. The reasons for this empha-
sis ares (a) that quality deficiencies at the primary level affect the qual.
ity of education at all other levels; (b) that primacy education accounts for
by far the largest share of enrollments In the education system; and (c) that
the Government's and the Bank's awareness of issues in primary education is
less extensive than for other levels of education.1/

v. Early In the field work for this study, it became apparer' that a
central issue In basic education quality is the lack of textbooks and other
instructional resources In schools, reflecting the inadequacy of school bud-
gets to provide needed Instructional resources and the limitations of school
manAgement. In order to assemble a complete picture of actual operational
funding for primary and secondary schools, considerable time was spent in
compiling information on the separate elements of school budgets. In the
process of examining how schools' operaLional needs might be met, the study
investigated tradeoffs between expenditures to improve education quality and
investments to expand the public-school infrastructure. Investment needs for
system expansimo were examined specifically in the context of the Government's
plan for generalised education through grade 9. In a number of Important
respects, the study's investigation of needs for quality improvement in basic
education implicated generic issues of budget process and public administra-
tion. The report presents these issues from the perspective of basic educa-
tion needs, whiie recognizing that action on some of these issues would
require broad government agreement and widespread changes in laws and prac-
tices.

Enrollment Dynamics

vi. Recent statements from the MOEC have explained that the goal of gen-
eralized basic education is to be pursued under the existing structure and
programs of primary and secondary schooling. Primary-achool infrastructure is
now well developed, such that very few children are denied primary schooling
through lack of access to schools. But there are still about four million
children of primary-school age who are not enrolled in school--children who:
(a) cannot maintain satisfactory academic pzogress and who, in the absence of

1/ This fragmeatation of knowledge about primary education on the part of
the Government reflects the fact that responsibility for implementation
of primary schooling, unlike other levels of education, is
decentralized to local governments, and involves both the Ministry of
Education and Culture (MOEC) and the Ministry of Home Affairs (MOHiQ.
The Bank previously had less knowledge of issues in primary education
than in secondary and higher education because it had more lending and
sector work experience in these other areas. Unlike secondary and
higher education, primary education has never been the subject of
broad-based Bank lending. And the only earlier Bank sector work which
dealt specifically with primary education was a 1973 education sector
survey.
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remedial instruction programs, drop out of school; (b) a,. mentally or physi-
cally handicapped; or tc) cannot afford the cost of school uniforms and other
outlays required of students. The MOEC is addressing these needs through
provision of schools for handicapped children, and through an experimental
program to provide income-earning opportunities for primary school students
from very poor households.

vii. At the lower and upper secondary levels, school availability is a
constraint on school attendance. Household poverty constrains secondary
school enrollments more than at the primary level because there are school
fees for both public and private schools and because private schooling,-which
has higher fees, is more widespread at the secondary level than at the primary
level.

viii. Recent fertility declines have led to a levelling-off of new intakes
to primary schooling at about 4.3 million per year, following a peak of 4.9
million in 1979. New intakes to primary schooling are projected to remain at
about this level at least through Repelita V (the 1989-94 Development Plan).
Past hanges in primary school intakes--and, to a lesser extent, retention-
-are now bringing about a precipitous drop in the growth of primary school
graduates. The number of primary school graduates increased at an average
annual rate of 112 between 1979 and 1986; they are projected to grow at less
than 12 per year durfng Repelita V. This sharp slowdown in growth of primary
school graduates means that the proportion of primary school graduates who
progress to secondary schooling can increase significantly from the current
level of 65S even with a diminished growth of new intakes to secondary school-
ing under Repelita V. Construction needs for new lower secondary schools are
estimated by the study at 24,000 classrooms during Repelita V, fully a third
less than the actual Repelita IV provision of 35,000 new classrooms. If
investment budgets for new facilities were reduced accordingly, the savings
could go a long way toward meeting needs for quality improvement in basic
education.

Education Quality

ix. Student examinations in Indonesia do not, unfortunately, provide
objective evidence on education quality in terms of student performance. But
there are a number of other indicators of education quality--including teacher
qualification, availability of teaching aids, time designated in the
curriculum for core tasks, and reports from parents, teachers, and education
administrators at every level--which very consistently lead to the conclusion
that the quality of education in most of the nation's primary and secondary
schools is deficient. There are a few public schools in wealthy communities
where sizeable parental contributions provide ample supplies of teaching and
learning materials, as well as professional and financial incentives to
motivate teachers. School visits carried out in the course of this study
found that the quality of education dispensed in these exceptional, well
endowed schools is generally quite good, but that more typical public schools
which rely heavily or exclusively on government subsidies for operation were
providing a clearly inadequate form of education. Teacherc often lacked chalk
and the most rudimentary of teaching aids; students often ked textbooks,
p"ner and pencils. Learning in such situations is often -.Auced to students
reciting aloud a text which is copied by the teacher on the blackboard; more
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active and more productive modes of learning--as the official curriculum
assumes--require materials and equipment which typically are not present, as
well as in-service training for teachers in new methods of instruction.

School Finance

x. Funds for operational costs of public primary schools come from a
number of distinct budgetary sources and instruments. This fragmentation
obscures the actual budgetary allocations to schools and complicates budget
planning. The main instruments for allocating primary and secondary school
budgets are the SBPP, DDP and APBN Rutin entitlement formulae. The unit-cost
coefficients in these formulae were set on the basis of available funds rather
than on the basis of an objective reckoning of needs. For primary schooling,
in particular, the unit-cost entitlements are manifestly inadequate to provide
schools with a minimally adequate supply of textbooks and other essential
teaching materials. The SBPP formula provides primary schools with just
US$0.40 per student per year for educational materials of all kinds.
Together, the DPP and the APBN Rutin provide about US3.40 per student at the
lower secondary level and US$5.40 per student at the upper secondary level.
Moreover, secondary and higher education are able to obtain supplementary
financing for salaries and other recurrent expenditures through project allo-
cations in the development budget--an opportunity which is not available for
primary education because of the very small size of the primary education
development budget. Some primary and secondary schools receive additional
funds for educational materials and other pedagogical aids through BP3
parents' contributions. These contributions constitute a very welcome supple-
ment to school finances, and they encourage parental involvement in their
children's schooling. But conwmities' capacities to provide this financing
are highly unequal--as is, consequently, the quality of education which
schools can provide. An indiv1dual school's ability to provide quality
education depends above all else upon whether it receives adequate BP3
parents' contributions. Rural primary schools, which rarely can raise
appreciable funds from this source, are particularly deprived. In the
interest of improved equity--which at the primary level means equity of educa-
tion quality--there is an urgent need to provide more budgetary resources to
schools which cannot expect to receive them from parents' contributions.

School Administratiou

xi. Improved quality of basic education is hindered in a number of
respects by two main issues of school administrations Dual administration of
primary schooling by the MOEC and regional governments (under the MOHA) has,
in practice, led to a neglect of schools' operational needs and complicated
efforts to improve teacher professionalism and efficiency of teacher deploy-
ment. Within the MOEC, lack of cooperation among units has led to suboptimal
planning, inefficiency ane lack of coherence among individual programs. At
the school level, principals lack control over staffing, budgets and programs
which would allow them to take school-based initiatives to improve education
quality.

Recomsendations

xii. The principal recommendations of the study are the following:



(a) Increase Budgets for School Materials. Improved quality of basic
education cannot occur without a marked improvement in the avail-
ability of basic educational resources in the classroom. Parents are
already making a major input to the schools in those communities
which can afford to contribute, but those cases of adequate school
funding from community sources are exceptional. In the interest of
improved equity and quality of education, increased government budget
support will be necessary to improve the supply of education inputs
in the majority of schools which currently 'Ick minimal supplies of
textbooks and other vital educational matet als. The cost of
providing schools with adequate supplies of basic educational
materials will not be small. But these expenditures will yield major
gains in productivity from the existing infrastructure of schools and
teachers. The effort should start where the needs are greatest--in
primary education. Determination of what is to be provided to
schools should be based on an objective reckoning--independent of the
current budgetary process--of mininkl provision of educational
materials consistent with the curriculum and the prescribed methods
of instruction. The prototype list prepared by the Directorate of
trimary Education could be a useful basis of such an assessment. The
task of providing schools with more adequate supplies of
instructional materials and teaching aids at this juncture is
Important enough to merit a very particular national effort, such as
the Government successfully carried out to expand primary schooling
under the INPRES program. The importance of an uninterrupted flow of
essential teaching materials to schools, however, argues in favor of
a more permanent mechanism of support in this case. The mechanism of
financing should be permanent and transparent. An entitlement
formula such as the SBPP could be a suitable allocation instrument,
but school principals should in any case be made aware of the size
and basis of entitlements for their schools. A simple process should
be established for resolving principals, questions concerning
tntitlements and receipts. Targeting of subsidies to schools unable
to finance their own needs for educational materials may relieve some
of the budgetary costs of this action, but any plans for targeting of
subsidies should be carefully considered, first, so as not to risk
depriving any schools in need, and, second, to ensure that they would
be practical and cost-effective to administer.

(b) Improve Teaching. While improved supplies of educational materials
are a necessary condition for improved quality of basic education,
they are not a sufficient condition. Meaningful improvements in
education quality will also require a number of complementary actions
in order to ensure that improved supplies of educational materials
actually lead to improved teaching. Detailed recommendations for
such actions are prescribed in Chapter II of the report. Of narti-
cular importance are the followings

- improve teacher competence by raising the level of preservice
education and training for primary teachers ard providing
classroom-based, in-service training and regular pedagogical
supervision;
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- improve teacher moeivations by providing promotion opportunities
linked to performance and qualifications;

- devote more of teachers' time to actual instruction, particu-
larly in Bahasa language, math, and science;

- strengthen the instructional leadership and developmental
management roles of school principals and supervisors; and

- separate and strengthen the role of supervisors in providing
professional support to teachers, and transfer supervisors,
current monitoring roles to the MOEC Inspectorate General and to
school principals themselves.

(c) Rationalize Management of Primary Educatiqn. To facilitate the
objectives of improved supplies of educatlon materials to schools,
improved teaching, and improved teacher deployment, the management
responsibility for providing primary education urgently needs to be
rationalized. In particular, ambiguity concerning individual
schools' accountability needs to be eliminated. Ultimately, it is
desirable to move toward complete decentralization--giving individual
schools greater autonomy in designing and carrying out their own
educational programs. In the short term, however, there is a greater
role for central educational authorities to play--particularly in
ensuring adequate teaching inputs of all kinds in the most deprived
schools and in improving teaching professionalism through teacher
training and deployment policies. In view of the impracticality of
altering the basic legal framework for MOEC and MORA involvement in
primary education management, rationalization of primary education
management will require better cooperation between the two ministries
at the central and, particularly, at the regional level. Such
improved cooperation is likely to entail new implementation decrees
clarifying the reciprocal rights and obligations of the entities
involved. These might include, for example, guidelines on teacher
recruitment, development, and promotion actions to be based upon
professional performance evaluation, and establishment of grievance
procedures to openly resolve problems encountered by school
principals.

(d) ImProve Cooperation Within the MOEC. Lack of cooperation among the
major parts of the MOEC contributes to inefficiency in the allocation
and use of resources across the education sector. To improve coope-
ration within the Ministry, the office of the Minister should be
equipped to play a more active role in guiding the work of the
Ministry and eliciting cooperation among all of its parts. The
Secretariat General is the logical source of this support under the
existing ministry structure. The capacities of the Secretariat
General should be strengthened in planning, in budgeting, and in the
coordination that they Imply, together with the issuance of ministe-
rial decrees establishing this role and requiring cooperation of all
ministry units.
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(e) Pursue Budget Consolidation. Budget fragmentation obscures actual
allocation of public resources and obstructs efforts to improve that
allocation. To promote transparency and efficiency in allocation of
public budgets, it would be desirable for the Government to move
towards budget consolidation for basic education. A mianmal and
feasible fom of budget consolidation which the MOEC should pursue on
its own initiative is the building up and maintaining of comprehen-
sive budgets for each level of education. This would entail bringing
together in the KOEC Bureau of Budget and Bureau of Plannig full
information on the various separate budgetary sources of financing
for education, including foreign financng.

(f) Improve Incentives for Better Teaching. There is currently little
material incentive for excellence in teaching. Salary levels are set
within the framework of the civil-service salary schedule, and
promotion generally occurs through a simple seniority fonmula.
Teaching positions nee4 to be differentiated to provide for
leadership and support roles for experienced teachers. Teaching
performance needs to be improved by introducing salary-related
incentives to increase better teaching and to attract qualified staff
into key leadership and support roles. Although it is difficult to
establish effective criteria to reward excellence in teaching, the
Government's current plan to introduce functional salary incentives
based on performance indicators is an appropriate and desirable
starting point.



I. BASIC EDUCATION STRUCTURE AND PERFORMANCE

Educaticn Structure

Structure of the Senool System

1.1 Basic Education. The 1989-94 Five Year Development Plan, Repelita V,
introduces the goal of universal and compulsory basic education. The Educa-
tion Law of March 11, 1989 defines basic education to comprise the six-year
primary school cycle (Sekolah Dasar, or SD) plus the three-year lower secon-
dary school cycle (Sekolah MenenRah Tingkat Pertama, or SMTP). (Data on
primary and secondary enrollments by level and types of school are presented
in Tables 1.1 and 1.2, and in Annex Table 1). Primary schooling generally
follows a uniform curriculum prescribed by the Ministry of Education and
Culture (MOEC). An exception is the private zeligious schools, mostly
Islamic, which combine religious and secular instruction and are supervised by
the Ministry of Religious Affairs. There are also specialized schools for
handicapped students. Children usually start primary schooling at age 7,
although there has been a recent tendency for more children to start primary
schooling at age 6.1/ The academic year for primary and secondary schooling
begins on the third Monday in July and runs for 11 months. The school year is
divided into three terms at the primary-school level, and into two semesters
at the secondary level.

Table 1.1: ENROLLMENTS IN MINISTRY OF EDUCATION SCHOOLS AND
PRIVATE SCHOOLS BY LEVEL AND TYPE OF SCHOOLING, 1986/87

Public Private Total
(MOEC only)

Primary School (SD) 24,508,515 1,936,241 26,444.756
tgraaes i-5I

Lower Secondary School (SMTP) 3,459,108 2,672,949 6,132,057
tgra7es i-9)
General (SMP) 3,364,199 2,661,236 6,025,435
Technical (ST) 79,936 9,926 89,862
Home economics (SRKP) 14,973 1,787 16,760

Upeer Secondary School (SMTA) 1,456,220 2,042,769 3,498,989
(graaes io-ize
General (SMA) 918,338 1,362,624 2,280,962
Economics (SMEA) 217,760 289,977 507,737
Technical (STH) 126,417 232,822 359,239
Primary teacher training (SPG) 130,407 137,099 267,506
Sports teacher training (SGO) 32,076 13,124 45,200
Home economics (SMKK) 31,222 7,123 38,345

Source: MOEC, Balitbang Dikbud, Rangkuman Statistik Persekolahan, 1986187,
Tables 1, 1A and 1B.

1/ Thers are also 1.2 million students enrolled in 26,000 kindergartens,
almoat all of them run by private voluntary organizations (yayasans).
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Table 1.2s TOTAL ENROLLMENTS IN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SCHOOLS
BY LEVEL, 1984/85

(Percentage of total in parentheses)

Ministry of Other
Education Ministries Private Total

Primary school (SD) 24,556,810 4,363,661 2,010,878 30,931,349
(79.42) (14.12) (6.5?) (100.02)

Lower secondary 2,932,220 708,119 2.256,744 5,897,083
school (SMTP) (49.7?) (12.OZ) (38.3Z) (100.02)

Upper secondary 1,239,666 289,962 1,615,836 ' 3,145,464
school (SMTA) (39.42) (9.2Z) (51.4?) (100.0X)

Source: MOEC, Balitbang Dikbud, Rangkuman Statistik Persekolahan, 1986/87,
Table 10; and Biro Pusat Statistik, Statistik Pendidikan di Bawah dan
di Luar Lingkungan Departemen P dan K, 1984/85, Tables 1.1, 1,2 and
1.3.

1.2 Lower secondary schooling is offered principally in general academic
schools, but there are also some vocational schools at this level. Although
vocational schools accounted for over 30? of enrollments in public lower
secondary schooling in the early 1970s, there is a trend toward eliminating
vocational schooling at this level. More than 97? of lower secondary enroll-
ments are now in general, academic schools (Sekolah Menen8ah Pertama, or SMP).
Lower secondary technical schools (Sekolah Teknik, or ST) account for just
over 2? of total lower secondary enrollments; lower secondary home economics
schools (Sekolah Keseiahteraan Keluarga Tingkat Pertama, or SKKP) account for
less than 0.5? of enrollments at this level. Lower secondary commercial
schools (Sekolah Menengah Ekonomi Tingkat Pertama, or SMEP) have been phased
out entirely.

1.3 Upper Secondary Education. Upper secondary schooling (Sekolah
MenenBah TinRkat Atas, or SMTA) consists of a three-year cycle (corresponding
to grades 10 through 12) after completion of lower secondary schooling.
Currently, abont two thirds of enrollments in upper secondary schooling are in
general, academic schools (Sekolah Menengah Atas, or SMA), with the balance
being in commercial secondary schools (Sekolah Menengah Ekonomi Atas, or
SMEA), technical secondary schools (Sekolah Teknik Menengah, or STM), primary
teacher training schools (Sekolah Pendidikan Guru, or SPG), primary sports
teacher training schools (Sekolah Guru Olahraga, or SGO), and home economics
secondary schools (Sekolah Menengah Keselahteraan Keluarga, or SMKK). Since
the primary school network is no longer expanding (paras. 1.24 et seq.), few
of the 90,000 graduates from the primary teacher training schools each year
are able to find teaching jobs. The Government has announced recently that
preservice training for primary-school teachers is to be provided at the ter-
tiary level. There is as yet no clear plan as to how primary teacher training
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is to be elevated from the secondary to the tertiary level, but it is acknow-
ledged that the SPG and SGO programs will be phased out and that existing SPGs
and SGOs will eventually be converted to other uses. Preaervice primary
teacher training will then be offered in new, tertiary-level programs. This
is an appropriate change, designed to help improve the quality of primary
education in a manner consistent with the prevailing practice in most other
countries in the region.

1.4 Higher Education. Higher education is offered in a national network
of 45 public universities and teacher training institutions (IKIPs), and num-
erous private universities, and training institutes (Annex Tables 2 and 3).
The basic undergraduate degree, the Sariana or Si degree, is awarded after
successful completion of a postsecondary program which is usually four years
in duration. (Some programs, such as medicine, require five years for the Si
degree.) Some universities offer postgraduate programs leading to a masters
(Magister, or S2) degree or a doctorate (Doktor, or S3). Some universities
also offer short, diploma courses designated as Dl, D2 or D3, depending on the
number of years of coursework they require. Diploma courses were expanded
during the 1970s to train secondary school teachers during a period of rapid
system expansion, but enrollments in these programs have dwindled more
recently as the number of Si graduates from the IKlPs has expanded. There is
now a growing oversupply of graduates in most subject specializations from
secondary teacher training institutions (IKIPs and university faculties of
education, or FKIPs).

Private Schooling

1.5 As Table 1.1 and Annex Table 3 indicate, private schooling accounts
for a large share of enrollments at all levels of education except primary
schooling. Enrollments in private schools (excluding religious schools)
account for 7S of enrollments at the primary level, 44? at the lower secondary
level, 602 at the upper secondary level, and 59? in higher education. There
are, in addition, substantial private contributior.s to public school financing
(paras. 3.14 and 3.22). This significant private involvement in education is
consistent with the 1945 Constitution, which states that every citizen has a
right to education, but that the responsibility for providing that education
is a joint responsibility of parents, the Government, and the community.2/
The 1989-94 Five-Year Development Plan, Repelita V, calls upon private
schooling to play a major role in promoting the Government's goal of
generalized basic education. The quality of private schooling, however,
varies enormously. At every level of education, private schools generally
provide the best and the worst quality of educations Long-established private
schools, often religious in origin and employing full-time teaching staff,
account for a disproportionately large share of secondary graduates with the
highest examination scores. There are also a number of newer, specialized
institutions of higher education which offer high-quality programs and which
employ full-time teaching staff. Par more numerous, however, are the private
schools which have been established as profit-making ventures to attract the
students who cannot qualify for public secondary or higher education, and

2/ Sheldon Schaeffer, Schooling in a Developing Societys A Case Study of
Indonesian Primary Education. Stanford University Ph.D. thesis, 1979,
p. 144.
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which offer an inferior quality of education at much higher fees than public
education. These schools typically use part-time teachers who also hold
regular teaching assignments in public schools or universities. They often
provide instruction during the afternoon, using school facilities, principals,
and teachers from public schools. The criteria for providing public support
to private schools--including the provision of public-school classrooms after
normal class hours--and for cost recovery for such support are not clear and
explicit. Neither does the MOEC effectively control or sanction the quality
of private programs of instruction--except in higher education, where there is
some control through the Ministry's certification of national degrees.
Private education does perform a valuable function in providing broader access
to education. The prevalence of private education, however, raises questions
about the quality of education, both in private schools themselves, and in
public institutions, where the pervasiveness of teachers holding multiple
teaching jobs contributes to problems of teacher absenteeism and tends to
debase teaching professionalism. It would also complicate efforts to improve
the quality of public education through such actions as strengthening
inservice teacher training, requiring a full-time teaching commitment, or
extending the duration of instructional time in key subject areas (paras. 2.59
and 2.71).

The Dynamics of Student Progression

1.6 Examinations play a key role in selecting students for promotion from
one level of schooling to the next, and in allocating students among more and
less preferred schools and programs of study.3/ There are external examina-
tions, called Ebtanas, at the end of each cycle of schooling. The results of
the Ebtanas examination are combined with results of the school's internal
assessment and the student's semester performance grades to arrive at an over-
all score for performance certification for each cycle of schooling.
Decisions about promotion to the next cycle of schooling are based mainly on
the Ebtanas examination score. Ebtanas SD and Ebtanas SMP thus are decisive
instruments in selecting students for admission to lower and upper secondary
schooling. There is also an Ebtanas SMA examination at the end of the upper
secondary cycle (grade 12), but it has far less influence on admission to
higher education than does the national Sipenmaru examination, which is held
just after the Ebtanas SMA exam and which controls access to the public uni.-
versities and IKIPs.4/ Parents are generally well aware of the costs and
quality of individual schools--as measured by the exam performance of their
students and, hence, by their chances of admission to the most desirable
programs of further study. At the end of each cycle of schooling, students
are permitted to apply to admission La no more than two (or, in some cases,
three) public schools at the next level, and the selection of schools must be
from the student's own district (kotamadya or kabupaten). Parents usually

3/ H.C.A. Somerset, Quality Issues in General Secondary Education",
background paper prepared for the World Bank; October, 1988, pp 15-20.

41 In February 1989, the MOEC announced that the national Sipenmaru
examination was to be suspended, and replaced by regional or
institution-specific entrance examinations.
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apply for their children's admission to the most desirable programs which they
can afford and '-hich their children's exam performance gives them a good
chance of beir- !mitted to. In Indonesia, as in most countries, academic
specializationb .re generally preferred over vocational specializations
(including teacher training). There is thus a hierarchy of examination scores
required for admission to individual schools, with academic programs generally
requiring higher scores than vocational programs, and public schools generally
requiring higher scores than all but the best private schools. The most
desired schools attract more applicants and can be more selective, demanding
higher minimum scores and often requiring sizeable parental "contributions"
(para. 3.27).

1.7 The maximum number of students that individual schools are authorized
to admit is limited by MOEC norms on class size.5/ Because the number of
graduating students at each level of schooling exceeds the overall intake
capacity at the next level, graduates with the lowest examination scores and
whose families cannot afford the fees and other costs of schooling do not
progress to the next level of schooling. Currently, one third (33Z) of the
3.5 million primary school graduates do not progress to secondary schooling.
A lower percentage (17?) of graduates from lower secondary schooling (SMTP)
fail to progress to upper secondary schooling (SMTA). It is not clear how
much of this attrition between cycles of schooling results from: (a) lack of
nearby secondary schools, (b) parents' inability to bear the cost of their
children's schooling, and (c) students' inadequate educational performance.
The latter two reasons for noncontinuation in schooling are related in that
private schools cost more than public schools, but often offer an inferior
education. Students prevented from continuing for one reason are thus likely
to be constrained by the other as well. Results of the national SUSENAS
household survey of 1978 6/ provide some indication of the overall impact of
household poverty on school attendances Over survey responses from all
provinces, an average of 53? of parents with children of secondary school age
vho were not in school reported that lack of funds was the principal reason
for their children's not attending school.7/

S/ The MOEC has set 44 students per class as the maximum class size for
both SMPs and SMAs, although snme exceptions are permitted. In
particular, classrooms larger than the standard size--63 square meters
for SMPs, 72 square meters for SMAs--are permitted to have more than 44
students.

6/ Data from the 1987 SUSENAS survey, which will update those findings,
are now under analysis in the Bank.

71 Cited in Dov Chernichovsky and Oey Astra Meesook, "School EnrolLient in
Indonesia,a World Bank Staff Working Paper No. 746. 1985. Some of the
findings from this study are presented in Table 1.11, and discussed in
paras. 1.36 and 1.37.



Education Administration

Roles of KOEC and Other Agencies

1.8 The roles of various public agencies in implementing education pro-
grams are set forth in a number of public laws and decrees, the most recent of
which is the March, 1989 Public Law on the National Education System. The
MOEC plays a dominiant role in the desiSn, delivery, and supervision of most
education programs. It is a major provider of education, and it sanctions the
content and output of education provided by other government agenc'2s and by
private schools and teaching institutions. The MOEC directly provides second-
ary education and higher education, but responsibility for provision of public
primary education was decentralized 8/ to regional governments under Public
Law Number 65 of 1951.91 The MOEC in principle remains responsible for all
technical inputs to public primary education--including teacher training,
curriculum development, and evaluation of teaching performance--but the actual
physical management of the 133,000 public primary schools in Indonesia--in-
cluding construction of schools, recruiting of teachers, and provision of
recurrent budgets for materials--is the responsibility of regional governments 101
and is carried out by the education offices (called dinas P dan K) of provin-
cial or district-level governments.ll/ The central government agency
responsible for coordination of regional government affairs is the Ministry of
Home Affairs (KOHA). Central government expenditures on primary schooling
appear in the MOHA budget and are administered under the MOHA by regional
governments. (Chapter III describes the budgetary mechanisms for the
administration of public primary schools.) Primary school teachers and other
staff of primary schools are recruited by the dinas, bust are formally recorded

31 As used throughout the Government, the term "decentralization' refers
to delegation of implementation responsibility from central government
agencies to autonomous regions (provinces, districts, and autonomous
municipalities). The term Odeconcentration' refers to implementation
by the regional offices of the central government agencies.

9/ Responsibility for primary school administration is by far the most
important (in terms of budget and staff) of the sectoral functions
formally delegated to regional governments. The others are public
health (except communicable disease control), provincial and district
roads, agriculture, animal husbandry, plantations, fisheries, and
forestry. A total of 1,761,000 sectoral staff are seconded to regional
Governments for these programs. Of this total, 1,095,000 staff--fully
62Z of the total--are engaged in primary education.

10/ Autonomous regional governments are established at two levels: The
level 1 regions comprise the 26 provinces plus the municipality of
Jakarta. The level 2 regions comprise the 246 districts or kabupatens,
and the 49 autonomous urban subdivisions or kotamadyas.

11/ In a few cases, there are also units of regional government for
implementation of primary education at the subdistrict or kecamatan
level.
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a\s MOEC staff, seconded (diperbantukan) to the MORA for assignment to primary
schools.

1.9 The MOEC works closely with several other agencies, particularly in
the budget review and approval process. The National Development Planning
Board (BAPPENAS) must approve the development budget for all MOEC programs,
including INPRES SD (para. 1.25). The Ministry of Finance (MOF) must approve
all routine budget requests. Budget proposals with staffing
implications--including all proposals for system expansion--are jointly
reviewed and must be approved by the State Ministry for Utilization of
Government Apparatus (MENPAN), and the State Civil Service Commission (BAKN),
as well as by BAPPENAS and the Ministry of Finance.12/

Structure of the MOEC

1.10 Central MOEC Administration. The administrative structure of the
MOIC, shown in Annex Figure 1, consists of four Directorates General to per-
form line functions, and three staff units to provide supporting services to
the entire ministry. There are Directorates General fort (a) Non-Formal
Education, Youth and Sports (DGNF); (b) Primary and Secondary Education
(DGPSE); (c) Higher Education (DGHE); and (d) Culture (DGC). Each is headed
by a Director General--an echelon I position in the civil-service hierarchy,
appointed by the President and directly responsible to the Minister of Educa-
tion and C-ulture. The three staff units are the Inspectorate General, the
Secretariat General, and the Center for Educational Research and Development
(BalitbaAx Dikbud). The heads of ea.h of these units are also echelon I level
appointments by the President, and report directly to the Minister. As shown
in Annex Figure 1, there are also twelve MOEC centers which are designed to
support various programs. Zhroughout the Ministry. Four of these--the Center
for Policy Research and Development, the Examinations Center, the Informatics
Center, and the Curriculum Center--are currently administered by Balitbana
Dikbud. Eight other centers--for staff training, libraries, book development,
language development, archaeological research, graphics, physical fitness/
recreation, and educational technology--report directly to the Minister. As
is true of the other parts of the Mir-istry, the facilities, staff, and capaci-
ties of the centers vary widely--largely as a result of whether or not they
have benefitted from participation in development projects, with all the
advantages that come with then (para. 3.9).

1.11 Regional MOEC Administration.. The MOEC has the most dispersed
regional administrative infrastructure of any ministry. It is represented
through its kandeps in all of the 295 kabupatens and kotamadyas, and is the
only line ministry with representation in most of the 3,542 kecamatans (sub-
districts). For purposes of education administration, the MOEC has an even
more extensive regional implementation network than regional governments them-
selves, since a number of the rantings (subdistrict offices) do not include

12/ A description of this process is provided in Bruce Haslam, 'Teacher
Selection and Placement: A Study of Indonesia's Practices and
Policies,' consultant report prepared under the IBRD/Indonesia Second
Teacher Trainirg Project; September 1988, pp. 11-20.



education staff. The dinas P dan K office is only one of several sectoral
dinas in most provinces and districts, but it is typically by far the most
important in terms of staff. Often, it contains more staff than all other
sectoral dinas combined, and more than the kanwil P dan k or kandep P dan K.

1.12 The MOEC implements secondary education and performs pedagogical
supervision of primary schools through its network of regional offices at the
province, district, and subdistrict levels. (Construction of secondary gen-
eral schools is managed by the Ministry of Public Works; construction of
secondary vocational schools is supervised by the MOEC itself). The regional
administrative infrastructure for implementation of public primary and second-
ary education is shown in Table 1.3, below. (An exception, higher education
is currently managed centrally by the Directorate General of Higher Education
in Jakarta, but the MOEC reportedly plans to delegate that responsibility in
the future to its regional offices).

Table 1.3: REGIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE FOR
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION

Regional Central
Unit of Government Gover: .-nt
Regional Head of Agency for (MOEC) Agency for
Government Regional Education Education
(number) Government Administration Administration

Province (24), Governor, ) Dinas P dan K Kanwil P dan K
Level 1 Munici- Walikota ) Level 1
pality (3)

District (Kabupaten) Bupati ) Dinas P dan K Kandep P dan K
(246), Autonomous ) Level 2
Urban Unit )
(Kotamadya) (49)

Subdistrict Camat Ranting P dan K Kancam P dan K
(Kecamatan) (3,542) (exceptional)

1.13 The Minister of Education sets nationa.1 policy. The central units of
the MOEC which advise him on primary education are the DGPSE, mainly through
its Directorates of Primary Education and Teacher Training, the Secretariat
General through its numerous administrative units, the centers such as the
Book Center and Curriculum Development Center, and the Inspectorate General
responsible for auditing. The MOEC in Jskarta Influences education quality
because it is responsible for regulating and supervising academic, profes-
sional and administrative standards in the provialon of facilities, equipment,
textbooks, instructional materials and curriculum and examination guidelines.
Education projects, such as the Textbook and Teacher Training projects, have
also been administered directly from Jakarta through development budget funds.
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The Jakarta-based MOEC staff number about 240,000 (nearly 407 of All MOEC non-
teaching personnel), and the system is often described as highly centralized.
But, in practice, the line of command from Jakarta, through the province, dis-
trict and sub-aistrict education offices is long, communication is inefficient
and the outreach capacity of Jakarta-based agencies is poor. De facto, there
is a great deal of local autonomy in school management which, as was observed
for this study, may be used dynamically and productively for school quality
improvement or may allow scope for inferior performance.

1.14 The central MOEC relies on its provincial offices for annual plan-
ning, management and quality control and on its district offices for implemen-
tation and supervision. This is consistent with the Government's recent
actions in other sectors to devolve planning and management functions away
from Jakarta to the provinces.131 There are some 400,000 administrative
personnel at these levels and many well-qualified and competent individuals.
B!ut the critical mass of MOEC technical expertise is deployed to secondary
education, where the MOEC has full responsibility for provision of education
services and funds. Moreover, the chief of the district education office (the
kandep), lacks rank and authority--being on a par only with an SMP principal.

Issues in Education Administration

1.15 In a number of important respects, the structure of education admin-
istration and the process of interaction among the various parts of that
structure have a major bearing on the quality and the composition of education
programs. A number of issues arise from the administrative structure and
practices of the MOEC itself. Others arise from the shared responsibility
(between MOEC and MOHA) for provision of public primary education. The rest
of this section summarizes these two groups of issues.

1.16 Fraamentation within the MOEC. The most serious of the issues aris-
ing from the administrative structure and practices of the MOEC is the lack of
a unifying atrategic perspective across the various programs of the Ministry.
An area which is particularly affected is budget planning for MOEC programs.
The process of consultation and review of MOEC budget proposals referred to
above (para. 1.8) is, by nature, complex and time-consuming.A41 But it is
unnecessarily encumbered by the resolutely vertical orientation of units of
the MOEC. As is true of most ministries, there is a strong tendency for
individual units--the Directorates General and Balitbang Dikbud--to work

13/ King, D.Y., 'Civil Service Policies in Indonesia: An Obstacle to
Decentralization?, Public Administration and Development, 8, 1988.

141 A description of the general budgetary pro:ess is provided in Annex
III. A very detailed description of the budget process for primary
schooling is presented in Douglas Lamb and Ruth Daroesman, "Financing
Education,, Sectoral Study No. 6 of the Central-Local Financial
Relations Review, Development Administration Group, Institute of Local
Government Studies, University of Birmingham; March, 1982.
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independently of other units of the Ministry, including the Secretariat
General. In principle, the Secretariat General and Balitbang Dikbud should
provide a unifying perspective across the various programs of the
Ministry--the Secretariat General dealing with immediate issues such as annual
budget planning and associated staffing needs, and Balitbang Dikbud dealing
with longer-term issues such as planning for educational innovation. But in
practice there is not close cooperation among the Directorates General, the
Secretariat General, and Balitbang Dikbud. There is, instead, a tendency for
these units to act in isolation--for example, in data collection efforts
(para. 1.18). This tendency is reinforced by hierarchical administrative
procedures which discourage horizontal communication among technical staff of
different units. The resulting lack of cooperation among the major units of
the MOEC means that there is not within the Ministry a capability to objec-
tively set and defend priorities for programs and associated budgetary
requirements across the range of the Hinistry's responsibilities. (By
default, BAPPENAS has attempted to perform this role, but BAPPENAS lacks the
resources and the information to perform it effectively.) More generally,
there is not an effective mechanism for reconciling the concerns of the var-
ious units within the Ministry, or for designing cooperative solutions to
questions--such as the current question of how to restructure teacher training
--which involve several parts of the Ministry. The prospect that the Minister
himself could perform this role is compromised by the fact that he does not
appoint his own Echelon I managerss the Directors General and the Secretary
General are appointed by the President.

1.17 Another consequence is incompatibility of pedagogical actions which
should complement each other. A commonly cited example of this disarticu-
lation is the complaint from secondary education authorities that the Direc-
torate General of Higher Education's InIP programs for secondary teacher
training do not adequately prepare teachers for the conditions they face in
teaching. At the same time, higher education authorities frequently complain
that secondary education does not equip incoming university students with the
skills required by the university curricula. Another example is the diffi-
culty of Balitbans Dikbud's developing educational innovations which offer
good prospects of generalization as long as R and D functions are not struc-
turally coordinated with operations under the Directorates General. A speci-
fic example concerns the role of the National Examinations Center, currently
administered by Balitban&. The Center could and should play a key role in
developing examinations appropriate to the curriculum and teacher competen-
cies, in developing diagnostic testing, and in analyzing examination results
to identify problem areas in student comprehension as a guide to improving
teaching programs. The Center has failed to do so largely as a result of its
isolation from the operatienal directorates which actually deliver education
and administer examinations.

1.18 Yet another consequence of the insularity of _MOEC programs is opera-
tional inefficiency--seen, for example, in the duplicate systems for collec-
tion and reporting of data on schools and enrollments. These have led to
wasted resources, conflicting data series within the Ministry, and confusion
and frustration on the part of data providers and users.
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1.19 Dual Administration of Primary Education. The dual administration of
primary education by the MOEC and MOHA is a practical consequence of the
decision, made in 1951, to decentralize responsibility for provision of pri-
mary education to regional governments. Several features of that decentral-
ization should be noted:

(a) It is not, nor should it be, decentralization in the full sense of
granting regional governments complete liberty to determine the con-
tent and coverage of education programs.lS/ The appropriate roles of
central government in providing education have been discussed exten-
sively in the theoretical literature, as well as in the political
arena. It is widely accepted that even when local governments are
more efficient than central government in actual provision of educa-
tion, there remains an important role for central government in
ensuring equity of access to education.161 Central government inputs
are also necessary to ensure equity and the provision of appropriate
service levels of education; as for any public good, locally
expressed demand for education will tend to provide less than the
socially optimal level of service delivery. There is also an impor-
tant role for central government in determining the core content and
maintaining the quality of education programs.

(b) Involvement of regional governments and the MORA, was essential during
the period of rapid system expansion, but is no longer necessary now
that the primary school infrastructure is virtually complete.
Because it possesses its own well developed regional infrastructure
(para. 1.10), the MOEC could now implement primary education without
recourse to regional government infrastructure.

(c) Dual administration in practice provides neither the theoretical
efficiency advantages of decentralization nor the potential equity
advantages of central government control, because--as Chapter III
(paras. 3.22 and 3.32) describes--the Central Government controls the
flow of operational subsidies in primary schools, but these do not
compensate for the large differences in school quality which result
from supplementary school financing by communities.

(d) Although dual administration of primary education has contributed to
problems of education quality (paras. 1.20 and 1.21), those problems
are not intrinsic to decentralization itself. Instead, they result
from the non-cooperative manner in which dual administration of pri-
mary education has been carried out. These practices on the part of

151 Chapter III, paras. 3.14-3.27, describes the mechanisms of central
government control of education subsidies for primary schooling.

161 See, for example, Donald R. Winkler, "Decentralization in Education: An
Economic Perspective", World Bank PHREE Working Paper No. 143, 1989.
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the MOEC and MHOA are a larger manifestation of the same bureaucratic
culture which impedes cooperation within the MOEC (para. 1.16).

1.20 As practiced, dual administration of primary education has several
negative effects on the quality of primary education; friction over authority
and rescurces is widespread at district levels. HOEC officials express frus-
tration that local government authorities act independently of their profes-
sional advice. This issue particularly affects school quality when schools
remain without maintenance, when school funds and classroom materials are not
supplied and when the MOEC has no real influence over teacher appointments,
transfers and promotions. Where there is negligence or incompetence at the
local level, accountability is hard to pin down from the provincial or
national levels, sanctions are few and disputes are difficult to resolve. The
lack of simplicity, clarity and predictability in the managerial environment
of the schools due to divided administration is a long-standing ;:oblem, well-
recognized and, unfortunately, widely viewed as intractable, even among senior
government officials. An ordinance issued in 1988 was the latest in a number
of attempts over the years to clarify the division of powers between local
governments and technical agencies such as the MOEC. Of particular signifi-
cance for quality improvement is the statement that, "...the head of a
regional office follows the technical implementation guidance formulated by
the head of the appropriate vertical agency"17/ --in this case, the MOEC. The
ordinance, however, may not lead to improvements in the case of primary educa-
tion because it puts the onus for coordination on the vertical agency without
stating reciprocal obligations of regional governments to act on their techni-
cal advice.

1.21 Chapters II and III describe why adequate teaching inputs are essen-
tial for quality basic education, and, inter alia, how dual administration of
primary education has hampered the provision of adequate teaching inputs to
schools. The following points summarize the principal means by which dual
administration, as currently practiced. degrades the quality of primary educa-
tions

(a) For budgetary purposes, primary education is seriously neglected
urder the current arrangement of shared responsibility between MOEC
and MOHA for primary education. Additional recurrent budget
resources are a prerequisite for any meaningful improvement of pri-
mary education (para. 3.38), yet it is not within the scope of either
ministry to seek the resources which are urgently need'ed to improve
the quality of primary education: because the MOHA is responsible
for financial provisions to primary schooling, the MOEC has not felt
it appropriate to make the case for additional resources because it
is not responsible for school resources, even though it is aware of
the needs. At the same time, the MORA has not been motivated to
claim additional resources because it is not responsible for educa-
tional quality. BAPPENAS tried last year to provide additional
resources for basic educational inputs, but its efforts have been

17/ Republic of Indonesia, "Coordination of Vertical Agencies in the
Provinces," Ordinance No. 6, Chapter 4, Article 6(3), State
Secretariat/Cabinet Secretary, 1988.
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frustrated by local governments, which have tended to set their own
priorities for use of the funds (para. 3.17).

(b) Improved career development prospects for primary school teachers are
needed in order to induce improved teaching performance, but dual
administration of primary schooling severely limits the potential for
such career development--either through promotion to secondary teach-
ing or other pedagogical functions (which are the MOEC's responsi-
bility). or through reassignment to more desirable teaching locations
(vhich are the responsibility of regional governments, and which are
limited to assignments within the same province). A particular prob-
lem is that the MOEC is responsible for evaluation of primary teach-
ers' performance, but regional governments (under the MOHL) often
make promotion decisions for primary school teachers independently of
MOEC's performance evaluation.

(c) There is often a mismatch between what is needed in primary school
classrooms and what is provided by the dinas. Government subsidies
for recurrent needs of primary schools are provided either in cash or
in kind. When the dinas provide goods in kind such as textbooks or
teaching manuals, the goods provided are often not requested by
schools and often do not correspond to schools' needs. Textbooks,
for example, have been provided to some primary schools by the dinas
(and their cost deducted from the schools' recurrent subsidy) but not
requested by the schools and not usable because they followed an
outdated curriculum. Principals of schools frequently report that
they do not understand why deductions are made from their recurrent
budget subsidies.

(d) Dual administration involves inefficiencies of various kinds which
consume budgetary resources which could otherwise be used to meet
urgent needs for teaching materials and support to teachers in
deprived schools. One form of such inefficiency is redundancy of
staff in many dinas. In most provinces and kabupatens, dinas educa-
tion offices acquired large staffs to implement the accelerated pro-
gram of primary school construction during the decade beginning in
1974 (para. 1.25). Now that the accelerated program of primary
school construction is essentially completed, there is redundant
staffing in many of the dinas education offices. Another form of
inefficiency is the practice, common in urban areas, of dividing
large primary schools into several completely distinct smaller
schools. Field visits for this study observed several cases of such
artificial separation of schools into five or six distinct schools of
the same size, but with separate budgets, principals, and teaching
staff. The practice is inefficient because it fa 18 to capture nat-
ural economies of school scale.

(e) Finally, dual administration is problematic for the needed coordina-
tion of policy, planning and operation of the Government's new
6-plus-3-year cycle of basic education. In particular, continued
separation of responsibilities for primary schooling would very much
complicate the work of harmonizing teacher training and deployment,
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and examination and curriculum policy across the primary and
secondary cycles.

Quantitative Performance

1.22 Indonesia's education system prior to independence in 1945 was frag-
mented and highly selective. There were separate school systems for
Europeans, Indonesians, and Chinese. Each had its own language(s), orienta-
tion, and curriculum. Most schools were urban, although some village elemen-
tary schools had been introduced beginning in 1907. At independence, there
were just 2.5 million primary school students. Secondary enrollments in 1945
totaled just 90,000 in lower secondary schooling and 18,000 in upper secondary
schooling.

1.23 Following independence, public education was viewed by the Government
as a key medium for promoting national unity and national values--first,
through instruction in pancasila,181 and next through instruction in the
national language, Bahasa Indonesia. Private schools too (with the exception
of diplomatic missior schools) were required to use the Bahasa Indonesia as
the language of instruction and to include pancasila instruction in their
curriculum.

Enrollment Expansion

1.24 Initial progress in expanding primary and secondary schooling after
independence was quite rapid, but slowed after 1960. Table 1.4 summarizes
this pattern (shown in more detail in Annex Table 1). Primary enrollments
increased more than fourfold between 1945 and 1960. This increase of more
than nine million students reflects a very significant effort by the Govern-
ment to develop the national education system. Enrollments in secondary
education increased at an even faster pace, although from a much smaller base.
The expansion slowed after 1960--particularly at the primary level, where
enrollments increased at less than 1.02 per year (versus a growth of school-
age population of over 22 per year). Primary school enrollments as a percent-
age of school-age population--the net enrollment ratio--thus declined during
the period 1960-73. Secondary enrollments continued to grow, but at a much
slower pace than before 1960. This interruption in growth of the education
system in part reflected the Government's misgivings about the appropriateness
of the inherited education system, as well as its concern over declining edu-
cational standards.191

l8/ Pancasila is the official expression, included in the Preamble to the
1945 constitution, of five core national principles: belief in one
God, humanitarianism, national unity, democracy arising out of
deliberation, and social justice.

19/ C.E. Beeby, Assessment of Indonesian Education: A Guide in Planning,
Oxford University Press, 1979, p. 6.
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Table 1.4s GROWTH IN TOTAL PRIMARY AND SECONDARY ENROLLMENTS, 1945-1986187
(interval average annual rates of growth in parentheses)

Level 1945/46 1960/61 1973/74 1984/85 1986/87

Primary 2,523,000 11,587,000 13,069,456 26,567,688 26,444,756

(10.22) (0.92) (6.42) (-0.22)

Lower secondary 90,000 1,062,000 1,535,701 5,188,964 6,132,057

(16.52) (2.82) (11.12) (8.3Z)

Upper secondary 18,000 362,000 683,945 2,855,502 3,498,989

(20.O) (4.92) (13.02) (10.22)

Sourcet Figures for 1945 and 1960 are from Department of Education and
Culture, Education in Indonesia, 1900-1974 (in Bahasa Indonesia).
Figures for subsequent years are from the Department of Education and
Culture's "Statistik Persekolahan' for those years.

1.25 In 1973, two events occurred which, together, led to a dramatic
resumption of primary enrollment growth: First, newly available data docu-
mented that total primary school enrollment had been essentially stationary
for two years; enrollments in public primary schools had actually declined in
absolute terms between 1971 and 1973. Second, the price of Indonesian crude
oil rose from $2.93 a barrel in April 1973 to $10.80 a barrel by January 1984.
Concern over stagnant primary school enrollments, combined with a surge in
state oil revenues, fueled a major new primary school construction program.
This new INPRES S.D.20/ program of primary school construction was started
under presidential instruction in 1973. The Government's new initiative in
education led to a 2h-fold increase in the education sector share in Repelita
II (the Second Five-year Development Plan, 1974-78), where Rp 436 billion--9Z
of the total--was reserved -or education investments, versus Rp 36.6 billion
(3.42 of total investment) under Repelita I (1969-73). Annex Table S presents
the components of the INPRES S.D. program since its inception in 1973. The
program was vast--with investment allocations totaling over Rp 3.5 trillion,
providing for 145,000 new primary school buildings, and for rehabilitation of
most other public primary schools. (The program is now largely limited to
rehabilitation of existing schools and construction of teacher housing.)21/

20/ INPRES S.D. - Presidential instruction, primary school.

21/ But see para. 3.17.
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Actual performance has come quite close to these very ambitious targets.
During the first five years of the program, for example, 31,000 new primary
schools were built, and 56,000 others were rehabilitated. Over the same
period, 200 million school books and 40 million library books were printed
under the program for use in primary schools.

1.26 These investments created the physical capacity for primary enroll-
ment growth. Other important measures contributing to increased enrollment
growth were lifting of primary school registration fees in 1977 and 1978, an
accelerated program of construction of primary teacher training schools
(SPGs), and a fourfold increase in primary teachers' salaries.22/ These
efforts succeeded in restoring enrollment growth at all levels, as shown by
the average rates of enrollment growth presented in Table 1.3 for the
1973/74-1984/85 interval. Primary school enrollments grew by over 13 million
between 1973 and 1984--an extraordinary accomplishment, particularly in that
the bulk of the growth was in rural areas.

1.27 As shown in Annex Table 1 and Figure 1.1, below, new intakes to
grade 1 of primary schooling grew without interruption from the beginning of
the INPRES program to 1979. In 1979, new primary school intakes reached a
peak of 4.93 million. Since then, they have fluctuated about an average of
4.3 million, while total primary school enrollments continued to grow for
another five years as the enrollment bulge in the lower grades worked its way
up through higher primary grades. Why did the rapid growth of new enrollments
over the prior five years come to an abrupt halt in 1979, even as the INPRES
program which fueled it continued to expand the primary schoo)l network (Annex
Table 5)? And what did it imply about coverage of primary and lower secondary
schooling, expressed as the proportion of school-age children actually
attending school?

1.28 There are two main factors that explain the abrupt cessation of pri-
mary enrollment growth. By chance, they occurred at about the same time,
which accentuated their individual effects. The first is the slower growth of
the primary school entry. seven-year age cohort which resulted from fertility
declines during the last half of the 1970s.23/ As Figure 1.1 shows, growth of
the seven-year age cohort slowed early in the 1980s. The size of the cohort
reached a maximum in 1985, and has declined slightly since. It is projected
to remain at about the same size, although with dampened oscillations on the
way to stationary population, as Indonesia moves towards the achievement of

22/ Teachers' salaries remained low, however, in an absolute sense (Chapter
III, paras. 3.28-3.31).

23/ The total fertility rate--the mean number of live births over a woman's
lifetime implied by the fertility pattern of all women over a given
time interval--is estimated to have declined from 5.5 in 1967-70 to 4.5
in 1974-78, mostly as a result of contraception. (Geoffrey McNicoll
and Masri Singarimbun, Fertility Decline in Indonesia: Analysis and
Interpretation, Gadjah Mada University Press, 1986.)



FIGURE 1.1
Growth of the Seven-Year Age Cohort and
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replacement fertility sometime early in the next century.241 New entrants to
primary schooling were more numerous than the seven-year age group between
1977 and 1984, reflecting the absorption of overage children who had not yet
started school and the trend toward accepting more six-year olds as the INPRES
program got under way.251 These changes in the age of school entry allow only
a temporary surplus of new entrants over the rate of growth of the six-year
and seven-year age cohorts; once the influence of these changes is fully
absorbed, the rate of growth of new entrants will again be constrained by the
growth of the six-year and seven-year age cohorts. This is essentially the
pattern that we observe in Figure 1.1, and that is modelled in Annex I.

1.29 The second factor contributing to the stagnation of primary school
enrollments is that by 1985 the expansion of the primary school network had
absorbed virtually all of the target population--defined as children of
primary-school age whose parents want them to attend school. Lack of schools
had previously constrained enrollment by this group, and INPRES effectively
lifted that constraint.

Basic Education Coverage

1.30 Current Situation. Can we conclude that primary-school coverage is
now complete, or that Indonesia has attained universal primary education?
Registered enrollments in MOEC and private primary schools during the 1986187
school year were 26,444,756, of whom 22,262,713 were recorded as being of the
normal age (7-12 years) for primary school attendance.261 If we add to the
latter figure the estimated number of 7 to 12-year-olds in non-MOEC public
primary schools27/ --predominantly of the Ministry of Religious Affairs--we

24/ According to the Bank's current projections, which assume the
achievement of replacement fertility in the year 2010, the ultimate
stable size of the seven-year-age cohort would be slightly smaller
(4.32 million) than the current seven-year-age-cohort (4.43 million).

25/ The proportion of six-year old students in grade 1 of primary school
was just 17Z in 1972 (pre-INPRES), and had risen to 30Z in 1986187.
Six-year olds are legally permitted to enroll in grade 1 at the
discretion of their parents, as long as school places are available for
them. Parents are legally required to enroll their children in primary
school at age 7, if not already enrolled.

26/ MOEC, Balitbang Dikbud, Ranakuman Statistik Persekolahan, 1986/87,
Table 7. Unfortunately, equivalent age-specific enrollment figures for
all of lower and upper secondary schooling are not available.

27/ Total enrollments in non-MOEC public primary schools were recorded as
4,363,661 in 1984/85. Applying the proportion aged 7 to 12 years in
total MOEC and private primary enrollments in 1986/87 (84.2X) and the
rate of growth observed in these enrollments during the period 1984/85
and 1986/87 (-0.02? per year) leads to an estimate of 3,673,000 7-to-
12-year-olds in other (non-MOEC) public schools in 1986/87.
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arrive at a total of 25,935,000 estimated primary school students in the 7-12
year age group during the 1986/87 school year. Divided by the World Bank's
population estimate for the 7-12 year age group in 1986--26,022,000--it
implies a net enrollment ratio of 99.6X.281 This percentage is identical to
the estimate of current primary school coverage as presented in Repelita V.
Indonesia's Fifth Five-Year Development Plan. Other recent official state-
ments of the Government put the net enrollment ratio for primary schooling at
97.62.

1.31 The level of primary--school coverage as reported in Repelita V is
extremely high--higher, in fact, then the net primary enrollment ratio
recorded for any other country. Even the figure of 97.62 coverage is very
high for any setting. There are a number of indications that actual primary-
school coverage in Indonesia is considerably less than either of these
figures. One indication is that there are close to a million handicapped
children in Indonesia (para. 1.37), but only about 20,000 places in primary
schools for the handicapped. Other indications are through survey data on
primary-school attendance in schools of all descriptions, and through data on
school dropouts at each level of schooling.

1.32 In principle, survey findings can provide a better basis for judging
the coverage of schooling than enrollment data and population estimates.
Unlike the latter, they are not subject to the biases that arise from errors
in separate generation of numerator and denominator estimates. They are also
free of the incentives for reporting errors that result from linking school
subsidies to reported enrollments--a potential source of upward bias in
reported enrollments in public schooling. A disadvantage of survey-based
estimates of education coverage is that they require great care in sample
deiign in order to yield results that are representative of the full popula-
tion. In Indonesia, fortunately, the SUSENAS Socioeconomic Surveys conducted
by the Central Statistics Office (Biro Pusat Statistik) embody particular care
in sample design such that population-level inferences can be made with a high
degree of reliability. The 1986 SUSENAS household survey provides a good
basis for enrollment estimates for primary and secondary schooling. The
sample includes 45,000 urban and rural households from all provinces. As
shown in Table 1.5, findings from the survey yield an overall primary-school
net enrollment ratio of 91.32, being very slightly higher for boys (91.52)
than for girls (91.12). Net enrollment ratios for lower secondary (41.02) and
upper secondary (26.62) schooling undarstate the actual coverage of education
at those levels in that they ignore enrollments at other levels. This is not
a problem for the primary age group, less than 12 of which is enrolled in
secondary schooling, but it does have a pronounced effect at the secondary
level. For the lower secondary (13-to-15-year) age group, almost as many (3.9
million) were enrolled in primary schooling in 1986 as in lower secondary
schooling (4.9 million), reflecting the cumulative effect of grade repetition
in primary schooling. The effect of grade repetition is also apparent in the
upper secondary (16-to-18-year) age group, where 2.1 million were enrolled in
primary and lower secondary schooling in 1985, versus 2.8 million in upper
secondary schoo'ling.

28/ Defined in para. 1.33.
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1.33 In such cases of high grade repetition, the conventional measures of
school coverage--net enrollment ratios and gross enrollment ratios--do not
provide an adequate view of education system coverage. Gross enrollment
ratios express the number enrolled at a given level of schooling as a percent-
age of population in the age group which is considered normal for that level
of schooling. But in situations of high grade renetition, gross enrollment
ratios tend to overstate actual enrollments at a given level of schooling
because the numerators (but not the denominators) include overage students.
Net enrollment ratios correct for this problem by counting only enrollments
within the age group considered normal for the designated level of schooling.
But they tend to understate the coverage of the full education system in that
they ignore students of che age group in question who are enrolled at lower
levels cf schooling due to late entry or repetition. As we have seen, this
constitutes a serious omission for the secondary age groups in Indonesia. The
final column in Table 1.5 presents an alternative indication of education sys-
tem coverage, called *the total enrollment ratio." This ratio expresses the
percentage of the age group considered normal for a given level of schooling
which is enrolled at any level of schooling. For the primary-school age
group, the total enrollment ratio implied by the 1986 data (92.0?) was vir-
tually the same as the net enrollment ratio. But for secondary schooling,
these ratios are markedly higher than the net enrollment ratios shown in
Column 6. For the lower secondary age group, the total enrollment ratio was
recorded as 74.8Z in 1986, versus a net enrollment ratio of 41.02. (By way of
comparison, Repelita V reports a gross enrollment ratio for lower secondary
schooling in 1988 of 53.4a.) For the upper secondary age group, the total
enrollment ratio implied by the 1986 SUSENAS Jata is 47.3Z; the net enrollment
ratio is 26.6X. (Repelita V reports a gross enrollment ratio of 36.6Z for
upper secondary schooling in 1988.) Enrollment differences between boys and
girls in the secondary school age groups are more pronounced as seen through
those total enrollment ratios than is apparent in tne net enrollment ratios:
the percentage of upper-secondary-school-age girls in school is 42.7Z, versus
51.8Z for boys.

1.34 Another source of information on the coverage of schooling is docu-
mentation of the number of students who start a given cycle of schooling but
drop out before completing the cycle. The MOEC's own figures on primary-
school dropouts, presented in Table 1.6, imply a primary-school net enrollment
ratio considerably lower than the Repelita V figure of 99.6Z. Column threg of
the table shows the cumulative survival rate at the end of each primary-school
grade which results from applying the dropout rates in column two. It implies
that even if 1OOZ of seven-year olds start primary school, only 78Z would
complete primary schooling. In a situation of stable dropout rates and stable
size of the seven-year age cohort, the resulting net enrollment ratio for the
7-12 year age group would be the arithmetic mean of the cumulative survival
rates shown in Table 1.6, or 87.52. If dropout rates had been higher in the
recent past (as para. 1.45 shows they have), the net enrollment ratio would be
corresponding lower than this figure.
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Table 1.5: ENROLLMENT RATIOS FROM SUSENAS 1986

1. 2. 3. 4. S. 6. 7.
Age Normal Number Number Total Net Total

Level of in School in School Popula- Enroll- Enroll-
Schooling at Normal at All tion ment ment

Level Levels Ratio Ratio
(#3115) (#4115)

7-12 Years Primary
Boys (SD) 12,536,162 12,629,168 13,707,033 91.52 92.1?
Girls 11,844,881 11,936,954 13,006,344 91.12 91.8?
Total 24,381,043 24,566,122 26,713,377 91.32 92.0X

13-15 Years Lower
Boys Secondary 2,561,823 4,714,990 6,157,578 41.6? 76.6t
Girls (SMTP) 2,318,601 4,183,322 5,742,037 40.42 72.9?
Total 4,880,424 8,898,312 11,899,615 41.0? 74.8?

16-18 Years Upper
Boys Secondary 1,463,172 2,723,746 5,259,791 27.82 51.8?
Girls (SMTA) 1,290,117 2,169,327 5,084,802 25.42 42.7?
Total 2,753,289 4,893,073 10,344,593 26.6Z 47.3?

Source: Biro Pusat Statistik, "Statistik Pendidikan, Survei Sosial Ekonomi
Nasional, 1986'; Tables 1.1, 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3.

Table 1.6: PRIMARY SCHOOL DROPOUT RATES,
1985/86-1986/87

Dropout Cumulative
Grade rate survival rate

(2) (2)

1 2.8 97.2
2 3.0 94.3
3 4.8 89.8
4 5.1 85.2
5 5.3 80.7
6 3.3 78.0

Source: MOEC, Balitbang Dikbud, Rangkuman Statistik Persekolahan, 1986/87.
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1.35 We conclude that the 1986 SUSENAS survey results provide the best
available recent estimate of the coverage of primary and secondary schooling.
The evidence on primary-school dropouts suggests that, if anything, primary
school coverage as a proportion of the relevant age group may have been
slightly less than the SUSENAS findings. 'What changes in primary and secon-
dary school coverage have taken place since 1986? Because the growth of new
entrants to primary schooling has, as shown in Figure 1.1, essentially kept
pace with the size of the seven-year age cohort since 1985, and because it is
not likely that there have been significant changes in retention of primary
schooling, we conclude that the extent of coverage of primary schooling has
remained essentially constant since 1986/87. Coverage of lower and upper sec-
ondary education, on the other hand, has clearly continued to improve: the
age cohorts for lower secondary and upper secondary schooling are still grow-
ing quite rapidly--at 1.7Z and 3.2X, respectively, according to Bank esti-
mates. But the much higher rates of growth of enrollments for both levels of
secondary education shown for the most recent period in Table 1.4 imply that
secondary enrollment ratios are continuing to improve.

1.36 What does the recent slowdo--n in growth of primary school intakes
imply about the proportion of primary graduates who progress to secondary
schooling? As shown in Table 1.7, primary-school intakes grew at an average
annual rate of 11.9? between 1974 (when the INPRES program began) and 1979
(when new intakes to primary schooling reached a peak). Primary-school
enrollments and graduates grew at lower average rates--7.6S and 6.42, respec-
tively, reflecting the slower growth of intakes prior to 1974. Lower second-
ary enrollments and intakes to lower secondary education, meanwhile, grew by
an average of over 11 per year--almost twice as fast as primary-school graa-
uates. Secondary education thus was able to absorb an increasing share of
primary-school graduates, as reflected in the rising primary/secondary trans'-
tion rates 291 shown in Table 1.8 below. During t)be subsequent seven years,
there was shrinkage in the number of primary-school intakes, but primary-
school enrollments and, especially, primary-school graduates continued to
increase through the momentum of rapid intake growth in the prior period.
Lower secondary enrollments and new intakes continued their rapid growth at
rates almost as high as those of the prior period, but the rate of growth of
new Intakes (9.1 per year) was still not as high as the growth of primary
school graduates (10.9? per year). The primary/secondary transition rate
declined as a result--from 73.72 in 1981 to 64.9? in 1986.

29/ Defined as the percentage of primary-school graduates in a given school
year who progress to lower secondary schooling in the following school
yesr.
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Table 1.7: COMPONENTS OF ACTUAL AND PROJECTED PRIMARY AND
LOWER SECONDARY ENROLLMENT EXPANSION SINCE 1974

(percentage average annual growth rates)

1974-79 1979-86 1986-93
Actual Actual Projected

Primar SchoolinR (SD)
wotai enroijments 7.6Z 4.7? 0.4?
Grade 1 new intakes 11.9? -1.82 -0.2S
Grade 6 graduates 6.4? 10.9? 0.7?

Lower Secondary Schooling (SMTP)
Total enrol.lments 11.1? 10.7? 4.42
Grade 1 new intakes 11.1? 9.12 4.1?

Source: Actual figures are calculated from figures presented in Annex Table
1. Projected figures are from the projection model presented in
Annex Attacbment I. Enrollment data refer to enrollments in the
school year ending in the calendar year indicated.

Table 1.8: ACTUAL AND PROJECTED TRANSITION RATES PRC01
PRIMARY SCHOOLING (SD) TO LOWER SECONDARY SCHOOLING (SHTP), 1974-93

(in percent)

Calendar Transition
year rate /a

1974 58.4
1975 62.4
1976 65.5
1977 65.3
1978 70.5
1979 73.7
1980 73.8
1981 71.5
1982 69.4
1983 70.8
1984 66.8
1985 64.8
1986 64.9
1987 67.2
1988 69.7
1989 74.8
1990 77.1
1991 79.9
1992 82.8
1993 85.0

la Figures describe the proportion of SD graduates in a given calendar year
who progress to the next level the same calendar year (but the next
academic year).

Source: Figures for 1973-77 are from HOEC, Balitbang Dikbud, Rangkuman
Statistik Persekolahan 1978, Table 15. Figures for 19v7-5z are from
tne same report ror 19OZ155, Table 43. Figures for 1983-87 are from
the same report for 1986187, Table 66. Figures for 1988-93 are from
Balitbang Dlkbud's *medium' projection serles for Repelita V
resented in "Proyeksi Pendidikan, Tahun 1988/89-1993/94"; July,
1988; Table 3.1.
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1.37 Reasons for Non-Attendance. The past rapid expansion of primary
enrollments, followed by the recent stabilization of enrollments has led some
observers to conclude that, in quantitative terms at least, the challenge of
primary education has been met, that the job is done. One indication of this
is the sharp (802) reduction which was made in the INPRES S.D. investment
allocation in FY 1988 (Annex Table 5). But there are still, according to the
best available estimates, almost four million children 301 who should be in
primary school but are not. Who are these children, and what explains their
absence from school? A small proportion of this number consists of handi-
capped children with physical or mental impairments which require special
school facilities or teachers which are not available.31/ About one quarter
of the 82 of primary-school-age children nct in school can be presumed to be
in this category.321

Table 1.9: REPORTED REASONS FOR CHILDREN'S ABSENCE FROM SCHOOL (SUSENAS 1976)
(%)

Asas 7-12 Age* 18-16 Ages ,,-IL
Oute r Outer

Resons for not Java Islands Java Islands Java Islands
attending school Male Female Male Female go-[ Fl l- Fem le iMle Femal- Male Female

Had sufficient
Schooling 1.9 8.4 0.0 5.8 6.0 4.9 5.6 7.8 8.9 10.0 10.7 9.0

No funds 48.1 49.1 49.8 43.9 51.6 47.7 66.9 55.8 65.9 49.8 58.4 65.9

Too difficult 12.5 20.4 16.4 17.9 18.1 12.4 14.5 11.6 11.8 :1.7 11.8 .83

School too for
away 9.6 2.4 0.0 0.0 7.0 8.4 4.5 6 .1 5.8 5.6 2.8 1.5

Other 27.9 19.8 84.2 88.0 2B.4 26.e 16.6 28.7 22.7 28.0 21.8 25.3

Source: Date tapes of SUSENAS 1978, Biro Pusat Statlstik, Jakarta, as reported In Dov
Chernichovsky and OQy beasook, *School Enrollment In ndonesas,' World Bank Staff Working
Paper No. 746, 1985.

1.38 For other school-age children, the findings from the 1978 SUSENAS
survey provide an indication of reasons for not attending school. Table 1.9
summarizes those findings. For all levels of schooling, the predominant
reason given by parents for their children's absence from school was the lack
of funds for schooling. About 50X of surveyed parents with children who were

30/ Based on the net enrollment ratio of 85.7Z and the Bank estimate of
7-12 year population in 1989 of 26.1 million.

31/ The 378 existing primary schools for the handicapped enrolled 18,570
students in 1986/87.

32/ This is consistent with the estimate of 840,000 handicapped children
from all school-age groups cited in Conny Semiawan; "Special Education
in Indonesia: Scope and Development;" paper presented at the World
Conference on the Future of Special Education; Firth, Scotland; June
25, 1978.
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not in school gave this as the reason. It is interesting to observe that the
proportion of parents reporting this income constraint was only slightly lower
for primary schooling (where public school fees were phased out just before
the survey) than for secondary schooling (where fees remain). This reflects
the fact that school fees are but one of several categories of cost of public
schooling borne by parents. These costs, which are documented more fully in
Chapter III, include school uniforms (which are in fact required for attend-
ance in all schools), school supplies (which parents are supposed to provide
but often cannot), and parents' association contributions to the school (which
are considered by most parents as mandatory, although in principle they may be
waived).

1.39 Future Prospects for Basic Education Coverage. Because families'
inadequate incomes are a deterrent to school attendance, there are limits to
how much school availability alone can contribute to full enrollment. For
primary schooling, thi. limit is now apparents Even in 1978, very few of the
SUSENAS respondents reported that their children were not in primary school
be-ause a school was not available (or was too far away). Now that the INPRES
progr.m had led to the existence of a primary school in virtually every vil-
lage. the proportion of children absent from primary school because of lack of
taccess must now be close to zero. Inadequate family income remains an impor-
tant residual cause of nonattendance. To address this cause directly, the
M4OEC Directorate of Nonformal Education has introduced a promising experi-
mental program which provides modest income-earning opportunities for primary-
school students from very poor households where school costs are a hardship.
Another approach to the problem would be through official support to voluntary
programs of contributions to meet the schooling costs of the poorest students.
Such programs exist now in some schools, but are very limited in coverage.
These programs should be extended, and complemented by school quality improve-
ments to increase the perceived advantages of primary schools to parents of
out-of-school children (para. 2.22).

1.40 At the secondary level, the direct and indirect costs of public
schooling--including opportunity costs in the form of income foregone--are
greater than at the primary level. in addition to monthly fees (SPP), there
are initial registration fees (which may be as high as in many private
schools), and higher costs of transport and other categories of expenses. As
Table 1.9 shows, the cost of schooling is cited as a somewhat greater deter-
rent of school attendance at the secondary level than at the primary level.
School availability also is more of a constraint on school attendance at the
secondary level than at the primary level, and is likely to be more binding as
the number of graduates from new, rural primary schools increases. (Whereas
the majority of primary schools are now in rural areas, most secondary schools
are in urban areas.)

1.41 The recent slower growth of the intake cohorts for primary schooling
will very significantly ease the task of providing universal access to lower
secondary education--a major benefit of past success in the Government's
family planning program. As shown in Table 1.8, the MOEC projects that the
transition rate from primary to lower secondary schooling (SMTP) will improve
markedly during Repelita V--from less than 701 in 1988 to 85? in 1993. The
final column in Table 1.7 summarizes what that assumption implies about the
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number of total lower secondary enrollments and new intakes into lower second-
ary schooling. The student flow model in Annex I has been used to project
primary school graduates and lower secondary enrollments and intakes, assum-
ing, as the MOEC does: (a) that promotion rates at every grade will continue
to improve, (b) that primary schooling absorbs all children reaching primary
school age and (c) that transition rates to lower secondary schooling improve
progressively as shown in Table 1.8. The results of the projection show that
the improvement in lower secondary intakes can be accomplished with a modest
expansion--equal to less than half the historical rate--in lower secondary
enrollments and intakess New intakes would need to grow by 4.1S per year
(versus a 1979-86 annual average rate of 10.7X), implying total enrollment
growth of 4.42 per year (versus 10.7Z during the period 1979-86) (para. 3.36).

Male-Female Enrollment Differentials

1.42 As is apparent in the SUSENAS enrollment figures presented a.n Table
1.5, above, there is almost no sex differentiation in primary school enroll-
ments, but some differences emerge at the secondary levels The number of boys
attending school in the lower secondary age group is 13? higher than the num-
ber of girls in school; for the upper secondary age group, the difference is
26Z. How significant are these differences? To put them in a comparative
perspective, Table 1.10 presents gross enrollment ratios 33/ for a number of
comparator countries. it is apparent from these figures that there is more
sex differentiation in secondary schooling in Tndonesia than in most of the
countries in the region--excepting Papua New Guinea. But in a more global
sense, malelfemale enrollment differences in Indonesia are less than in many
comparator countries: As Table 1.10 indicates, they are somewhat less than
the average for all lower-middle-income countries.

1.43 Sex differentiation in Indonesia is far mo.e pronounced in individual
types of secondary schools: male enrollments predominate in the specialized
upper secondary schools for academic (SHAs), technical (SMTs), and sport
teacher training (SGOs), while female enrollments predominate in upper secon-
dary schools for commercial (SMEAs), primary teacher training (SPGs), and home
economics (SiKne) specializations.341 Early marriage is not an important
deterrent to female school attendance at the secondary level, nor is it likely
to be as the coverage of secondary schooling expands: Although a higher pro-
portion of girls marry in the 15-19 year age group (18.8? in '985) than do
boys (1.8?), the proportion of girls who marry before age 20 is shrinking
rapidly.

331 Gross enrollment ratios express the number of total enrollments in a
given school cycle, divided by the number of school-aged children for
that cycle. Gross enrollment ratios are larger than net enrollment
ratios (and may exceed 100?) because they include overage and underage
students In the numerator but not in the denominator.

34/ Mayling Oey-Gardiner, "Female School Attendance in Indonesia,*
background paper prepared for the World Bank; April, 1989.
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Table l.lOt GROSS ENROLLMENT RATIOS /a FOR MALES AND FEMALES
IN PRIMARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION, FOR VARIOUS

COUNTRIES, 1983-86

Primary Secondary
Male Female Male Female

Indonesia 121 116 45 34
Thailand 99 96 35 35
Malaysia 101 101 59 59
Philippines 107 106 66 69
South Korea 94 94 97 92
Papua New Guinea 47 37 20 15
Singapore 118 113 70 73

Average, lower-middle-
income countries 111 100 50 41

la Includes overage and underage students.

Sources UNICEF, The State of the World's Children, 1989, except for lower-
middle-income average, which is from World Bank, World Development
Report, 1988.

1.44 The social benefits of women's education for smaller family size and
welfare are well-researched and recognized in all modern societies. Literacy
is known to raise productivity in agriculture, where, as in Indonesia, females
play a prominent role. Moreover, the Government is committed to providing
equal opportunities regardless of gender and has accomplished much in primary
education. The educational challenges now are to improve parents', teachers'
and employers' attitudes to girls' participation in socio-economic moderniza-
tion, encourage female enrollment in SMPs to enable girls who could do so to
benefit from advanced education and training, and improve the quality of pri-
mary education by implementing school programs, for boys and girls, in family-
life education, child care, health, nutrition, literacy and applied science.

School Retention

1.45 Enrollment ratios snmiarize coverage of the school system for each
cycle of schooling. Figures on student flows--promotion, repetition, and
dropout--from one grade to the next describe how efficiently schools retain
and promote students once they start schooling within each schooling cycle.
Table 1.11 presents promotion, repetition and dropout rates for each grade of
primary and secondary schooling for 1975/76-1976177 and 1985186-1986187.
Overall school retention has generally improved over the period. Promotion
rates for primary schooling have increased by an average of 3.2 percentage
points over the decade. Virtually all of this improvement came about through
reduced dropout rates between these reference periods--although, as Table 1.12
shows, there has been an increase in primary-school dropout rates since 1984.
Repetition rates remained essentially constant, and quite high--particularly
at the end of the first year of primary schooling (16.7Z repetition in 1986).
Promotion rates increased by an average of 5.6 percentage points at the lower
secondary level, and by 7.9 percentage points at the upper secondary level.
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Most of this improvement resulted from reduced dropout rates, but there were
also significant reductions in repetition at each secondary grade.

Table 1.11: PRIMARY AND SECONDARY STUDENT FLOWS, 1976 AND 1986
(Prcmotion, Repetition and Dropout Rates, in Percent)

1975176-1976/77 1985186-1986/87
/a /a

Promotion Repetition Dropout Promotion Repetition Dropout

Primary Grade
1 80.7 16.0 3.3 80.5 16.7 2.8
2 82.9 12.5 4.6 84.6 12.4 3.0
3 80.8 11.1 8.1 84.6 10.6 4.8
4 80.8 9.0 10.2 86.4 8.5 5.1
5 84.1 6.7 9.2 88.0 6.7 5.3
6 91.0 2.1 6.9 95.2 1.5 3.3

Lower Secondary
Grade
1 89.0 3.7 7.3 95.2 1.6 3.2
2 92.7 2.6 4.7 96.1 1.7 2.2
3 90.3 2.5 7.2 97.5 2.0 0.5

Upper Secondary
Grade /b
1 86.7 4.1 9.2 96.4 1.3 2.3
2 93.7 2.7 3.6 98.01c 0.8 1.2
3 89.1 3.0 7.9 98.9 1.0 0.1

la Promotion rates at the end of each cycle indicate the proportion of
enrolled students who successfully complete the cycle, not the proportion
who progress to the next level of schooling.

/b General upper secondary specialization.
/c Average rate 1983/84-1986/87.

Sourcet NOEC, Balitbang Dikbud, Rangkuman Statistik Persekolahan, 1976 and
1986/87.

1.46 Table 1.12 shows the recent trend in dropout rates by level and field
of specialization. A comparison of Tables 1.11 and 1.12 shows that while
there has been a long-term trend toward improved retention (reduced dropouts)
in primary schooling, primary-school dropout rates have actually increased
since 1984. Dropout rates in most categories of secondary schooling, in con-
trast, have fallen since 1984. (Two categories of upper secondary schools
even recorded negative dropout rates in 1986, implying that more students were
admitted from outside the system than left the system.) There are no pub-
lished data on male/female differences in repetition and dropout rates, and
there is no implied pattern of sex differences discernible frum the figures in
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Table 1.12. The highest dropout rates in upper secondary schooling are
recorded in the SMKg8 (where female enrollments predominate) and in the STMs
(where male enrollments predominate). The lower dropout rates in the SPGs
suggest that primary teacher training at the end of a decade of rapid primary
system expansion has been seen by parents and students as offering better job
prospects than other secondary specializations--a situation which is no longer
true and is unlikely to persist now that primary enrollments have stabilized
(para. 1.3).

Table 1.12: SCHOOL DROPOUTS BY LEVEL AND SPECIALIZATION, 1984-86

198314-1984/5 1984/5-198516 1985/86-1986/7
Level and type of school Total It Total Z Total S

SD/Primary school 783,496 2.95 920,147 3.47 1,068,235 4.04

SMTP/Junior secondary school 248,424 5.22 292,551 5.64 121,289 2.14
SMPtGeneral JSS 238,885 5.11 284,78, 5.58 116,662 2.09
SKWP/Home economics JSS 1,284 10.92 1,764 12.92 776 5.27
ST/Technical JSS 8,255 1'.84 6,000 8.16 3,851 4.78

SMTA/Senior secondary school 203,347 7.66 119,651 4.19 7,600 0.24
SMA/General SSS 140,807 7.67 54,299 2.80 6,202 0.29
SMEA/Economics SSS 19,922 6.69 24,067 7.04 (4,882) -.1.22
SMKK/Home economics SSS 2,361 11.12 2,350 9.72 1,697 5.57
STH/Technical SSS 31,112 12.65 35,141 13.07 5,154 1.74
SPG/Teacher training school 7,388 3.26 994 0.40 715 0.28
SGO/Sport teacher training 1,757 6.43 2,800 8.31 (1,288) -3.44

Source: MOEC, Balitbang Dikbud, Statistik Persekolahan, 1986187, Table 52.

Qualitative Performance

1.47 The focus of the Government's education strategy since independence
has been on quantitative expansion, including the expansion of capacity at all
levels and creation of a nationwide education infrastructure. As summarized
in the preceding section, this effort has been successful. But in a resource-
constrained setting, it has inevitably meant that less attention was given to
education quality. While the Government's early strategy of developing the
primary schooling infrastructure was warranted on equity and efficiency
grounds, it is now appropriate, for the same reasons, to focus on improving
the quality of primary education. With primary-school enrollments now nearly
complete, the principal source of inequality in primary education is, as
Chapter II describes, the unequal quality of primary schools. One indication
of this quantity/quality tradeoff is the abbreviated diploma programs of
teacher training which were adopted to accelerate the output of secondary
school teachers. Another is the lower examination scores required for entry
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to the never universities in the outer islands.351 More generally, parents and
educators at all levels express concerns over declining educational perform-
ance and standards.

1.48 The Government is now turning its attention to quality improvement,
particularly in basic education. Improved quality of basic education is
rightly seen as a prerequisite both to improved quality at higher levels of
education and to increased labor-force productivity.

1.49 The Government's approach to improved education quality will rely
heavily on efforts to improve the qualifications and professional motivations
of teachers, and to improve the supply of basic educational materials in the
classroom.36/ The MOEC estimates that 802 of existing secondary teachers need
upgrading of teaching skills. The plan to restructure primary teacher
training (para. 1.3) reflects the Government's awareness that pre-service
training of primary teachers needs to be extended and improved. The following
chapter discusses these and other needs for quality improvement in basic edu-
cation; Chapter III discusses the budgetary process and its influence on edu-
cation quality--particularly through its influence on the supply of essential
educational materials in the classroom.

35/ Somerset, op. cit. pp. 22-28.

36/ Press conference by the Minister of Education, Fuad Hassan, on the
occasion of the 1988 National Conference on Education, as reported in
The Jakarta Post, 'Improvement of Teaching Proficiency will be given
High Priority: Hassan July 22, 1988.
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II. NEEDS FOR QUALITY ZHPROVEMENT IN BASIC EDUCATION

2.1 This chapter describes the needs for quality improvement in basic
education. It begins with a description of dimensions of education quality,
then describes specific needs under three broad headings of actions:
(a) improved supply of textbooks and instructional materials to schools;
(b) improved qualifications, motivation, and deployment of teachers; and
(c) improved school management--particularly involving the roles of school
principals and head teachers. Each of these topics is discussed in the con-
text of international research findings from the educational effectiveness
literature.l/ Where appropriate, lessons of international experience are sum-
marized. Specific recommendations for action accompany each topical discus-
sion. Clearly, a number of the education quality issues--and the recommended
actions to address them--are interrelated. In particular, many of the recom-
mendations relating to improved teaching and improved supply of educational
materialz in schools would require budgetary changes and changes in the struc-
ture of education administration. Some of these interrelationships are
acknowledged and cross-referenced. Others are not, but will be obvious to the
reader.

1/ There is a vast literature on school effectiveness in the
industrialized world but relatively little for the developing world.
(Some of this literature is summarized in Marlaine E. Lockheed and Erik
Hanuschek, "Improving Educational Efficiency in Developing Countries:
What do we know?" Compare 18:1, 1988 and in World Bank Reprint Series:
Number 435.) Effective schools are those that promote and maintain
high levels of student academic performance and conduct, in accordance
with curriculum goals. (Host research has concentrated on academic
achievement to the neglect of social goals because the former are more
easily measured.) Both physical and human inputs are required. But
research indicates that the optimum mix of inputs which would produce
acceptable levels of student achievement at maximum efficiency varies
according to the unique environment of every school and, in particular
the quality of school management. Recent studies in industrialized
countries, however, do indicate that improved school effectiveness,
defined in terms of the better management of school inputs, school
programs, operations and pedagogical processes, does result in improved
student enrollment, graduation and academic achievement. Effective
schools, research indicates, appear to share a common set of features.
Those of particular relevance in Indonesia appear to be: (a) efficient
delivery of services and supplies to schools by the local administra-
tion; (b) dynamic professional leadership and management by principals
and supervisors; (c) a school and community climate which encourages
high expectations of students' achievement and behavior and rewards
progress; (d) a high proportion of the school day devoted to
instructional time; (e) regular in-service teacher training, teacher
performance standards and opportunities for professional enrichment;
(f) high teacher morale and participation in school improvement
programs; (g) a curriculum responsive to local cultures and student
needs, implemented coherently school-wide; and (h) regular testing and
feedback of students' progress.
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Dimensions of Primary Education Quality

2.2 Primary education quality in Indonesia is discussed under four dim-
ensions of school quality: (a) cohort survival and graduation rates; (b) stu-
dent achievement and examination results; (c) citizenship and values educa-
tion; and ld) employment preparation. Recent policy and programs have
addressed each of these themes.

Cohort Survival and Graduation Rates

2.3 In the 1970s, primary-school repeater rates averaged a high 122;
fully half the students who entered grade one left school without primary
leaving certificates. In the 19808, dropout rates fell to 4Z annually because
of the abolition of public school fees and because of greater accessibility of
schools. But over 1 million students a year--more boys than girls--still drop
out and fail to become fully literate and numerate. Grade repetition rates
remain unacceptable at 13? overall (nearly 4 million students a year), with a
high 17Z in grade one, declining to 2Z in grade 6 (Table 1.10). Repetition
rates vary between provinces but intra-provincial variations need detailed
anelysis for policy making. Indonesia's repetition rate is higher than Sri
Laika's, (10?), a country with comparable primary participation rates but
lcwer GNP per capita (US$400 in 1986). High repetition rates may mask poor
; rformance in the previous grade due to irregular attendance, especially for
he poor. But they also indicate that many students fail to benefit from the
investment in their previous year's schooling and thus fall behind. Moreover,
Indonesian studies support international findings that repeaters are more
likely to fail and drop out subsequently. The 1976 National Assessment Study 2/
showed that grade six repeaters and over-age children did worse than average
on achievement tests.

2.4 MOEC policy, as in most modernizing countries today, is to encourage
automatic grade promotion. This promotes efficient flow through the system
and provides space in over-crowded classrooms for the next year's intake.
However, the automatic promotion policy is not yet fully implemented in Indo-
nesia, because parents are not always involved in decisions about students at
risk, because schools do not have remedial programs for failing students,
because the curriculum is too demanding for some schools and because prin-
cipals are under no pressure to promote students in schools where there is
spare classroom capacity and teachers are plentiful.

2.5 Recommendations. Provincial statistics show great variation in repe-
tition rates but additional data disaggregated by sub-district need to be
generated in a form easily accessible to provincial and national planners.
Selected provinces should undertake classroom studies, based on national
guidelines, in order to inform policy on in-school factors contributing to

2/ C. Mangindaan Moegiadi and W.B. Elley, National Assessment of the
Quality of Indonesian Educations Survey of Achievement in Grade 6,
MOEC, Office of Educational and Cultural Research (BP3K), in
association with the New Zealand Council for Educational Research,
Jakarta 1976. Hereafter referred to as the 1976 National Assessment
StudY.
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excessive repetition and to make suggestions for improvement. At this time,
given some spare capacity, (which can only be reduced gradually), the emphasis
of policy should be on improving learning gains at each grade level rather
than on stricter but unproductive automatic promotion for efficiency reasons.
Spare teacher time and classroom space should be utilized to mount remedial
and support programs at each grade for students who are at risk of repeating
or dropping out. These should include regular monitoring of student perform-
ance by school principals, teacher training in identifying and remedying
learning difficulties and parental guidance in how to support the academic
goals of schools.

Student Performance

2.6 Educators, parents and employers interviewed for this study consist-
ently assert that student performance, in terms of the incremental learning
attributable to schooling, is still unacceptably low and even declining.
Unfortunately, Indonesia is behind comparable countries in the region in dev-
eloping achievement testing capacity. Little systematic use is made of stan-
dardized achievement tests on national samples of students. Therefore, hard
evidence on achievement levels and trends, good and bad, is difficult to come
by and quality improvement will be difficult to monitor until testing capacity
is strengthened and regular testing institutionalized. Indonesia has not yet
benefitted from participation in the achievement studies the International
Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA), which has
provided useful data for international and regional comparisons. The results
of a 1983 IEA science study in the region, for instance, showed Japanese and
Korean students do outstandingly well and those from Singapore and Hong Kong
perform well (Annex Table 5). The comparatively poor results for the
Philippines, however, are already motivating a reform of science education in
that country.

2.7 The informed observations of a wide ran-,- of Indonesian educators, as
well as classroom investigations for this study, support the MOEC's own con-
clusion that achievement levels are still unacceptable for a country at
Indonesia's stage of development. The 1976 National Assessment Studr showed
that primary school completers performed poorly at that time, with less than
50? mastery on achievement tests in science, mathematics, social studies and
the national language. Rural students consistently performed more poorly than
urban students--a finding that appears to be related to inadequate supplies of
essential learning materials in most rural schools (para. 3.22). Systematic
follow-up studies, though planned, have unfortunately not taken place.3/ One
small MOEC study in rural Bakung Ilir, found that grade three children in
village schools could not read, that no students had ever graduated from grade

3/ The MOEC's Balitbang Dikbud, in association with USAID, is currently
undertaking a three-province study of primary school quality which will
provide recent data on student achievement and its community, household
and school determinants. This should provide valuable guidance for
future policy direction as well as a model for future quality data
collection.
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six and that students transferring into better schools tended to be down-
graded by one or two grades because of their inability to cope. Indirect
evidence for poor quality also comes from poor results on the Sipenmaru exami-
nation. These suggest that upper secondary schools, apart from urban Java and
a few other cities, have recently been enrolling students with previous poor
grounding in basic language, math, and science-skills. Scores show large
differences in achievement levels between provinces, between Java and non-Java
and between urban and rural schools.4/ These results suggest that poor per-
formance begins in primary school and is perpetuated through secondary school.

2.8 Recommendations. Existing student achievement test instruments
developed by Balitbang Dikbud and the National Eiamination Center should be
shared with provincial (Kanwil) authorities. Staff in the Curriculum
Divisions of the Kanwil and District (Kabupaten and Kotamadya) offices should
be trained in annual sampling of student performance in order to monitor stan-
dards and provide appropriate goals for targeted school improvement programs.
Primary schools identified as ineffective in improving student learning should
receive additional support for instructional materials and teacher training.
To implement this, BalitbanR should mount an intensive technical assistance
program to the Kanwils and provide an annual report to the DGPSE on national
performance trends. The MOEC should seriously consider participating in any
future international IEA studies of student achievement in order to monitor
primary education quality in Indonesia against comparator countries.

2.9 Examination Results. Poor results on the Ebtanas SD examination in
recent years have caused widespread concern. For example, the 1987 Ebtanas SD
results for the 114,000 candidates in the Jakarta administration indicate that
over 502 of students had difficulty with science and mathematics--earning less
than the minimally acceptable score--and nearly 30,000 failed in Bahasa, the
national language.5/ Examination results often differ widely, reflecting
great variance in school effectiveness--even within the same sub-district. In

W $o-votrCL 'if JakaZta, Vi&sLL4d for this zu 465 of aixth-grada
students received a failing grade in mathematics, versus only 12? in another
near-by school. In a rural sub-district of South Sulawesi, test results
suggest a random outcome, with no single school or cluster of schools
appearing to perform better than others. Mission observations suggest,
however. that provincial performance levels were lower than in the capital and
that rural schools do worse--a finding reported elsewhere.6/

4/ H.C.A. Somerset, op. cit.

S/ Analysis based on data for Jakarta and South Sulawesi made available to
the mission. The provinces now administer the Ebtanas SD, based on
national MOEC guidelines.

6/ Somerset, op. cit.
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2.10 The Ebtanas examinations unfortunately, cannot be used as a reliable
yardstick of student achievement or school quality. Nor can the tests pre-
sently inspire public confidence in a fair, modern, meritocratic system of
secondary school selection. A number of MOEC consultant reports have con-
cluded that they are technically unsound and there are serious weaknesses in
their administration. They use raw scores, not standardized nationally, and
thus vary in accordance with the difficulty and technical quality of the test
items and the care with which test results are marked. Scores are adjusted in
each region according to performance in previous years. This demands more
rigorous standards from students in high performing areas or where secondary
places are scarce, and vice versa. The system also puts a heavy weight of
responsibility on teachers for devising appropriate test items and for record
keeping. though most teachers are ill-trained in the techniques. These defi-
ciencies are widely acknowledged among supervisors and teachers.

2.11 The Ebtanas SD examination outcomes reflect the level of pressure of
grade six graduates on the number of scarce secondary places available
locally. Although no primary graduate is officially denied a place in second-
ary school, the system culls students who perform less well and directs them
to inferior schools, or they drop out. This has the effect of continuing and
compounding the disadvantages of students from poor quality primary schools
and is detrimental to quality improvement and equity. Once there are suffi-
cient secondary schools of acceptable quality for all primary graduates to be
'automatically' admitted to lower secondary schools, the selective function of
Ebtanas SD will become obsolete, since all students could be allocated to
local schools within neighborhood catchment areas (rayonasi). In addition, a
policy of mixing students of different socio-economic status in the same
schools could then be instituted, thereby helping to raise comunity expecta-
tions of the school and the school's accountability to parents.

2.12 Recommendations. The Ebtanas SD is highly unsatisfactory as a selec-
tS .e ca; a;.d zho.-il . phaaad Outs ; sacondary p;iAes; baccu;a irurr wide'ly
available. Neighborhood catchment areas should be established, within which
all primary school graduates would be allocated to a secondary school. Time
and resources presently spent on examination administration (11.52 of the
central MOEC recurrent budget) should be diverted to quality improvement mea-
sures.

2.13 Values Education. The mission of the primary schools includes non-
academic student outcomes such as appropriate values and conduct. Though
measurement of these is technically problematic, they are nevertheless very
important in the Indonesian context. Nation building was one of the major
reasons for the early thrust to establish a national school system. In so
large and dispersed a country, with such ethnic, cultural, religious, lin-
guistic and economic diversity, policymakers have consistently looked to
neighborhood primary schools as vehicles for national integration. There are
fears that the social fabric is weakening due to social change and youth unem-
ployment; schools have an important role to play in purveying acceptable modes
of behavior. Primary schools are also charged with preserving ethnic iden-
tities and diverse cultural and linguistic traditions, in keeping with the
national motto, 'Unity in Diversity* (Bhinneka Tunapal Ika). The curriculum,
textbooks and teachers are expected to promote the five national principles of
Indomesian citizenship (Pancasila), the majority religion, Islam, and minority
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religions, including Christianity, Buddhism and Hinduism. These subjects are
allocated over 12Z of the official curriculum, which is in line with other
pluralistic countries in the region. For example, the Philippines devotes 15Z
of its curriculum to citizenship and nation building and Malaysia nearly 112.
In Indonesia, Pancasila themes also infuse most other curriculum areas.

2.14 The Indonesia national language, Bahasa Indonesia, is the medium of
instruction throughout the school system; about 252 of the curriculum is
devoted to teaching it as a subject. Experience elsewhere indicates that
imparting the national language is the most important integrative contribution
schools can make. As well as the academic curriculum, the role models
teachers provide are powerful influences on student conduct. Experience
worldwide shows that schools can be useful means of reinforcing prevailing
mores but are not by themselves powerful instruments of change. A coumon
school 3ystem is a unifying force .-hile one which provides grossly unequal
opportunities is divisive.7/

2.15 Recommendations. Provincial level curriculum and book development
programs should be mounted to ensure that reading materials in both the
national and local languages are made available and that teachers are trained
to be more competent to teach the national language. The provincial auth-
orities should mount a program to encourage local authors and .ivate pub-
lishers and printers. They should establish units to provide guidance to
authors on appropriate local content and to ensure that local publications are
consistent with national MOEC guidelines.

2.16 Employment Preparation. The Government apnropriately views schooling
as a productive investment in its national development. Parents and students
see primary education as an essential first certification for modern-sector
employment. But questions have been raised as to whether education is the
best preparation for employment, and what kind of education is the most appro-
priate for employment neede. There are three gen!:al sources of concernt

2.17 First, while primary and secondary education have high estimated
rates of return (Annex Table 6), there is concern about unemployment of grad-
uates. As shown in Table 2.1, below, the lowest rates of unemployment
recorded in the 1985 SUPAS intercensal survey are for the unschooled. Through
secondary education, unemployment rates generally rise with the level of edu-
cation, reaching 152 for the labor force with SMA schooling. Tnese findings
raise questions as to whether the earnings benefits of education may be offset
by unemiployment.

7/ Linda A. Dove, "The Role of the Community School in Rural
Transformation in Developing Countries", Comparative Education, 161,
1980.
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Table 2.1: 1985 REPORTED UNEMPLOYMENT RATES
BY EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT

1. Unemployed /a 2. Labor Force 3. Unemployment
Rate (1/2)

Never attended school 42,917 12,604,418 0.3%
Did not complete primary school 160,377 21,649,098 0.7Z
Completed primary school 263,089 17,496,160 1.52
Completed lower secondary general 170,503 3,695,950 4.6Z
Completed lower secondary vocational 35,636 911,659 3.9t
Completed upper secondary general 386,907 2,581,068 15.0O
Completed upper secondary vocational 264,476 3,046,046 8.72
Completed Diploma I or II 4,408 168,501 2.67
Completed Diploma III 23,280 329,792 7.12
Completed university 16,884 342,923 4.92
Total, all levels 1,368,477 63,825,615 2.12

/a Not currently employed and actively looking for work.

Source: Biro Pusat Statistik, 1985 Intercensal Population Survey (SUPAS),
Table 4.39.

2.18 The high rates of unemployment among secondary graduates have been
found to result from the slow absorption of graduates into first employment.81
(A high percentage of the educated unemployed--87% for secondary
graduates--are new entrants to the labor market.) The private rate of return
to job search (and consequent unemployment) for secondary graduates has been
estimated at 212--even higher than the rate of return to secondary education
itself (or to higher education.)9/ Although the interval between graduation
and first employment is long in Indonesia--averaging two years for secondary
graduates--the higher salaries eventually earned by graduates justify the
wait. In this sense, job search (and consequent unemployment) on the part of
new graduates is itself a productive investment for most graduates. Seen from
an individual point of view, the concern about unemployment of school
graduates is justified only to the extent that the underlying structure of
earnings differentials by level by education has changed, or is likely to
change. Seen from a macro point of view, however, the long waiting period for
graduates implies a troubling underutilization of scarce national resources.

8/ David H. Clark. "How Secondary School Graduates Perform in the Labor
Market; A Study of Indonesia.0 World Bank Staff Working Paper No.
615. 1983.

9/ Ibid, and data presented in Annex Table 6.
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2.19 The single area where significant changes in t.:e structure of earn-
ings might be foreseen concerns public-sector employmen-. The public sector
is the predominant employer of school graduates at the secondary level and
above. It employs 581 of all upper secondary school graduates, and 771 of all
university graduates.101 Public-sector recruitment is likely to absorb a much
smaller proportion of graduates in the future as the number of graduates
continues to expand and as the size of the civil service stabilizes with the
Government's continued transfer of responsibilities to the private sector.
The higher earnings 111 of educated staff in the public sector may not, for
several reasons, be matched by equivalent earnings in the private sector.
Earnings are generally a less reliable indicator of productivity in the public
sector than in the private sector. If education performs a screening function
in public-sector reeruitment, compensation for higher levels of education may
exceed productivity and earnings increments in the private sector. Alterna-
tively, even if public-sector compensation differentials for education reflect
genuine productivity differences, the higher productivity in public sector
activities may not be fully transferrable to the private sector. in which case
private sector salaries for the same educational qualification may be lower
than in the public sector. But in any case, even if the shrinking role of the
public sector as an employer of school graduates does raise questions about
the future returns to education, it does so only at the level of upper second-
ary school and higher education. The Government does not employ as substan-
tial a share of primary graduates (10.6Z) or lower secondary graduates (24.92)
as it does for higher levels of education; it is thus not able to exercise as
dominant an influence upon graduate earnings (or estimated rates of return) at
lower levels of schooling as it might at higher levels.

2.20 A second general question about the adequacy of primary and secondary
education as preparation for eventual employment concerns the appropriate
extent of vocatior,slization of schooling, particularly at the secondary level.
Many countries have developed or reinforced vocational schooling as a response
to unemployment, in the hope that 'more relevant" content of schooling would
lead to lower unemployment. With few exceptions, this has proven to be a vain
hope. Not only has vocational education failed to stimulate employment or job
creation; it has also shown itself to be less effective and more costly in
training for specific jobs than alternative approaches--such as apprenticeship
and other employer-based schemes--and less remunerative as an individual (or

10 As calculated from 1985 Supas data.

11/ The term #earnings' is used here in a comprehensive sense. Although
public-sector salaries are low (paras. 3.28 and 3.29), public-sector
earnings in some activities may be quite high--particularly as a result
of honoraria and other project-related emoluments, which together may
dwarf actual civil-service salary. (D.Y. King, op. cit.)
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social) investment than general education.l21 (Annex Table 7 sinmmarizes the
results of a score of recent studies on the subject.) A detailed tracer study
of the employment experience of upper secondary-school graduates in Indonesia
reported mixed job market results:

"In Jakarta, STM graduates had a substantially better record than
those from SMA: a higher proportion were working and at higher rates
of pay. In other parts of Java, SMEA graduates had the highest pro-
portion working but the earnings of the three types of schools were
about the same. Outside Java, SMA graduates had the best record:
more were working and at higheL rates of pay than other graduates.113/

The study concludes thats

The rates of return point to academic (SMA) senior secondary educa-
tion as the better investment, even if one takes into account the
finding that graduates from some vocational schools get jobs more
quickly and thus have shorter waiting times. The tracer study data,
however, show that in some locations graduates from one type of
school are earning substantially more than academic graduates.
Together these two sets of figures indicate that academic education
overall is the best investment but there are probably locations where
one (or more) of the specialized schools deserve an even higher pri-
ority.141

2.21 These findings are relevant to the question of vocationalization of
education at the upper secondary level. At the primary and lower secondary
levei, there is close to a consensus in the literature that vocationalization
of schooling is not desirable. The most imrortant roles of basic education in
preparing for eventual employment ares (a) to provide fundamental skills in
literacy, numeracy, and approaches to problem-solving, and (b) to develop good
work ha"its. These are important to success in eventual employment whether or

12/ Published findings on the results of various types of vocational
training programs are reviewed in two recent studies: Christopher
Dougherty. "The Cost-Effectiveness of National Training Systems in
Developing Countries." World Bank PPR Working Paper No. WPS 171
(March, 1989); and David R. Metcalf. 'The Economics of Vocational
Training." World Bank Staff Working Paper No. 73 (1985).

131 David H. Clark, op. cit., p. 48.

14/ Ibid.
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not basic education is followed by higher-level education or specific voca-
tional training.15/

2.22 A third general question about basic education's employment prepara-
tion role concerns the effects of unequal quality of education in (ostensibly
equivalent) public schools. Families of low socio-economic status sometimes
express alienation from the school system which the Government has intended
should integrate society. The conspicuous gap in quality between the most
deprived schools and the most privileged schools, including the much lower
examination scores of studente in the poorest schools, causes some parents of
children in those schools to doubt whether education will ever lead to the
same success for their children in subsequent schooling and eventual employ-
ment that it does in better-endowed schools. In such circumstances, parents
tend to withdraw their children from school (and the dubious prospect of
improved employment opportunities) in order to contribute to a more modest,
but more certain and more immediate, household income.

2.23 Recommendations. In view of the quality deficiencies in basic educa-
tion in Indonesia, efforts in basic education should focus on improving teach-
ing quality in core curriculum areas--Bahasa language, math, and basic
Science--rather than on adding new vocational elements to the curriculum.
Efforts to improve quality of teaching in the most deprived schools should
help to retain the students who now fail to complete basic education because
of misgivings about its utility.

Tmproving Basic Education Quality

2.24 Among the dimensions of education quality discussed in the preceding
section, the Government's current interest appropriately focuses on the needs
for improved student achievement. There is a vast literature on factors
influencing student achievement, particularly in the advanced countries. One
general finding emerging from this literature is that, whereas in advanced
countries social background and preschool influences have a stronger influence
on student achievement than school variables do,16/ in developing countries
the quality of schools has a dominant influence on student achievement.171
This finding reflects the particular importance of schools in developing a

15/ In other settings, more and better general education has been found to
increase the utility (in terms of skill acquisition and eventual
earnings) of subsequent vocational training. See, e.g., Emmanuel
Jimenez and Bernardo Kugler. "An Economic Evaluation of a National
Training System: Colombia's Servicio National de Aprendizaje (SENA)."
World Bank Working Paper, EDT series No. 24, 1986.

16/ The most influential of the many studies reporting this finding is the
Coleman Report: Joseph S. Coleman et al. Equality of Educational
Opportunity. U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. 1966.

17/ Stephen P. Heyneman and William A. Loxley. "The r.tect of Primary-
School Quality on Academic Achievement across Twenty-nine High- and
Low-Income Countries." American Journal c'- Sociology. Vol. 88, No. 6.
(1983).
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child's intellect in low-income countries, where extra-scholastic education
inputs which are taken for granted in advanced countries--such as educated
parents and public libraries--are often not present.18/ The school variables
which have been found most consistently to affect student achievement in
developing countries are those most closely linked to the instructional
process--particularly, teacher training, availability of textbooks, science
equipment and other educational materials, and school management. This
section discusses the needs for improving basic education quality in Indonesia
under three headings: improving school inputs, improving the qualifications
and motivation of teachers, and improving school management.

Improving School Inputs

2.25 A recent study of education finance practices in developing countries
found a consistent tendency in times of budgetary shortage to reduce public
expenditures for school inputs normally financed under the non-salary recur-
rent budget: 'Educational expenditure reductions have largely been imposed on
that category of education budget which has no politically organized interest
group to defend it, non-salary expenditures: money for chalk, wages, furni-
ture, laboratory equipment, and textbooks.119/ Yet it is precisely these
inputs which have been found to be most vital to effective education.

2.26 This tendency to neglect key inputs to education is very much appar-
ent in Indonesia. During the 1970s boom in oil revenues, the Government"s
INPRES program energetically provided physical inputs to classrooms, such as
text and library books, cupboards, tables, chairs and chalkboards. Community
pride often focused around the school. Today there is evidence of widespread
deterioration in the school environment since the peak years of INPRES, and of
disparities between schools even within the same sub-district. Administrators
complain that they have to neglect rural schools for lack of time, transport
and incentive to visit them. Principals complain that they lack operations
and maintenance funds and that officials respond poorly to formal requests for
assistance. It is apparent to visitors that routine maintenance is neglected,
except in schools where the community is both affluent and mobilized to com-
pensate for deficiencies. Consequently, as one high level educational offi-

18/ For example, Bruce Fuller. "Raising School Quality in Developing
Countries: what investments boost learning?" World Bank Discussion
paper No. 2, 1986; Farrell, J.P. 'International Lessons for School
Effectiveness: the view from the developing world", in Joao Oliveira,
Joseph Farrell and Bernadette Etienne. editors. 'The Costs and
Effectiveness of Teachers in Developing Countries.' Unpublished
manuscript. 1988.

19/ Joseph P. Farrell and Stephen P. Heyneman. "Textbooks in Developing
Countries: Economics and Pedagogical Choices.' In Philip G. Altback
and Gail P. Kelley. Textbooks in the Third World. 1988. page 21.
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cial expressed it, many poorer communities lack a sense of pride in the local
primary school and have washed their hands* of it in frustration.

2.27 There are two principal reasons for the inadequate supply of funda-
mental school inputs in basic education. The first arises from income
inequality among regions, among communities, and among households. Although
it is true that communities contributed to school operation before INPRES SD,
the resulting distribution of primary schools and school facilities was very
unequal--reflecting households' unequal capacity to contribute to their finan-
cing. INPRES SD brought two important changes: It provided a school in vir-
tually every village, independently of village resources, and it (temporarily)
took over the financing of many of the activities which had formerly been
financed by the local community. INPRES SD thus led to major improvement in
equity of primary education provision. As soon as INPRES SD's special finan-
cing for new primary schools lapsed, however, the routine government financing
(paras. 3.13-3.17) for school operation proved inadequate to supply the neces-
sary educational inputs. Communities which could afford to do so supplemented
these meager resources through parent contributions, called BP3 (para. 3.16).
Communities which could not afford to do so saw the quality of their schools
deteriorate for want of textbooks, chalk and other essential teaching aids.
They also tended to lose any good teachers they may have had. who themselves
were desperate for a financially and professionally more rewarding teaching
environment. INPRES SD, combined with the current inadequate public financing
of schools' operating costs--described more fully in Chapter III--thus
replaced a system in which primary schools were unequally distributed but of
roughly equal quality, with a system in which schools are equally distributed
but of starkly unequal quality due to differences in school inputs.

2.28 The second fundamental reason for inadequate supplies of educational
inputs to pr$mary schools is dual administration by the Ministry of Education
and the Ministry of Home Affairs. As noted above (paras. 1.20 and 1.21), this
reflects the complete separation of responsibilities and interests for finan-
cial and educational administration of public primary schools.

2.29 School inputs for basic education are described in this section under
three main headings, corresponding to the categories of physical inputs which
have been found consistently to have an imoortant influence on student
achievement in developing countries: (a) teztbooks and other instructional
materials, (b) national curriculum guidelines, and (c) examinations and tests.

2.30 Textbooks. Well written and appropriately used textbooks which
reflect curriculum developments are widely proven as major investments in
quality improvement to reduce teacher reliance on drill exercises and student
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dependence on note-copying and memorization.201 From 1969, the MOEC has taken
responsibility for developing, printing and distributing free primary text-
books, with the aim of improving the quality of instruction. The MOEC's Book
Center and the Center for Curriculum Development are now responsible for
public-sector book development. Between 1969 and 1988, the MOEC has produced
500 to 600 million primary textbooks and library books--a massive effort.
There has been an improvement in the appearance and physical durability of
MOEC textbooks, though they do not reach the standard of books published
through the main commercial publishers.211 The MOEC printer (Balai Pustaka)
and commercial printers produce books; the DGPSE and its provincial offices
are responsible for supply to schools.

2.31 Serious weaknesses in the development of books have reduced their
potential impact.221 Many recent MOEC books have been reprints, outdated by
curriculum developments (para. 2.44). New manuscript development and book
design have suffered from weak coordination between the Center for Curriculum
Development and the Book Center and from the scarcity of technical skills in
textbook writing and book publishing.23/ The fledgling Book Center's capacity
has been taxed by the sheer volume of books--for the MOEC's entire educational
and cultural needs--which it is required to produce.241 Private book
publishing is promoted by the Indonesian Puiblishers Association and thE

201 Stephen P. Heyneman, J. Farrell, and M. Sepulveda-Stuarto. "Textbooks
and Achievement: What We Know", Journal of Curriculum Studies 13:3,
1981. This review notes that of 18 correlational studies, 832 showed
statistically significant positive links between textbooks and
achievement. One East Asian example is the Philippines' textbook drive
which, since the late 1970s, has produced over 200 million texts, for a
school population of only 12 million, reducing the student-text ratio
from lOl to 2:1. This led to significant learning gains among
students using the new textbooks. Stephen P. Heyneman, D. Jamieson,
and X. Montenegro, 'Textbooks in the Philippines: 'Evaluation of the
Pedagogical Impact of a Nationwide Investment.' Educational Evaluation
and Policy Analysis, 21:3, 1984.

21/ Now intended to last 5-6 years. During field investigations for this
study, tattered books from the 1960s were still in evidence in
classrooms.

22/ Many of the data and conclusions here are supported by papers given at
the Conference on Book Publishint, Jakarta, November 1988.

23/ Harshya V. Bachtiar, 'Training of Skilled Printers and Publishers' and
Paemponan Taya, 'Publication and Development of Textbooks," unpublished
manuscript for Conference on Book Publishing, Jakarta, 1988.

24/ Under the Integrated Textbook Project, the MOEC is currently conducting
a study of the compatibility of its own books with curriculum
guidelines and the efficiency of its distribution system, the results
of which should have important implications for further quality
improvement.
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National Book Development Council, but is hampered by complicated NOEC
authorization procedures, by book piracy and weak enforcement of new copyright
laws, by a 15Z tax levy on books, and by a national shortage of training
capacity in publishing and printing.251

2.32 Mission experience shows that in some schools no more than a handful
of books of any description are available, even to teachers. This is espe-
cially the case outside Java and a few other population centers, where book-
stores do not have large markets. Copies of recently printed government texts
are unevenly available, especially in poorer, remoter schools. Ironically.
richer, more central schools store away multiple unwanted copies in libraries
or cupboards because teachers encourage students to buy commercial alterna-
tives.26/

2.33 A variety of textbook distribution systems to suit local conditions
were evolved by the MOEC but they lack efficiency, especially outside urban
areas. Book distribution to schools is a challenge because of the sheer size
of the country and poor communications. Furthermore, it suffers from lack of
clarity about the precise responsibilities and accountability of the various
agencies involved, their limited implementation capacity locally, and insuffi-
cient routine budget allocations for transportation. The agencies involved
include the Book Center's 287 regional warehouses and local depots, the MOEC's
provincial and district offices responsible to the Directorate General of
Primary and Secondary Education (DGPSE), local government (dinas) personnel
responsible to provincial governments, and private printers and transporters
contracted to deliver books to local schools.

2.34 Primary schools face an increasing need for new books and book
replacement. Under Repelita V, faced with severe budgetary constraints,
rising paper costs and widespread dissatisfaction with both the quality and
delivery of books, the MOEC's book program is under severe pressure. There is
a lack of coherence in its goals, as it aims to develop a number of new
products,27/ yet simultaneously proposes to severely scale back its target of
textbook provision from one book for every two primary students to one book

25/ See M.L.S. Soekarman, 'Book Publishing and the Roles of the Various
Government Agencies," Conference on Book Publishing, unpublished
manuscript, Jakarta, 1988.

26/ According to an evaluation survey completed in late 1988 for the MOEC.

27/ Under draft proposals for Repelita V dated August 1988, the Book Center
planned an ambitious program for book development at all levels and for
the cultural and statistical needs of the MOEC. For the primary level
alone, and based on MOEC enrollment projections, it planned to
undertake manuscript development for 36 titles and to print and
distribute nearly 41 million textbooks and teachers' editions of texts.
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for every thirteen primary students (with rural schools intended to receive
more than urban schools, and private schools receiving fewer than public
schools).

2.35 The 1988 State Policy Guidelines, referred to by the Minister of
Education at the 1988 Book Policy Seminar, emphasize the need to intellectu-
alize3 Indonesian society. The current stated policy of providing free texts
from the public purse to all students irrespective of income levels or access
to print media, is designed to pursue that goal but is clearly not working,
and is not viable. Recent proposals for Repelita V invite a partnership under
which the MOEC would publish and provide students with standard texts in core
subjects, while private firms would publish and sell supplementary texts for
local content and arts, and library books. This approach may provide a par-
tial solution, but its ramifications need to be exploredt will it provide
adequate inducements to private-sector producers? What are its cost implica-
tions for the Government and for students? What special provisions would be
made for students who could not afford whatever books students were expected
to purchase? These questions need to be addressed in a national textbook
policy, the formulation of which is an urgent need for quality improvements in
education.

2.36 Recommendations. Textbook and library book policy requires radical
overhaul. Student:textbook ratios should be maintained for disadvantaged
public schools at 2sl. A serious policy study is urgently needed on textbook
provision, pricing and utilization, the role of private and public sectors in
publishing and printing and the development of managerial and technical
skills. Operational management of the Curriculum Development Center and the
Book Center should be merged to facilitate urgently needed coordination
between curriculum innovation and manuscript development. Curriculum special-
ists should be assigned to the Book Center to advise authors and editors. The
Book Center should concentrate on building its capacity to develop quality
books, and should act in an advisory role on textbook publishing to the pri-
vate sector. The MOEC's kanwil offices should take over full management
responsibilities for printing, warehousing, distribution, and encouragement
and sanctioning of locai publications for use in schools. Funds for delivery
should be provided and earmarked in routine budgets.

2.37 Other Instructional Materials. Some indication of the importance
which developed countries attach to instructional materials is evident in
their annual expenditures per student on instructional materials: In 1980,
these averaged US$92. The comparable expenditure in all developing countries
was less than US$2. But at that time Indonesia barely matched some of the
least developed countries, spending only US$2.24 on all non-salary recurrent
expenditures including materials.28/ Thailand spent US$4, while Malaysia
spent about US$40. On the evidence from this study, Indonesia would come even
lower today in the international comparison of expenditures on instructional

281 Stephen P. Heyneman, 'Research on Education in Developing Countries,'
International Journal of Educational Development, 4, 1984.
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materials (paras. 3.16-3.20). The consequences of these very small expendi-
tures on instructional materials are apparent in visits to classes throughout
Indonesia. With the exception of schools in affluent communities, most
schools lack the most rudimentary instructional materials.

2.38 The 1976 National Assessment Study found that higher achievement was
shown by pupils who had library books and many classroom facilities, as well
as good teachers. But most Indonesian primary schools have not benefitted
from the findings of this research, even though the revised curriculuat pre-
supposes a fairly rich classroom environment. The SBPP budget allocations for
instructional materials are insignificant (paras. 3.16-3.20)--an indication
that they e.re not high priority items. Library book provision has disappeared
since project funds dwindled In 1984. Nearly 60X of the 1987188 allocations
went for personnel salaries and welfare, school administration, office
stationery and statistical reporting. Sports and crafts allocations were
zero. Less than 242 of the allocation was spent on unitemized "teaching
expenses'. But, if these were in fact spent on instructional materials, they
manifestly did not reach most public primary school classrooms.

2.39 Better schools in more affluent areas and near main roads are more
easily accessible to administrators and are adequately maintained and
equipped. These schools often have principals who energetically pursue their

4 advocacy of the schools' development with requests to officials and parents to
provide materials. Schools in poor city neighborhoods and rural areas are
often neglected, principals are not dynamic, parents are unable to contribute
and the learning environment remains unattractive to young children. Teachers
provide the occasional visual aid or poster. In one school in South Sulawesi,
visited for this study, the only visual aid in the school was a calendar in
the principal's office. In another relatively well-administered school in
North Sumatra, a few miscellaneous titles locked in a cupboard in a classroom
used for storage passed for the library, and the principal stated that the
school had received no books over the past two years. In many cases, walls
lack pegs or other means of display for maps, charts and the students' crea-
tive work required by the revised curriculum. Chalkboards, still the most
important item of classroom technology, are often of poor quality (one per
classroom), fixed to the wall, and thus unsuitable for group learning and
student use. Teachers provide chalk when supplies from the dinas are short.
Mathematics and science kits for teacher demonstrations are not maintained and
lie unused.

2.40 The MOEC's Directorate of Primary Education controls budgetary allo-
cations for school supplies in the country's nine, good quality Development
Schools. They receive a very reasonable annual allocation of basic materials
from the APBN budget.29/ This study has determined that the learning environ-
ment of these schools is very good and provides an appropriate model to which

29/ FY89 routine budget allocations for instructional materials and
supplies for these schools were Rp 232 million--equal to fully 352 of
teacher and staff salaries. An additional Rp 73 million was provided
for maintenance, utilities and transportation.
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all primary schools should reasonably aspire. At the same time, it is
disturbing that average public primary schools, serviced by the dinas, offi-
cially under MOEC technical guidelines, are starved of materials, while some
public schools selected for highly visible and innovative projects receive
high-tech equipment such as video cameras and overhead projectors.

2.41 Recommendations. The MOEC should revise its technical specifications
for classroom materials, concentrating on low-cost cousumables which students
can use for active learning. These guidelines should be disseminated through
the regional offices of the MOEC to principals and supervisors. Full budge-
tary provision to provide the institutional materials stipulated in MOEC
guidelines should be included either in an augmented SBPP (para. 3.17), or in
the APBN routine budget (para. 3.16). All primary schools should be equipped
with materials and expendables to aid teachers in implementing the revised
curriculum. Required expendables include paper, chalk, pencils and simple
kits for practical activities. Required hardware includes moveable chalk-
boards, shelving and wall-pegs, and low-maintenance, low-cost duplicating
machines for some schools. More adequate provision should be made for
instructional materials in the routine budget, and principals should be
informed of their amount and availability. Principals of schools identified
as most disadvantaged should receive higher budgetary allocations than other
schools for a five-year period, at which time their situation would be
reviewed. Supervisory staff at the sub-district level should be charged with
verifying that school requirements meet the MOZC guidelines and should be
accountable to the kanwil and the district for implementing annual programs to
supply schools.

2.42 National Curriculum Guidelines. Teacher-friendly curriculum guide-
lines are important physical resources since they specify the curriculum sub-
jects, objectives, timetables and teaching methods, and are prescribed offi-
cially from Jakarta for teachers to implement in classrooms throughout
Indonesia. The national curriculum is prescribed by the MOEC (Annex Table 9).
Detailed guidelines are designed and developed in the MOEC by Balitbang's
Center for Curriculum Development (Puskur), which is administered by the
Secretariat General. However, they need to be officially authorized by the
Minister of Education before they can be adopted and delivered to schools
through the DGPSE. Lack of coordination between Balitbang and the DGPSE has
tsmpered delivery of curriculum guidelines and thus the capacity of schools to
implement them.

2.43 There is a serious physical shortage of curriculum manuals. A total
of only 150,000 copies of the 1975 curriculum and 5,000 of the 1984 version
were issued. Few teachers ever see them. Some affluent and dynamic provin-
cial authorities photocopy the national guidelines for local distribution, but
they are least available in poorer areas where teachers most need guidance and
support. For Repelita V, the MOEC's Book Center proposed to print and distri-
bute 6 million sets of guidelines, about two per subject per school.

2.44 Frequent curriculum revisions, in 1964, 1968 and 1975, have modern-
ized the curriculum but confused teachers and students. This confusion has
set back implementation. The 1975 curriculum was an important landmark in
curriculum design in that it gave teachers instructional objectives and stu-
dents mastery levels to attain, by which performance could in principle be
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measured. A Ministerial Decree provided for it to be phased in nationally by
1978. But even today implementation is patchy. The 1984 version further
upgraded that of 1975. But it supplements rather than replaces it, since the
1984 curriculum is authorized only by implementation directives (iuklak) at
the Director General level, and not by a Ministerial Decree. This lack of
Ministerial direction hinders a full changeover.30/ Furthermore, Puskur
improves the 1984 version annually, but these revisions are not always adopted
by the DGPSE for use in schools.

2.45 The recent guidelines have been appropriately modernized to reflect
changes in science, society and teaching-learning methods. In subject matter
they are appropriate, emphasizing the three Rs and the physical, health and
social scieLces necessary for participation in modern society. They favor
teaching methods which promote rational thinking and application rather than
traditional rote learning. This approach encourages independent. active
learning but it is more time-consuming. It places a heavy burden on teachers,
most of whom cannot cover more than 50-60Z of the prescribed topics during the
school year. The guidelines are also too elaborate to be teacher-friendly.
Now Balitbang has plans underway to streamline the curriculum. But unless new
revisions are communicated to teachers, these efforts will not lead to
improvements in the curriculum as practiced in schools.

2.46 Recommendations. A Ministerial Decree should authorize the dissem-
ination of revised and simplified curriculum guidelines; all schools should
receive copies. But the MOEC should divert resources from further centralized
curriculum design to increase local capacity for implementation of the curri-
culum. Emphasis should now turn to low-cost, locally produced teaching mate-
rials. This would enable teachers to use the national curriculum guidelines
appropriately in local contexts.

2.47 Examinations and Tests. Examinations and tests, when technically
sound and administered in a rigorous fashion, may be powerful instruments for
quality control and improvement. But their potential has not yet been fully
exploited in Indonesia and, until they are improved, they cannot be relied on.
Strictly, different types of test accomplish different ends. For monitoring
of school system performance, external, standardized achievement tests admin-
istered to national and provincial samples of students, are lacking and, as
argued above (para. 2.6), are urgently need, by planners. Standardized
achievement tests administered provincially are required to render schools and
sub-district clusters of schools accountable for maintenance and improvement
of standards. Tests to evaluate new curricula do exist but require technical
upgrading and more widespread and systematic administration if they are to
provide feedback at provincial, district and sub-district level for local
curriculum development and implementation. Diagnostic tests for teachers to
use in evaluating students' progress and guide teaching are potentially

30/ Setijadi, "Indonesia: Quality Improvement of Primary School Teaching,*
unpublished working paper prepared for the World Bank, 1988.
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extremely valuable as tools at school level for quality improvement.31/ The
1976 National Assessment Study found that higher achievement was linked with
more frequent testing of students.321 However, teachers mostly use tests as
disciplinary and grading tools rather than for quality improvement. Alarm-
ingly, the tests they devise do not match curriculum goals and are poorly
constructed. They do not feedback results in manner helpful to students.331

2.48 Recommendations. Curriculum units in the kanwil and district offices
should be strengthened to devise and use evaluation instruments to monitor
local curriculum innovation and school quality. Expanding and disseminating
scarce technical expertise to district and sub-district supervisors and
teachers is crucial for quality control and improvement and is a slow and
difficult process. The new Examinations Center in Jakarta does not have the
outreach capability necessary to support primary education; expertise would be
more effectively institutionalized and disseminated through the kanwil
offices, with national coordination of achievement sampling and monitoring of
inter-provincial school quality.

2.49 Improving School Inputs: A Concluding Comment. There are gross
disparities between schools in terms of a material environment conducive to
effective teaching and learning. The poor condition of many schools in
Indonesia is comparable to those which resource-starved governments in the
least developed countries of South Asia and Africa find unacceptable and are
struggling to improve. It should be equally unacceptable in Indonesia whose
constitution affirms, "The poor and destitute children shall be cared for by
the state" (Article 34). Financial stringency--the subject of Chapter III--is
a major factor, but it is not the only cause of this sorry state of affairs.
Teachers acquiesce in a deficient educational environment, parents are unin-
formed about the importance of instructional materials and school management
lacks dynamism and accountability. Experience has shown that large-scale
national projects planned to inject physical inputs into schools falter in
implementation and do not enrich school classrooms evenly and that physical
inputs to schools do not have positive impact unless they are managed effect-
ively at local and school levels. (School management is the subject of the
concluding section of this chapter.)

31/ An emphasis on curriculum goals and frequent monitoring and evaluation
of student performance is characteristic of effective schools. M.
Purkey and M. Smith, 'Effective Schools: A Review3, The Elementary
School Journal 83, 1983.

32/ A recent Philippines Grade 5 science study showed that students who
underwent frequent testing achieved a higher mean score (11.7Z) than
students whom teachers did not test (8.5X). Preliminary findings as
part of the Second International Science Study, international
Association for the Evaluation of Science Achievement.

33/ J.A. Kulik and C.C. Kulik, 'Timing of Feedback and Verbal Learning",
Review of Educatl)nal Research 558:1, 1988.
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Improving Teacher Qualifications. Motivation and Deployment

2.50 The low attractiveness of primary teaching as a career and severe
expansionary pressures are twin factors which have combined to fill the
nation's classrooms with inadequately educated and trained teachers whose
effectiveness is low. The conclusions of this study confirm the findings of
previous studies that the quality of teaching in primary classrooms is, with
notable exceptions, unacceptably low by international standards. Investment
in teachers is indispensable to quality improvement. Worldwide research shows
that teacher availability, certain background characteristics, their education
and training and their teaching and classroom management methods have a crit-
ical impact on school effectiveness and student achievement. Early research
attempted to correlate teacher background factors such as their years of
experience and length of formal schooling with teaching methods deemed desir-
able. Later research differentiated the effects of teacher factors from stu-
dent and classroom factors and used students' scores on achievement tests
(mainly in core subjects) as the main quality indicator.341 One international
study showed that teacher inputs accounted for at least 36? of all inputs
contributing to academic achievement in both Industrialized and developing
countries; other studies have confirmed that teachers are even more important
in developing countries, particularly for students from the lower socio-eco-
nomic groups where home background is not supportive of schooling.351 (Annex
Table 8). The findings of such research form a backdrop to the following
summary of teacher quality issues.

2.51 Teacher Education Levels. The 1976 National Assessment Study
supported the worldwide finding that more advanced levels of education for
teachers lead to higher student achievement. Experience internationally has
shown that primary teachers require at least a sound general education at
secondary level if they are to cope with a sophisticated modern primary curri-
culum. This does not imply that higher diploma qualifications in themselves
improve teacher quality, but that a good general education makes teachers
sufficiently mature and comfortable with the subject matter to enable them to
cope confidently in the classroom.

2.52 Recommendations. The minimum educational level of new primary-school
teachers should be the equivalent of graduation from a full six years of gen-
eral secondary education (grades 7-12). Teachers should be able to cope with
and teach the curriculum in all grades, but may major in science and mathe-
matics, social sciences or language and arts. Serving teachers who wish to
upgrade their educational qualifications should have opportunities to gain

34/ Bruce Fuller, "Raising School Quality in Developing Countries: What
Investments Boost Learning?" World Bank Discussion Paper No. 2. 1986
and Joao Oliveira, Joseph Farrell, and Bernadette Etienne, "The Costs
and Effectiveness of Teachers in Developing countries". Unpublished
manuscript. 1988.

35/ Stephen P. Heyneman and William Loxley, 'The Impact of Primary School
Quality on Academic Achievement in 29 High and Low Income Countries,"
American Journal of Sociology, 88, 1983.
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additional competence in shortage areas, especially in the physical sciences
and mathematics, and in subject areas of particular local need such as Bahasa
Indonesia and local languages. Sports and religious teachers should be
encouraged to take in-service upgrading training to diversify their subject
matter skills. No more subject specialist teachers in sports and religion
should be trained or appointed before needs are established through detailed
analysis of how efficiently those teachers are being used and would be used
under any planned expansion.

2.53 Poor Mastery of Subiect Matter. Primary-school teachers are offi-
cially classroom teachers, teaching all subjects to students in a particular
grade. But in practice, teachers often specialize in one or a few subjects,
even though this is grossly uneconomic in small schools. Sports and religious
teachers are subject specialists by training. Others specialize by grade.
Classroom teachers are challenged by a wide curriculum with ten integrated
subjects (or *learning areasa) across the physical and social sciences and the
arts. There is evidence that teachers who lack skills in particular learning
areas tend to neglect teaching those subjects, emphasizing those with which
they feel more confident. A recent MOEC study showed that the average teacher
could master only 45X of subject matter in science.361 Graduates and subject
specialist teachers did somewhat better than class teachers. Observations and
interviews conducted for this study revealed that even experienced teachers do
not have a basic grasp of principles of classification required in grade one
modern mathematics. They misunderstand new material in modern textbooks.
Their mastery of Bahasa Indonesia is also sometimes defective. This situation
reflects the inadequate preparation which primary-school teachers receive in
terms of their general education prior to their teacher training in SPGs or
SGOS. The Government's planned elevation of primary teacher training (para.
1.3) should help to address this problem.

2.54 Teaching Methods. Research is unlikely ever to show that one parti-
cular teaching method, model or style is vastly superior to any other.371
Studies which crudely make a dichotomy between teacher-centered or student-
centered are dangerously oversimplified paradigms to apply to very complex
situations. The skilled teacher selects appropriate teaching methods accord-
ing to different student, classroom and curriculum variables. For instance,
where textbooks are in short supply active learning methods and homework are
more difficult. And when the curriculum emphasizes science experimentation,
it is inappropriate for teachers merely to demonstrate. However, research

36/ Jiyono. "Research on Teachers' Aptitudes and Instructional Materials in
Physical Science at the Primary-School Level." MOEC, Balitbang Dikbud,
Jakarta, 1985/86. Classroom teachers trained at upper secondary level
(SPG) scored lower average grades than teachers with a first degree or
science as a specialization. The study found that teachers were unable
to use science equipment and claimed they had never been trained to do
so and had no time to carry out experiments.

37/ Linda Dove, Teachers and Teacher Education in Developing Countries,
Croom Helm, London and New Hampshire, 1986, Chapter 9.
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does indicate that certain broad principles are important. The more effective
teachers are those who:

(a) select and use a variety of teaching techniques to maintain student
interest and meet curriculum requirements;

(b) encourage independent and group study habits, often achieved by div-
iding the class into small groups to do problem-solving and creative
activities;

(c) test their students frequently in order to motivate them, to provide
feedback and to improve their own teaching;

(d) give and mark homework in order to provide feedback to parents and to
reinforce students' independent study habits.

These behaviors demand good cognitive ability, decision-making and problem-
solving skills on the part of teachers. Yet these are the very skills which
current secondary education and teacher training fail to develop.

2.55 Inadequate Teaching Skills. Recent observational studies in Indone-
sian classrooms confirm that teachers still rely on traditional, whole-class
teaching methods, on drill and tests requiring rote memorization and unison
response from students, and on dictation or copying from chalkboards or text-
books. These methods do not encourage students to 'learn how to learn" as the
revised curriculum requires. Field investigations in West Java showed that
the average teacher does not clarify learning objectives to students, explain
clearly, give examples, provoke rational thinking by appropriate questioning,
nor provide helpful feedback on test results.3G/ To a large extent, these
deficiencies result from inadequate training. Pre-service training has relied
upon inappropriate lecture methods and has provided insufficient opportunities
for students to practice teaching skills. Despite tremendous efforts in
recent years to improve SPG curricula and materials, pre-service teacher
training is isolated from the realities of primary classrooms and teacher
trainers are usually not themselves trained in primary methods. Likewise,
despite the enormous energies put into in-service teacher training, its impIct
has been marginal, largely because trainers are few and their expertise is
limited, and because training programs are too short and are not followed up
with support to teachers in classrooms. (The MOEC's current program of in-
service primary teacher training is described in Annex II.)

2.56 Recommendations. For future quality improverent, the critical need
is to provide sufficient numbers of teacher trainers up to modern inter-
national standards. This should be done before upgrading teacher training
courses nationwide, since most serving teacher trainers do not have adequate
experience and skill in primary education and there is a dearth of such skills
in the country. Given the current over-supply of qualified teachers, it is

38/ Aria Djalil, "Improvement of Primary School Quality in Disadvantaged
Rural Areas through Better School Management and Teacher Professional
Developmer.t.1 Unpublished working paper prepared for the World Bank.
September 1988.
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timely for the MOEC to take the bold step of reducing new intakes to teacher
training courses very drastically for 3-5 years while channelling resources
saved into modernizing teacher training. Otherwise, restructuring the teacher
training system, as is currently being discussed, will only perpetuate out-
dated training methods at additional cost.

2.57 Too Little Academic Learning Time. Worldwide research indicates that
effective teachers manage time efficiently, to enable students to concentrate
on study for the optimum time required by the curriculum. This takes prepara-
tion and follow-up. However, there is %..espread circumstantial evidence from
this study to support the findings of Indonesian researchers and administra-
tors that many teachers do not spend adequate amounts of time-on-task. Recent
classroom research showed that 'academic learning time" in primary school
classrooms comprised only only 362 of timetable allocations.39/ The rest was
spent on administrative and disciplinary tasks, or was wasted.

2.58 The main reason for this is that that teachers are not sufficiently
well trained in subject matter or pedagogy to productively fill the available
4imetabled hours, short though these are. Once they have transmitted the
contents of the textbook to the students via the chalkboard, they cannot go
into depth or vary their teachiag methods. Lesson plans are written and
exercises marked, but these are often ritu2ls rather than constructive activi-
ties. Teachers naturally feel threatened by empty time and so retreat behind
legitimate but non-instructional tasks for some of which they receive payment.
Also, they tend to conform to prevailing norms, lacking professional role
models who could inspire and transmit new methods. This is largely because
new ideas and practices are slow to propagate and because the average teacher
rarely comes into professional contact with excellent teachers from whom they
could learn. Despite these shortcomings, however, there are many skillful and
dedicated teachers in Indonesian schools, whose commitment is all the more
remarkable given the poor professional environment of the typical school.

2.59 Recommendations. Effective and efficient in-service teacher training
will be critical to the long-term quality improvement of primary education.
The one million teachers who must implement school improvement programs are
already in the system and will remain there for the next 20-40 years. In-
service training, therefore, has to be a major investment in the professional
development of the primary teaching force. Among other things, in-service
teacher-training must enable teachers to supplement the teCtbook with their
own teaching materials and formative tests, and equip them to use a variety of
teaching methods. This is the single most important measure for increasing
the amount of time devoted to teaching and learning, since the official curri-
culum, properly implemented, demands every minute of the available school day.
Payments for non-teaching duties such as form filling and examining should be
phased out and teachers should be paid the rate for the job of teaching
itself. Bonuses should be paid to classroom teachers identified as trainers

391 Aria Djalil, The Effects of Teacher Training on Specific Teaching
Skills, Criterion Classroom Processes and Student LearnirI~ Outcomes,
unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Sydney i
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to disseminate new practices. Functional senior positions should be estab-
lished for trainers of proven capabilities and commitment.

2.60 An Inexperienced Teaching Force. Teacher experience correlates up to
a point with effectiveness. International experience suggests that experience
tends to aid teaching effectiveness within the range of 4 to 20 years of
experience. The 1976 Assessment Study supported this finding for Indonesia,
showing that inexperienced teachers achieve poorer results than those with up
to 15 years in school. However, teachers with 16 to 25 years of experience
tend to be less effective, suggesting that burn-out begins to tell for some
more senior staff. This is important because the teaching force in Indonesia
is currently very youthful, with 601 of teachers having less than eight years
of experience, nearly 35S having 16 years and only 6Z having 19 years or more.
However, with teacher attrition at a low 2X a year, the age structure is bound
to become progressively top-heavy over the next thirty years.

2.61 Recommendations. To improve the attraction of primary teaching as a
career, opportunities for advancement and professional growth should be tar-
getted to meet the needs of teachers with different lengths of experience. To
maximize the returns on pre-service training as early as possible, teachers
with less than five years of experience should receive regular on-the-job
training and support from proven teachers. Teachers with 5 to 15 years of
experience should have opportunities to receive credits towards accelerated
promotion (faster than the regular four years) for upgrading their formal
qualifications. Teachers with 10 to 30 years of experience should be able to
undertake in-service training to fit them for senior positions such as in-
service tutors and curriculum specialists. Off-the-job training should not be
available for teachers within five years of retirement. The official retire-
ment age should be enforced at 55, exceptionally at 60 years.

2.62 Low Socio-economic Status of Teachers. The social status of teachers
in itself is not important to teacher quality. This is a research finding
relevant for Indonesia because poor quality teaching is often erroneously
attributed to the fact that graduates of teacher training institutes tend to
come from lower socio-economic groups. A more positive approach would be to
assume that effects of poor-quality lower secondary schooling reinforce the
cycle of disadvantage experienced by students from lower socio-economic groups
and that this affects the quality of candidates available for teacher
training.

2.63 Recommendations. The path to reform is not to discourage students
from poor backgrounds from teaching, but to provide conditions of work and
professional opportunities to attract qualified recruits of higher socio-eco-
nomic status. This would raise the social status of primary teaching in gen-
eral.

2.64 Female Teachers. There is some evidence that female teachers tend to
be more effective than male teachers at the primary level. This finding is
suppnrted in the 1976 Natioral Assessment Study, which hypothesized that,
through early socialization, females may be more sensitive to the learning
needs of young children. There is currently a high proportion (51Z) of
females in the primary teaching force and, as the teaching force ages, it will
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provide more experienced female candidates for supervisory positions currently
dominated by males.

2.65 Recomuendations. A policy should be phased in to promote an increas-
ing proportion of qualified females to senior positions such as in-service
tutor and principal. The MOEC teacher data base should include disaggregated
information by experience, qualifications and gender, to identify potential
female leaders and role models for localities where they are lacking.

2.66 Low Teacher Achievement Ethic. The field work in West Java carried
out for this study revealed that teachers in general do not communicate high
standards, clear academic targets or the value of hard work to their students
and therefore allow students to 'take it easy'. In part, this reflects a weak
achievement ethic in a society where upward mobility is difficult and there it
lack of clear accountability of schools to parents. It also reflects the fact
that teachers are unfamiliar with implementation of a curriculum which sets
specific learning objectives. It is also partly, as described elsewhere,
(paras. 2.50 and 3.30) a wider personnel issue. Teachers interviewed empha-
size that they lack both monetary and professional incentives to exert their
best efforts.

2.67 Low Teacher Expectations. Research has found that teachers' atti-
tudes are important factors affecting the school climate and effectiveness.
Teachers' expectations of their students correlate positively with how well
students perform. Low teacher expectations for students are a self-fulfilling
prophecy. Alarmingly, many teachers express particularly low expectations of
students from poorer socio-economic groups, and this is a well-established
factor contributing to depressed student achievement. Teachers also lack the
insight and confidence to tap parental interest in the academic work of the
schools and so fail to exploit an important resource known to positively
affect student achievement, even when the parents are illiterate.

2.68 Recommendations. Poor teacher morale must be tackled internally and
externally to the school. Raising the status and competence of primary
teaching by improving minimum qualification levels, strengthening in-service
training and increasing take-home pay is the indispensable long-term solution.
Better working conditions, including availability of teaching materials, would
do much to inprove morale in the short term. Teachers also require informa-
tion about the impact of their attitudes on students and the importance of
involi-ing parents in schooling. This is best done through in-school training
and principals have an important inspirational role to play in this. An
intensive multi-media social marketing campaign, designed to reach even illi-
terate parents and those in isolated areas, should be mounted to spread the
message that parental interest is vital and to suggest ways in which teachers
and parents can collaborate.

2.69 High Teacher Absenteeism and Too-Short School Week. Teacher absent-
eeism and poor time-keeping are frequently criticized by parents and offi-
cia's. Though the official number of days in the school year (240) are well
within international norms and equal to Japan's, many days are lost because
the hours actually taught are much reduced by teacher absenteeism and unanti-
cipated school closures during inclement weather. Some schools operate no
more than 2-4 hours a day and classes are left unsupervised, doubled up or
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taught by supernumerary teachers. Another serious problem which leads to
inadequate time spent in actual instruction is that the school week (in terms
of official curriculum hours) is too short and dispersed over too many sub-
jects. Table 2.2 below, provides a comparative view of how little time the
official primary school curriculum provides for instruction, particularly in
grades 1 and 2:

Table 2.2: NUMBER OF SUBJECTS AND HOURS PER WEEK ALLOCATED TO OFFICIAL PRIMARY
CURRICULUM IN SELECTED COMPARATOR COUNTRIES

Number of
subjecte Grades 1 2 8 4 6 6

Indonesia 11 18 18 22 24 24 24
Turkey 11-12 27 27 2? 80 30 -
Bangladesh La 6-11 0o 1o 25 25 25
Malaysia Lb 8 22 22 24 24 24 -
PhiIlppins L 7 18,8 19.1 26 28.80 8O SO
Sri Lanka b 6-9 20 20 22.80 28.40 26.40 -

j Under consideration for extension of hours In grades 1 and 2.
Reyleed curricula.

The official curriculum provides only 13 hours for a five-and-a-half day week
for grades 1-2, rising to 24 hours in grade 6. Of this, only eight hours a
week in grades 1 and 2 are meant to be spent on Bahasa language, mathematics,
and science. Mission investigations indicate that teacher contact time is
sometimes up to 30Z less than the official curriculum provides for. This
means that the average grade 1-2 teacher is on task between 1 hour 35 minutes
and 2 hours 20 minutes a day and the grade 5-6 teacher between 3 hours and 4
hours 20 minutes. Teaching and learning time are reduced even further by
administrative tasks such as record keeping.40/

2.70 These problems reflect the fact that teachers are not yet remunerated
at a level consistent with a fully professionalized teaching force (paras.
3.28-3.31). Moreover, teachers frequently complain that they receive their
salaries late, or that questionable, non-voluntary deductions by dinas offi-
cials reduce the salary they actually receive. As in the early days of mass
school systems in advanced countries, and in many less-developed countries
today, teaching is perceived not as a full-time professional responsibility
but as a part-time occupation often secondary to farming, business or home-
keeping. Principals often turn a sympatVetic blind eye when staff with mult-
iple and responsibilities spend as little time in school as possible.

40/ This is not to suggest that administrative tasks are unimportant but
that they should not supersede official teaching time. In one U.S.
study, teachers in four school districts spent eight hours a week on
paperwork, inclu. Lng grading, homework and reports, but they
accomplished much of this after the school day. Freed C.W. Ketchen,
'Teacher Paperwork Study: Time, Type and Difficulty;" Delaw4rp State
Department of Public Instruction, Dover, 1987.
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2.71 Recommendations. A school day comprising fuur hours for grades 1-2
up to five hours for grades 5-6 should be enforced by ministerial decree, and
the additional time should focus on the key subjects of Bahasa language, math-
ematics, and science. Days lost through unplanned school closure should be
made up before long holidays are be-gun, as is mandated. Supervisors should
require 22 school hours per week per teacher and require them to prepare les-
sons and mark student work in school before leaving for the day. Such
improvements, however, can only be achieved if teachers receive their full pay
and allowances on time, if better qualified and committed candidates are
attracted into primary teaching and all teachers have better professional
support and training.41/

2.72 Teacher Performance Evaluation. The MOEC is attempting to devise and
institutionalize a primary teacher performance evaluation system linked to
promotion, and, possibly, merit pay. As currently being discussed, this would
enable high performing teachers to receive functional salary increases at two-
year intervals instead of the current automatic salary increments every four
years according to seniority. It would provide an "open system,, enabling
classroom teachers to be promoted on merit without leaving the classroom for
administrative positions, without waiting for vacancies for scarce structural
posts as principal, and without obtaining additional qualifications to move up
to secondary teaching. Such a system, it is intended, would enable meritor-
ious classroom teachers to achieve senior functional status, unblocked as at
present by the low structural ranking of their superiors.42/ Similar
approaches are being tried out and appear to have potential in higher
education. There, teachers may be promoted according to a range of objective
criteria, such as the number and quality of academic papers they have
published. A MENPAN directive of July 1988 has provided a framework for
similar approaches to be installed across a number of public sector agencies
which employ higher level technical personnel. This reflects the Government's
desire to make public sector service more modern and meritocratic.

2.73 The main intentions behind the proposals for primary education are to
improve the quality and accountability of the teaching force.431 Teacher
evaluation linked to merit bonuses, it is hoped, would achieve important
goals, including:

41/ In the Philippines, teachera have recently received the equivalent of a
substantial 402 salary increase over two years, and in the poorest and
lowest quality village schools, they have received 1002. This has
greatly expanded well-qualified applications for teacher training.

421 D.Y. King, op. cit.

43/ A.E. Wise, L. Darling Hammond, W.M. Milbrey, H.T. Bernstein. Teacher
Evaluations A Study of Effective Practices. Rand/Natinnal Institute
of Education, U.S.A., 1984.
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(a) attracting better qualified, more ambitious and energetic recruits
into primary teaching: and

(b) providing financial and status incentives and rewards to serving
teachers for improved effort, performance or responsibilities.

Since Indonesian policymakers rule out the principle of firing teachers, per-
formance evaluation would not be used as a means of weeding out incompetency.
This has been one of the main advantages of performance evaluations in the
United States, where teachers are often hired on fixed-term contracts subject
to renewal only on evidence of satisfactory performance.

2.74 Developed countries' experience with teacher performance evaluation
has not been altogether auspicious and suggests that Indonesia should proceed
with caution before committing resources to developing this approach for
classroom teachers. To summarize the main lessons of international
ezperience:441

(a) The goals of quality improvement (staff development) and quality
control (staff accountability) require different evaluation systems.
Staff development requires professional support and peer evaluation
of teachers' collaborative efforts. Accountability, in contrast,
requires top-down, external supervision according to standard per-
formance criteria and the will to apply rewards for compliance and
sanctions for non-compliance. While supervision is still essential
given the current uneven level of teacher professionalism, the ulti-
mate goal should be to improve teacher professional responsibility,
not set it back by increased bureaucratization.

(b) Performance evaluation tends tr increase competition among teachers
for the limited rewards availale. Contests for a very few "master
teacher" awards can be constructive, but too much competition within
a school or school cluster is detrimental to fostering the profes-
sional collegiality and spirit of cooperation required for school-
wide improvement programs.

(c) Teacher evaluation alone cannot upgrade teacher performance. An
evaluation system has to be packaged with technical assistance to
schools and in-service teacher training if teaching is to improve.
There is evidence that evaluation de-motivates those teachers who are
inevitably assessed less favorably than others.

44/ the experience of teacher performance evaluation programs is reviewed
in Richard J. Murnane and David K. Cohen. "Merit Pay and the
Evaluation Problem: Why Most Merit Plans Fail and a Few Survive."
Harvard Educational Review. Vol. 56 No. 1, 1986; and David K. Cohen
and Richard J. Hurmne: "The Merits of Merit Pay." The Public
Interest. No. 80. Summer, 1985.
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(d) Promotion possibilities certainly influence decisions to enter or
stay in a profession. But these are created by a well-designed
career ladder and promotion on merit, not by performance evaluation
in itself.

Ce) It is extremely difficult to devise standard evaluation criteria
which are fair and acceptable to teachers. Outcome measures such as
student test performance cannot easily isolate the contribution of a
specific teacher from other school and student background effects.
In addition, such narrow measures of academic performance may encour-
age teachers to teach to the test rather than addressing other
untested but valued goals of primary education such as citizenship
and character-building. Process measures (teacher behavior) are
equally difficult to apply, since there is no one teaching method
which is appropriate in every situation. Formal qualifications are
more manageable, but it is important to ensure that the gaining of
diplomas and degrees also improves teaching skills, especially if
performance evaluation is tied to merit rewards. Access to advanced
training must also be equitably distributed so that all teachers who
wish to participate may do so.

Cf) It is extremely difficult to use evaluation instruments, such as
classroom observation checklists, which can be administered validly,
reliably and uniformly across the nation. But without them the
system has little credibility. Research in developed countries has
shown that experienced evaluators are able consistently to distin-
guish good teachers from poor, but this is done through intensive
observation, interviewing and testing, not short classroom visits.

Cg) An efficient and fair evaluation system is extremely labor-intensive
and requires highly sTilled, full-time evaluators whom the country
has yet to find and train. Primary school supervisors are not
presently equipped with skills, time or resources to spearhead such a
system. Also, teacher evaluation is not a once-off or even annual
activity. It is ongoing and very time-consuming. It requires an
elaborate administrative infrastructure. It must be conducted regu-
larly and in a timely manner. Reports must be filed and review and
appeal procedures made available. International experience suggests
that one full-time-equivalent evaluator would be required annually
for every 500 teachers, meaning that at least 2,000 skilled senior
teachers would have to be diverted into evaluation, trained and paid.
An efficient, workable system to cover the whole primary teaching
force would be costly and administratively cumbersome. In addition,
an efficient and fair administrative system for rewarding the
selected teachers is essent4 al if the performance evaluation and
merit award approach to teacher quality improvement is to retain
credibility.

(h) A fair evaluation system has to reward both excellent standards of
performance and progress from lower to higher standards. Rewarding
excellence alone would be biased towards schools with favorable
teaching environments and neglect those in unfavorable environments
which most need encouragement. Rewarding effort or progress can
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motivate sub-standard teachers but it is difficult and costly to
continue rewarding progress indefinitely, even when deserved.

(i) For all these reasons, there has been a tendency for merit award
systems, where they have been tried, to deteriorate into seniority
systems. Seniority systems are simpler and cheaper to administer,
and perceived as fair.

2.75 Recommendations. All this suggests that, for effectiveness and effi-
ciency, performance evaluation should be introduced through pilot Drograms,
used cautiously, and institutionalized selectively for limited purposes and
for targetted groups of teachers. In Indonesia today, the most useful
approaches would be:

(a) to combine performance evaluation with a system of internship train-
ing for newly-qualified teachers after one or two years. The evalua-
tion would be used, during a probationary period, to establish that
teachers are minimally competent in teaching methods and classroom
MAnagement, skills not easily acquired or tested in pre-service
training. Incompetent teachers would be not be retained in their
posts. In a surplus situation, incompetent personnel should be
culled before heavy investment has gone into them. Since the number
of new teachers required over Repelita V is limited, investment in a
pilot program need not be costly and should be manageable, even if
conducted on a selective basis in every province;

(b) to identify and reward a limited number of excellent school princi-
pals and supervisors who have successfully led school improvement
initiatives over a number of years;

(c) to provide temporary bonuses to a team of teachers for mounting suc-
cessful school improvement initiatiaves with measurable and monitor-
able goals, such as improving student attendance or reading skills in
grade one;

(d) to select meritorious teachers for promotion to higher functional
positions, irrespective of their seniority. Currently promotion is
blocked for classroom teachers, only a few of whom can expect pro-
motion to a principalship or supervisory position with 20-30 years of
seniority. Such positions would need to be created and might
include, for example, professional tutor to probationary teachers for
a cluster of schools, learning area (subject) specialists and in-
service trainers, specialist trainers in the education of slow
learners, gifted children and in parental outreach; and

(e) to accelerate promotion for teachers who upgrade their formal quali-
fications and demonstrate added competence and commitment over a
period of, say, two years, in assuming special responsibilities such
as providing supplementary instructional materials or running
teachers' in-service clubs.
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2.76 Teacher Over-suMply. Primary teacher-student ratios vary from as low
as 7 to as high as 55, with an average of 28. International research indi-
cates that class sizes below 15 have a positive effect on achievement. How-
ever, at more affordable ratios of 20 to 45 students per class, achievement
does not ap,praciably vary. These findings have to be interpreted with caution
because mu-h also depends on what subjects lend themselves best to individual,
small-group or vhole-class teaching methods and on classroom capacity.
Indeed, the 1976 National Assessment Study found that Indonesian schools with
larger and more classes are more effective than very small schools with only
one class in each grade or with incomplete grades. This may be true because
small one-or-two teacher schools lack a critical mass of resources to support
a dynamic teaching environment.

2.77 Recommendations. Indonesia should capitalize on its current abundant
supply of primary teachers in classrooms and in training by increasing average
class sizes somewhat, thereby reducing class teacher requiremtnts. Prelim-
inary estimates suggest that as many as 200,000 teaching posts could be
released. This measure could potentially make available an ample number of
good, experienced teachers for positions as principals, professional tutors,
specialist trainers and supervisors, as well as funds to provide them with
incentives. Ineffective schools in which dropout and repetition are excep-
tionally high and achievement is low should be targetted to benefit most from
this injection of professional expertise.451

2.78 Weak Deployment. Imbalances in teacher deployment affect school
quality, having greatest adverse impact on the least favored schools.46/
Officials and principals complain that there are large disparities in teacher
deployment between and within provinces, resulting in teacher surpluses and
shortages. One official interviewed for this study stated that there were
insufficient local secondary schools to supply graduates eligible for teacher
training, even though teaching would provide a welcome source of jobs in the
islands under his jurisdiction. Field investigations in urban localities
found that super-numerary teachers, hired by the district (dinas) government
(often the spouses of government officials) or young, recently qualified
"volunteer, and candidate teachers (not yet appointed as civil servants),
lowered the overall student-teacher ratio to as little as 15.47/

451 Over Repelita V and VI, in sharp contrast to the expansionary years,
public primary schools will require reduced numbers of teachers
(21,000-28,000 a year), given a slightly increasing teacher-student
ratio (from 28 to 30) With 80,000 newly-trained graduates from SPGs
unable to find employment in 1987/88 alone, and an estimated 200,000
from previous years still searching for jobs, supply nationally far
outstrips requirements.

46/ Linda A. Dove. 'The Deployment and Training of Teachers for Remote
Rural Schools in Less-Developed Countries". International Review of
Education. Vol. 28. 1982.

47/ Many "volunteer' teachers aspire eventually to fill a vacancy in a
preferred school. They opt to work in supernumerary posts for small
honoraria, rather than be transferred away. MOEC recruitment policy
encourages this by hiring teacher training graduates from previous
years rather than those from the most recent year. This is an attempt
to equitably absorb the backlog of unemployed graduates.
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2.79 In the early 1980s, the MOEC studied the reasons for imbalances in
teacher supply and found that teachers were unwilling to serve in under-
resourced schools in remote areas, far from home, in social and professional
isolation.481 Many teachers prefer unemployment to this. They refuse to take
up appointments or to transfer or are frequently absent due to home visits.
Younger teachers fear a lack of opportunities for advanced education and pro-
fessional development. The study made excellent recommendations for the
provision of monetary and non-monetary incentives to recruit teachers for
these hardship posts. But few of these recommendations have yet been imple-
mented, and those which have been attempted--particularly the financl%1
incentives such as those for service at remote schools--proved difficult to
implement through lack of budgets and administrative inefficiency.

2.80 Regular primary-school teachers are civil servants and employees of
the MOEC seconded to regional administrations (para. 1.8). They are in theory
appointed and transferrable nationally, according to educational needs. Cert-
ification and recruitment of qualified applicants is in the hands of the MOEC,
after a security clearance and subject to authorization of a position by the
National Personnel Office (BAKN) and the Ministry fo: the Utilization of State
Apparatus (MEMPAN). But, within a province, appointment and placement to a
particular school is finally decided by local government and may not neces-
sarily follow the professional advice of the MOEC local authorities, nor meet
the request of a school principal. Teachers and officials spend a great deal
of time on appointment and transfer issues. Teachers lobby extensively to get
transferred to more desirable posts. One dinas official interviewed estimated
he spent up to 302 of his time dealing with such pressures. In practice,
teacher mobility between provinces is very exceptional because it involves a
long and complex bureaucratic procedure requiring the agreement of all parties
locally and nationally.691

48/ Study of Incentives for Teachers in Remote Areas, MOEC, Jakarta, 1982;
H.D. Nielsen and Aria Djalil, 'Teacher Training and the Indonesian Open
Learning Universitys The Relationship of Private Costs and Expected
Benefits to Enrollment Decisions.' Unpublished mAnuscript based on
research conducted by the Institute for International Research and the
Indonesian Open Learning University under the Bridges Project,
coordinated by the Harvard Institute for International Development,
1989.

49/ A study of primary teacher selection and placement policies and
practices across provinces is needed. For secondary teachern see
Bruce M. Haslam. 'Teacher Selection and Placements A Stua;, of
Indonesia's Policies and Practices.' Unpublished manuscript prepared
for the 33rd annual meeting of the Comparative and International
Education Society, Harvard Graduate School of Education, Cambridge,
Massachusetts. 1988.
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2.81 Recommendations. The MOEC at the national level should be empowered
to ensure that the best qualified teachers are recruited, and the kanwll
should ensure that its professional recoamendations on appointment and place-
ment are followed by local government. The recommendations pertaining to dual
administration of primary education (para. 3.38) mould make a vital contri-
bution to enabling these changes. Current practices of hiring volunteer
teachers and spouses should be critically scrutinized. Spouses of government
servants should not automatically be found a position, irrespective of quali-
fications or lc-al educational need. From a quality perspective, the urgent
need is to deploy more able and dynamic teachers in disadvantaged schools.
Financial inducements would undoubtedly help, but the first priority is to
ensure that teachers receive their pay regularly. Housing is also essential
and, If provided for married couples who teach, would encourage more mature
and established teachers to transfer. But discussions with teachers and offi-
cials for this study indicated that the next most powerful incentive would be
opportunities for advanced education and training linked to accelerated pro-
motion.

Improving School Management

School System Management

2.82 The administrative structure in which individual secools operate was
described in Chapter I (paras. 1.8 - _-.18). A number of the features of that
structure--such as dual administration of primary schooling and excessively
vertical orientation of line depardments-.very much affect how individual
schools are managed. Recommendations pertaining to these structural features
of education administration are presented in Chapter III. This section des-
cribes the particular problems of local school management--education manage-
ment within the sub-district and management of individual schools.

Local School Mana_ement

2.83 Efficient management and leadership at local level are extremely
important inputs to quality improvement. International research to date has
produced some useful guidelines about the vital contributions which the local
administrative environment makes to school effectiveness. In general,
planning school programs, supervision of personnel and monitoring of perform-
ance has been found to be most effectively executed at the lowest level of
administration possible.501

501 The literature is vast but for useful summaries see John E. Chubb and
Terry M. Moe, 'Politics, Markets and the Organization of Schools,"
American Political Science Review. Vol. 82, No. 4 (December 1988);
A.L. Manasse, 'Improving Conditions for Principal Effectiveness2
Policy Implications of Research", S.S. Purkey, and M.S. Smith, "School
Reform: The District Policy Implications of the Effective School
Literature'; and M. Fullan, 'Change Processes and Strategies at the
Local Level, The Elementary School Journal, 85s3, 1985.
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2.84 in Indonesia, the sub-district on average oversees about 200 schools
and is the appropriate administrative unit to supply professional and admin-
istrative support to primary schools at the grass-roots. But in practice,
these offices are little more than post-boxes for channelling data and reports
up and down the bureaucratic ladder to the various central, provincial and
district offices of the MOEC. Kecamaten administrative heads are generally of
lower status than SHP principals, and their staff are poorly qualified in the
sub-sector and over-stretched. Peneliks lack authority to supervise school
quality, often having only the same rank as school principals but not a struc-
tural position. Thus, professional guidance and support is scarce at the
local level and local education authorities are dependent on the occasional
injection of technical expertise from the province or Jakarta, or from project
personnel on temporary assignments.

2.85 Local governments are charged with the responsibility to provide
services and operational support to primary schools, under MOEC technical
guidelines. But some local governments, as in Central Java, do not have
offices at the sub-district level and kancam personnel cover both technical
and operational responsibilities for primary schooling. This further over-
loads kecamaten staff and encourages role conflicts and divided loyalties.
Where local governments lack personnel, they often draw principals and
teachers from schools to perform dinas office duties. But they are unable to
take advice on education from technical educational staff who may have
inferior rank.

2.86 In summary, the management context for primary education has major
implications for quality improvement. A stable, predictable, supportive and
workable structure must enable central and provincial authorities to set
realistic. plans and modern standards for primary education, including
resource allocations. It must empower local agencies with the capacity and
accountability for local level planning, management and quality control, and
efficient day-to-day school operations. Within this framework, school prin-
cipals and teachers, with adequate managerial and technical support at the
sub-district level, would be better able to implement and monitor school
development programs to improve education quality.

Maniagement of Individual Primary Schools

2.87 The international literature un school effectiveness and field inves-
tigations for this study shed light on the main ways in which the principals
of good or improving schools differ in behavior from those whose schools are
consistently poor. Effective principals clearly commwnicate and promote the
academic and social mission of the school and the goals of the instructional
program to teachers, pupils, parents and local secondary school heads. They
successfully pursue the appropriate authorities to supply adequate teacher and
physical inputs to the school. They efficiently organize and operate the
school timetable and supervise teachers, time-on-task to focus the school day
on instructional activities. They motivate teachers and students with a
common sense of purpose directed to teaching and learning (emphasizing, for
example, regular attendance and high graduation rates), and promote high
morale. They provide clear objectives for improving academic performance and
regular teacher and student performance evaluation and feedback. They ensure
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that as many teachers as possible participate in professional development and
that the benefits are shared school-wide.

2.88 Roles of Principals. The roles of school principals should involve a
number of different management and leadership dimensions. Broadly, and some-
whit simplistically, these are instructional leadership, developmental manage-
ment, representation, routine administration and troubleshooting. A recent
official guideline supports this characterization of what principalship
involves.51/ It states that the principal has the duty of planning and organ-
izing all school activities, including student admissions, planning of time-
tables and classes, teaching and learning, extra-curricular and social
activities, and reporting.52/ School visits for this study revealed quickly
which principals were able and committed. Their staff and students were
enthusiastic and purposefully active. Their schools had a supportive ethos
and used time efficiently on instructional programs. Local officials, com-
munity leaders and parents actively supported the school.

2.89 Principals' Appointments. Principal3hips are structured positions
holding a position of IIIa in the civil service schedule (para. 3.28).
Because principals, like teachers, are centrally recruited government ser-
vants, they could in theory be promoted to the highest grades. But in prac-
tice, promotions are limited by a ceiling.53/ There are nearly 61,000 primary
school principals in Indonesia (Annex Table 11).54/ In the larger city
schools they may manage over 100 staff, including teachers, clerks and guards.
But small schools may have no more than 2-6 teachers and no other staff.
About half of all schools make do with an acting headteacher, who also does
some classroom teaching. By MOEC policy, principals are supposed to have at
least 18 years of teaching experience. Most hold the equivalent of an SPG
certificate, often acquired through in-service upgrading, and some have a
degree. The kanwil recommends them for appointment on the basis of
qualifications. But they are seconded to the dinas, which ultimately controls
who is selected to a position and may not accept MOEC advice. During the

51/ General guidelines for the Admini-tration of the Primary School,
published jointly by the MOHA, MOEC and Ministry of Finance, Jakarta
1984.

52/ MOEC. "Micro-Management in Elementary and Secondary Schools (Central
Java, West Java and West Sumatera)," Management Policy Study No. 7,
Jakarta, 1988.

53/ An SPG graduate and an IKIP graduate with a Dl (one-year) certificate
enter public service at level 2a, rising to 2b after four years. An
IKIP graduate with a bachelor's degree enters at 2b, and an IKIP
graduate with a master's degree enters at 3a.

54/ Data and conclusions based on data provided by BAKN. The MOEC does not
currently have data easily accessible nationally or disaggregated by
province, to give a picture of the characteristics of principals and
acting principals by age, gender, experience and qualifi,ations. Such
a data base is needed for planning purposes.
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1970s expansion, principals without adequate qualifications and experience
were appointed. Today, over 40Z of principals are 50 years of age or older
and another 40Z are in their 408. Nearly half the full principals are due to
retire in the next five years, though some currently continue after the
official retirement age. Only 17Z of primary school principals are female,
whereas almost 502 of primary classroom teachers are female.

2.90 Due to the age composition of the current teaching force, there will
inevitably be a large change in the structure of senior posts in the next 5 to
10 years. If appointment policies and procedures for appointing principals
remain the same, new appointments will be needed on a large scale (about
30,000 in five years), merely to fill existing vacanciee. To provide a ratio
of even one principal to four small schools, for those which currently lack
them, another 20,000 new appointments are required, without taking into
account expansionary needs. With nearly 502 of classroom teachers now female,
the future should put more women into leadership positions.

2.91 School Princivals' Authority. Formally, primary school principals
are fully empowered to undertake full managerial and leadership respon-
sibilities for school operation and improvement. An instruction from the DGPSE
in :985 states thzt, 'The school head has the full authority and responsi-
bility for carrying out the entire process of education in his school.'551 In
practice, however, school principals' authority is limited by a variety of
constraints, including inadequate budgets, burdensome bureaucracy, and limited
competence and motivation. Primary school principals, unlike secondary and
teacher training school principals, report to two long chains of bureaucratic
comand, through the Bupati and the Provincial Goverror via the Ministry of
Home Affairs, and through the sub-district and/or district education office to
the provincial office of the MOEC. Thie dual line of administration increases
bureaucracy and burdensome red-tape and reduces the professional authority
which principals can exert in practice.

2.92 The 1988 MOEC studies referred to above showed that principals typi-
cally devote at least 702 of their time to routine administration, discipline
and co=munity affairs and provide 36 reports annually covering school data,
program, accounts, personnel, buildings, equipment and progress reports. They
tend to neglect the more challenging and time-consuming tasks of instructional
leadership and developmental management. Principals find it difficult, more-
over, to uphold professional standards against local pressures. As central
government employees, recruited on the advice of the MOEC, principals are
responsible for quality standards in their schools while local governments are
appropriately responsible for delivering personnel, funds and services to
ensure schools operate efficiently. But because school heads are seconded to
local governments and owe their placement to the dines, they are vulnerable to
transfer or other penalties if they refuse to comply with local authorities in
cases of dispute. Hence, school heads tend to opt for the path of least

55/ "Evaluation of Role, Appearance and Position of Elementary school Head
and Supervisor (Central Java, West Java and West Sumatora)", Management
Policy Study No. 5, NOEC, Jakarta, 1988.
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resistance. In sum, the system encourages passivity rather than dynamism and
subservience rather than professionalism.

2.93 This is particularly important where teacher deployment is concerned.
Principals have little say, in practice, over teacher appointments and trans-
fer. There is often a mismatch between the numbers and qualifications of
teachers they request and those they receive. Much depends on their influence
with the local author!ties. They have little recourse against inappropriate
teacher deployment unless their superiors at district or provincial level are
also willing to take on a long, arduous and risky challenge to local gover-
nment decisions. In one province alone, South Sumatra, the dinas has diverted
2,000 teachers to administrative office jobs. Thus, principals have diffi-
culty in building up a professional team and no incentive to encourage staff
development. Likewise, they complain in similar terms about not receiving the
routine budgets or SBPP allowances (paras. 1.21c and 3.21) they are entitled
to for materials and maintenance. They often supply classrooms by relying on
community support or on materlals such as textbooks and library books directly
from development projects mana ed by the MOEC, and largely by-passing local
governments.

2.94 Competence of School Principals. Principals are ill-equipped for the
challenging management roles required by modern primary schooling. They were
initially trained as classroom teachers and, as candidate principals, under-
went a few days of training in administrative theories and orientation to
education laws and regulations. They often work in isolation for many years,
without professional enrichment or study opportunities. Recently, principals
in some areas have benefitted from an innovative form of professional develop-
ment in principals' clubs (VWKS) which meet once a month. Principals inter-
viewed appreciated these occasions but complained that they lacked external
technical axpertise to raise their level of functioning. They lacked exper-
tise in setting goals for school improvement and a vision of alternatives to
conventional ways of accomplishing managerial tasks.

-.95 Motivation of School Principals. Principals have difficult jobs and
have to rely on extra work or other forms of income 561 to supplement their
low pay. Bureaucratic incentives encourage conformism rather than innovation.
There are few material rewards for exceptional effort towards accomplishing
educational goals. They have few opportunities for professional advancement.
Promotion to supervisor is a rare event. The alternatives are to work in
private secondary schools or go into private business. Either way, the more
enterprising and ambitious senior perso-zael are lost to primary schools.

2.96 Recommendations. A new system to identify talented future principals
from among well-qualified teachers with at least eight years' experience

561 These may include illicit payments of various kinds. According to
recurring reports in the Jakarta press, students are sometimes required
to make unauthorized payments for school admission, transcripts, etc.,
and teachers are sometimes required to make payments to principals or
dinas officials in order to receive promotions or -ven regular salaries
they are entitled to receive.
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should be set up immediately. Performance evaluation of teachers to be con-
sidered for selection should be carried out. Consideration should be given to
catering to the specific need for more females in leadership positions. For
candidate principals, an intensive training program in instructional leader-
ship and developmental mAnagement should be mounted. This should go far
beyond the the current training in routine administration, and should prepare
principals to undertake school improvement programs for schools targeted for
special assistance. Preparation for this should begin immediately, concen-
trating on the dissemination of international expertise and of good practice
in the best Indonesian schools.

2.97 The ceiling on rank and salaries for principals should be lifted.
This would raise the attractiveness of these challenging positions to well-
qualified individuals, raise the low status of primary education relative to
st-condary and higher education, and encourr3e principals to request better
quiaJified teachers to serve under them. Principals and teachers should report
ti a unified authority. Sub-district teacher evaluation panels should be set
up to ensure support to principals in recommending for appointment and pro-
motion teachers whom they judge would make a positive contribution to school
improvement efforts. The burden of routine administration should be eased by
streamlining the reporting and data collection duties of principals.

2.98 School Supervisors. Nationwide, the 5,000 MOEC supervisors
(peneliks) are each responsible for overseeing an average of 26 primary
schools, 12 principals and 200 teachers, but they are unevenly deployed.
According to the area, they may have few schools widely dispersed or as many
as 40 schools close together. The official supervisortschool ratio has
recently been reduced to 15, in recognition of the problems supervisors have
in reaching all schools once a month, as regulations require, and of their
potential key role as change agents in school improvement programs.

2.99 About 60Z of existing primary school supervisors are within 5 to 10
years of retirement and only 7U are under 40 years of age (Annex Table 14).
Recently, the MOEC, which selects them from the ranks of principals, has begun
to select some younger, well-qualified supervisors in an effort to inject more
dynamism ..nto supervisory activities. Friction and long delays occur between
their selection by the MOEC and the dinas authorities, who are often unwilling
to authorize that they be transferred back to the MOEC because they do not
wish to lose cooperative school heads. Principals themselves sometimes per-
ceive promotion to supervisor more as punishment than reward, especially
because it is not a structural position bat entails arduous travel and diffi-
cult duties with little additional monetary or status incentive.

2.100 Many of the same problems identified above for principals apply also
to supervisors. They suffer from an overload of often conflicting and ambig-
uous duties. Most seriously, they lack the real authority to ensure that
appropriate educational standards are followed in the appointment and transfer
of teachers, in auditing of school expenditures and in appropriate allocation
and use of physical inputs to schools. They, too, are more comfortabXe by
training and culture with routine office administration than with professional
support, and with administrative inspection rather than evaltuation of profes-
sional standards. They visit outlying schools infrequently tnd their visits
are often ritualized rather than constructive.
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2.101 These are familiar problems in many developing countries. School
supervision is everywhere costly if done intensively. The hardship of fre-
quent transport and lack of office space and accommodation is a very real
disincentive to frequent school visits. Moreover, the conflict between con-
trol, inspection, evaluation and recommendation for appointment, promotion and
transfer, on the one hand, and professional guidance and support to school
staff, on the other, creates tensions difficult for supervisors to resolve,
however competent and experienced they are. In Indonesia, as in most systems,
inspection brings more control and power than does professional support, and
administrative skills are more easily acquired than those of a change agent.
Even so, as a number of informed Indonesian observers have pointed out, the
education system supports many thousands of senior staff, paid at the top of
the salary range for primary personnel, who are, with notable exceptions,
ineffective and under-utilized.

2.102 Recommendations. Primary schools urgently require both more effi-
cient administrative support and more technical assistance relating to teach-
ing practice. But MOEC peneliks are ill-equipped to efficiently and effec-
tively carry out both sets of tasks. They require better incentives, better
training, means of transportation and less role conflict between inspection/
evaluation and staff/school development functions. Inspection functions
should be separated from professional support. Well-qualified teachers with
demonstrated leadership abilities, as well as principals, should be eligible
for training as professional tutors and advisors with a superior rank. Their
first assignment would be probationary, subject to satisfactory performance.
sTe Inspectorate General should deploy personnel for inspection of administra-
-_ion. Expertise in primary methods, curriculum specializations and the
management of school improvement programs should be developed among advisory
personnel. The ratio of each type of senior advisory staff to schools should
be set at a maximum of !00 schools, more where schools are disadvantaged,
including small schools which do not have principals and serve sparsely popu-
lated areas. These advisory staff should have adequate means of transport to
spend 80Z of their time in schools and teachers' centers providing technical
assistance and staff development. Such senior advisory staff should receive
financial rewards substantially higher than principals.
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III. BASIC EDUCATION BUDGETING AND FINANCE

3.1 As described in Chapter II, a major reason for the generally poor
quality of basic education is inadequate supplies of essential educational
inputs to schools, which reduce teaching effectiveness. These deficiencies
result from inadequate recurrent financing--notably, through the central
government badget.l/ Budgetary deprivation of basic education is not simply a
consequence of scarce government resources. Perhaps more importantly, it
results from deficiencies of the planning and budgeting process, including the
fragmentation of budget sources for basic education. One of the consequences
of this fragmentation is that the overall financial situation of schools (and
of the education system as a whole) is opaque, even to policymakers in the
relevant government agencies. rlows of funds to schools from particular
sources are known to government officials who deal with them, but there is no
regular mechanism for putting together a complete view of school financing or
of comparable costs of different levels and types of education. And although
a number of studies of education finance have been carried out--some of them
in great detail2l --none of them provides a comprehensive view of basic
education finance. This chapter attempts to provide such a view, based in
part upon special tabulations provided by BARN, the Ministry of Finance, and
the MOEC.

3.2 The chapter begins with a description of the public budgetary process
for basic education, and a brief analysis of its consequences. Next, it des-
cribes the individual sources and uses of financing for basic education. It
then offers an interpretation of the budget and finance situation for basic
education, together with recommended actions to improve basic education qual-
ity. Finally, it provides cost estimates of several key actions to improve
quality of basic education.

A Deficient Budgetary Process

Inadequate Budget Planning

3.3 MOEC and MOHA education budget proposals should be made on the basis
of objectively documented and projected investment, operations and maintenance
needs. The education sector is particularly well suited to doing so by virtue
of the predictability of needs arising from students' passage through the
school system. (An example of a simple but effective budget planning model
for basic education is provided in Annex 1.) But education budget requests 3/
are not prepared in this fashion. Instead, they typically come to BAPPENAS
and the Ministry of Finance without objective documentation of needs, and are
then negotiated more on the basis of what is left over for education than on

1/ Virtually all public financing for basic education originates in the
central government budget, although some central government subsidies
for education pass through regional government budgets.

2/ A very detailed description of the process of primary school finance is
available in Douglas Lamb and Ruth Daroesman, op.cit.

3/ Other than the formula entitlement allocations which are described
below (paras. 3.19 through 3.21, 3.24, and 3.25).
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the basis of any scientific reckoning of needs.4/ Limited capacities of
kanwil planning units are partly responsible for this weakness of education
budget planning, but a more fundamental reason is lack of cooperation between
the MOEC and the MOHA, and among the various parts of the MOEC (paras.
1.16-1.18). Data to support sound planning of education budget requirements
often are not shared by the unit which generates the data, leaving planning
officials to improvise budget proposals on the basis of extrapolation or other
rudimentary projections of needs.

Fragmentation of Budgetary Sources

3.4 As is true for other sectors, the annual proposed routine budget5/
is prepared by the Ministry of Finance, the MOEC and the MOHA. In a separate
process, the development budget6/ is prepared by BAPPENAS, the MOEC and the
MOHA. In principle, there is a linkage in the preparation of the two budgets
in that BAKN and MENPAN must approve all development-budget initiatives with
staffing or other eventual recurrent budget implications. In fact, this link-
age is more apparent than real, since neither MENPAN nor BAKN has the planning
capacity to judge the suitability of MOEC and MOHA requests. The fact that
the development budget and the routine budget are prepared in isolation from
each other is but one manifestation of budget fragmentation which affects
basic education. Another is the multiplicity of individual budget sources,
described in paras. 3.13-3.27, below. This fragmentation in itself makes
planning difficult because it denies planners a view of how public funds are
being allocated in relation to priorities of individual programs. This is
particularly true of foreign-financed activities, which are presented in all
normal budget tabulations except the DIPs themselves only as rupiah alloca-
tions--i.e., excluding foreign financing. Thus, only the managers of indi-
vidual foreign-financed projects typically know how much they are getting.
This is a serious information omission for plai.ners, since foreign financing
accounts for 802 of development budget allocations for upper secondary and 86X
for higher education.

3.5 Another consequence of budgetary fragmentation is that there is
little notion of opportunity costs of actions, or tradeoffs among different
programs. In a situation of limited resources, doing more of one thing
implies doing less of something else. But tradeoffs for education programs
are not deliberately considered and mediated, both because of the lack of an
objective sector-wide perspective (para. 1.16), and because of the fragmenta-
tion among independent budget sources for education. An example with parti-
cular relevance to education quality improvement is that reducing expenditures

4/ Annual personnel allocations for education are usually made last of ali
the sectors, consistent with this characterization of a residual budget
process. (Bruce Haslam. "Teacher Selection ar.d Placement: A Study of
Indonesia's Practices and Policies." Study carried out under the
Second Teacher Training Project, DGHE. September, 1988.)

51 Rancangan Anggaran Pendapatan dan Belania Negara: Rutin, or "RAPBN
Rutin." Upon approval, it becomes the APBN Rutin.

6/ Rancangan Anggaran Pendapatan dan Belanja Negara: Pembangunan, or
"RAPBN Pembangunan." Upon approval, it becomes the APBN Pembangunan.
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on surplus teachers would not necessarily release resources to improve text-
book supplies, because teachers and textbooks are financed unider entirely
separate budget instruments (paras. 3.13-3.27) and decisions about them are
made independently. There is thus little incentive for planners or managers
to economize on use of either. Budget consolidation would help to improve the
efficiency of public expenditures on education by introducing transparency to
budget planning and internalizing tradeoffs among alternative budget alloca-
tions.

3.6 Budget consolidation could take several forms. A proposal for fiscal
decentralization in the form of unrestricted block grants to regional govern-
ments, which was recently considered by the Ministry of Finance, would have
amounted to complete budget consolidation at the regional level. An attrac-
tive feature of this proposal is that it would have given regional managers
the incentive to seek the most efficient way of providing public services, and
would have encouraged regional managers to consider tradeoffs among competing
programs and program objectives. But it would also give rise to risks of
underprovision of basic education 71 or of various forms of neglect or abuse.
Withuut built-in safeguards, it could exacerbate the existing budgetary neg-
lect of educational inputs to primary schools, leading to further deteriora-
tion of education quality. Less absolute forms of bud&et consolidation could
achieve the same efficiency objective. A useful starting point would be the
preparation of synthetic budget tables, showing total budget allocations from
all sources for particular activities by level of education. Tables 3.1, 3.2
and 3.3 provide an overview of total public expenditures on education from all
sources, by level of education.

Inflexible Budget Process

3.7 The general buugetary process is inflexible and complex--particularly
for the development budget. (Annex 3 provides a description of general budget
procedures, instruments and timing.) The budget preparation, review a-.d
approval process consumes most of the year prior to the fiscal year for which
budgets are effective. Supplemental, interim budgets are, in principle, pos-
sible, but many managers find the process for getting them so daunting that
they don't bother to seek supplements which they urgently need. Transfer of
budget authorizations from one category to another also entails an arduous
procedure. One of the results of this budgetary rigidity is inefficiency:
Education managers have no incentive to conserve budget allocations or corres-
ponding inputs--notably, staff--which they may not need, and resources are
often hoarded to provide for future needs. An example of the latter is that
new schools are typically provided with their full complement of teachers
immediately, even though the need for initial teaching staff is much smaller,
and grows sequentially as successive grades are brought into operation in the
schocl.

7/ As a 'ublic good. basic education is likely to be provided at less than
the socially optimal level (or quality) by local governments, which
have no reason to value the broader, national benefits of basic
education.
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Dominance of the Development Budget

3.8 In Indonesia, as in most countries, an overriding principle of public
budgeting is that the development budget is designed to support investments
(or additions to the country's stock of productive capital), while the routine
budget is meant to provide recurrent inputs to public sector production. In
practice, hovever, development budgets in all sectors have come to include
financing for a variety of recurrent inputs, including salaries and honoraria,
expendable supplies and travel expenses. Table 3.1 shows that the importance
of the development budget as a source of non-salary zecurrent budget rises
with the level of education. Apart from INPRES, the development budget
provides almost no support for recurrent budget needs in primary education,
while in upper secondary schooling and higher education it provides nearly as
much funding for non-salary recurrent outlays as the routine budget.

Table 8.1: FY69 FINCIN FOR RECURRENT NON-SALARY ACTIVITIES IN EDUCATION
BY BWDGET SOURCE (DEVELOPMENT AND ROUTINE BUDGETS)

AND BY LEVEL OF EDUCATION
(in mIllIong of current Ruplah)

Total
Non-salary Recurrent portion recurrent

Level of education routine budget /a of development budget Lb financing

Prlmary 43,095 8,715 46,010
Lower secondary 68,600 18,271 67,071
Upper secondary 97,5684 70,934 166,618
Higher 87.012 22,119 69,181

F From *11 sources, Including SBPP (pars. 8.16).
Excluding IRES S.D. Thes figures underropresent the extent of recurrent activity
financing under the development budget in that they exclude 'construklsi
(construction) *lloc'ations, which frequently Include honoraria and other support for
recurrent activitles.

3.9 This dominance of the development budget for education is consistent
with the pattern observed in other sectors. The Government has treated the
development budget as the dynamic instrument for public expenditures; the
recurrent budget Las been allowed to stagnate. There is in most countries a
tendency to treat the investment budget as the source of public sector innova-
tion and expansion, while neglecting the recurrent budget as a possible
instrument of change. Processes of budget review reflect that tendency, with
investment budget decisions--as in Indonesia--typically coming under much more
intensive scrutiny than recurrent budget decisions. But the dominance of the
development budget in Indonesia is more extreme than in most other countries,
reflecting political imperatives which favor a growing development budget, as
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vell as very widespread individual interests.8/ But there are several import-
ant respects in which the dominance of the development budget is not serving
the long-range interests of the country. It is a problem not merely because
it violates taxonomic distinctions between the two budgets, but because it
implies inefficiency in the allocation of public expenditures. A 1985 study
of public administration described the problem in these terms:

A significant part of civil servants' income is funded
through development projects; as a result, civil servants
are preoccupied with generating projects out of routine
functions, adding a considerable administrative burden in
budgeting and excess paperwork. Moreover, this system has
contributed to a substantial proliferation of special
project management units, which has detracted institutional
development efforts from the overall problems of the line
departments. Allocation of resources between routine and
development budgets is heavily skewed to the latter.
Incent.Lves (including compensation) favor investments in
new projects over routine expenditure (for effective util-
ization and maintenance of existing f.cilities). Foreign
aid often reinforces this bias. This results in cotmon
Abortages in critical inputs (drugs, educational
materials and spare parts) and a lack of maintenance.9/

3.10 The dominance of the development budget is a major reason for the
recent neglect of basic education quality and a significant obstacle to its
improvement in the future. As Chapter II described and as we shall see in the
following sections, improved quality of education requires, inter alia,
improved supplies of textbooks and teaching materials and improved remunera-
tion of teachers. These inputs should be financed under the routine budget,
but the rigidity of the routine budget means that they must, by default, be
financed under the development budget. Because they happen to have large
ongoing investment programs, upper secondary and higher education have been
able to provide for these needs through project (i.e., development budget)
resources of various kinds. As Table 3.1 indicates, these resources have been
very substantial. But primary education and, to an extent, lower secondary
education, have been denied this opportunity because the vigor of past invest-
ments means that very few new investments are called for (paras. 1.28 and
1.29). Thus, for entirely fortuitous reasons, basic education has not had
substantial project resources which it can draw upon to finance essential

81 A recent study of thie civil service in Indonesia distinguishes three
components of civil-service income: a(a) automatic basic salary and
allowances; (b) legally sanctioned salary supplements in cash or kind,
such as certain perquisites of office (housing, cars, utilities) as
well as project honoraria, travel per diems, etc.; and (c) non-legally
sanctioned income." (D.Y. King, op.cit., p. 254). Supplementary
income of types b and c is most closely related to development budget
expenditures. King observes that project honoraria have become the
largest single source of legally sanctioned income supplements for
civil servants.

91 World Bank. Indonesia: Management Development. Gray Cover Report No.
4965-IND (May 20, 1985). page 1-36.
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inputs to quality improvement. The results of this budgetary neglect of basic
education are dramatic. As Table 3.2 shows, per-capita expenditures on non-
salary recurrent inputs, which are essential for quality education. are just
Rp 4,300 (or about US$2.45) for primary education, vs. Rp 107,000 (US$65) for
upper secondary education and Rp 132,000 VUS$80) for higher education. More-
ov s, of this amount, only a small fraction--amounting to just USc4O per
primary student--is available for purchase of textbooks, chalk, and other
essential educational materials.

Table 3.2: PER-CAPITA ALLOCATIONS FOR NON-SALARY
RECURRENT INPUTS TO PUBLIC EDUCATION, BY LEVEL

2. 1988/89 3. Per Capita
1. Enrollments Recurrent Budget /b Allocations (2/1)

Type of education by Level La (millions of rupiah) (rupiah)

Primary 24,753,942 106,406/c 4,299
Lower secondary 3,655,902 67,071 18,346
Upper secondary 1,572,803 168,518 107,132
Higher 447,294 59,131 132,284

/a Enrollments in public schooling for latest available year (1987/88 for
primary/secondary education, 1986/87 for higher education). Degree pro-
grams only.

jb From Table 3.1.
/c Includes Rp 59,596 million under INPRES S.D.

3.11 There are two other notable features of the development budget domi-
nance issue as it applies to the education sector. First, the education
sector is more vulnerable to recurrent budget deprivation than most other
sectors. Depriving an infrastructure investment--a road, for example--of
recurrent funding will shorten the useful life of the investment and may mar-
ginally reduce its yield in the short term. But depriving a school of recur-
rent funding will promptly bring education to a halt. In many other sectors,
fixed capital and physical inputs are central to the production process and
recurrent financing is incidental. In the education sector, the reverse is
true--particularly for basic education.

3.12 Second, the excessive reliance on project financing discourages sus-
tainability of effective innovations of all kinds because innovations tend to
lapse when the project which financed their introduction comes to an end. In
the education sector, there have been numerous experimental and pilot projects
to support innovations designed to improve the quality of education. Even
when these have been found to be successful on a small scale, they have rarely
been generalized. 10/ In large part, this reflects the difficulty of
obtaining ongoing financing under the routine budget, and the absence of
follow-on projects to support replication.

10/ Setijadi, op.cit.
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Sources and Uses of Financing for Basic Education

Principles of School Finance

3.13 In principle, investment needs of public primary and secondary
schools are met by development budget allocations, staff salary needs by rou-
tine budget allocations, and non-salary operational needs by retained student
fees. In practice, there are several departures from this gEneral rule. An
important exception concerns primary school fees: in the interest of univer-
sal primary school enrollments, primary school fees were suspended in 1977 and
replaced with a central government subsidy funded under the routine budget.
Moreover, the inadequacy of fees to meet critical operational needs 11/ at all
level, has led to their supplementation through various sources, though not
through the routine budget, which has remained essentially limited to sal-
aries.

Supplementary Sources of Finance

3.14 A significant supplementary source of finance for basic education is,
as we have seen, through project allocations, or DIPs, in the annual develop-
ment budget. Rarely, however, do these actually make a difference in
resources available at the school level. A far more important source of sup-
plementary finance for primary and secondary schools in communities which can
afford it is the parents' association or BP3 (Badan Pembantu Penyelenggaraan
Pendidikan) contribution. The amount and use of the BP3 contribution is
determined jointly by parents and school principals. Receipts from the BP3
contribution are retained by the school and are entirely extra-budgetary. A
uniform per-student contribution is established for each school. Payment by
parents is considered mandatory, although parents who cannot afford it can
(but rarely do) request of the school principal to be exempted from payment.
There is no restriction on the amount of the per-student BP3 levy for public
primary schools. For public secondary schools, it is limited to the amount of
school fees for a particular school, buc schools can raise additional funds by
informally imposing a registration fee, called siswa baru, for new students.
In affluent urban communities, the amount of this registration fee is often
very high. The BP3 contribution is valuable not only as a supplement to
school resources for vital educational activities; it also constitutes a very
valuable vehicle for ensuring parents' interest and involvement in school
prcgrams.

Sources and Uses of School Finance by Level

3.15 Table 3.3 presents an overview of sources of school finance for pub-
lic education by level. The figures indicated provide a synthetic view of
resources available to schools, with one conspicuous exception: Figures on
BP3 parental contributions are not available because they are not compiled and

11/ Here and elsewhere in this report, ohe term "operational nelds' is used
in the broadest sense to inciude all the needs for operation: and
maintenance of schools at prescribed standards.
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reported at either the provincial or the national level. 121 The following
discussions of primary and secondary school finance include a description of
how BP3 receipts are used by well-endowed schools; poorer schools receive
little or no BP3 contributions.

3.16 Primary Education. As Table 3.3 indicates, primary schools currently
account for a small proportion (6.12) of capital expenditures on public educa-
tion, but a large proportion (66?) of recurrent expenditu..es--notably, of
salaries. Because primary schooling is implemented by regional governments,
salaries of primary school staff are included 131 under the regional autonomy
transfer (Subsidi Daerah Otonom, or SDO) made to provincial and kabupaten
governments under the MOHA budget. Since primary school staff are the most
numerous of the staff under regional government management, this salary com-
ponent accounts for 60Z of aggregate SDO salary transfers to regional
governments.14/ The main public source of financing for non-salary
operational costs of primary schools is the SBPP primary school subsidy
(Subsidi Bantuan-Pemerintah untuk Pendidikan), which is included in the SDO
transfers to regional goverNments as the largest of the ten sector-specific,
non-salary grants in the SDO transfer. 15/ The MOEC routine budget also
includes a very small allocation for the few experimental and demonstration
kindergartens and primary schools under its control. Allocations for FY89
were Rp 1.1 billion for salaries and Rp 368 million for supplies,
instructional materials, and travel.16/

12/ The) are reported to the kandep, as the school's proposals for use of
the funds nominally requires the kandep's approval. But these figures
are not reported to the kanwil or the central ministry.

131 As the primary school staff salary component (Belanja Pegawai Sekolah
Dasar). The size and composition of individual teacher salaries is
discussed in paras. 3.28-3.31.

14f Fully 62Z, or 1,094,983 of the total 1,760,671 civil servants whose
salartes are paid under the SDO grant are primary school teachers.
Primary teachers' salaries account for a slightly smaller share of SDO
salaries because they are paid at lower civil service salary grades
than most other SDO salary recipients. Primary school teachers are
recruited by the MOEC, and seconded to the regional governments where
they are assigned. The remaining 382 of SDO-paid civil servants are
seconded health staff and staff of the various dinas. As many as half
of the dinas sectoral staff are engaged in primary education and
assigned to the education dinas office of regional governments.

15/ For FY89, the SBPP grant allocation was Rp 74.8 billion, amounting to
32? of the total non-staff SDO allocation of 236.9 billion.

161 These figures are slightly higher than those cited in Chapter II,
footnote 31 because they include allocations for kindergartens.
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3.17 The SBPP was instituted in 1977 to replace primary school fee
revenues. As we shall see, the amounts which individual primary schools
receive under the SBPP grant are wholly inadequate to support quality educa-
tion. The problem is vell known, yet for a variety of reasons--including the
orphan status of primary education (para. 1.21), the dominance of the develop-
ment budget (paras. 3.8-3.12), and rigidity of the routine budget (para.
3.7)--nothing has been done to address it under normal budgetary channels. In
1988, BAPPENAS made a creative effort to provide additional teaching resources
to primary schools by earmarking a large part (532) of the Rp 112.5 billion
INPRES SD allocation for FY1989 as supporting funds for primary education. 17/
The amount provided for each school was Rp 310,000 per year--equivalent to an
802 supplement to annual SBPP receipts for the average primary school.
BAPPENAS' intention in providing these funds was that they would be used for
essential instructional inputs such as textbooks, chalk and teachers' manuals,
and that, together with SBPP receipts, they would provide a more adequate
basis for needed quality improvements in primary schooling. In the event,
however, the funds were often used by dinas officials for rehabilitation and
other contractual services rather than for quality-enhancing inputs to the
teaching process. For FY90, BAPPENAS is maintaining the Rp 310,000 per school
INPRES allocation for instructional inputs to primary schooling, but with more
explicit restrictions upon use of the funds to reduce the likelihood of their
diversion by regional governments.

3.18 INPRES S.D. for FY89 also includes a supplementary allocation of
Rp 9.3 billion for five categories of operational inpute to primary and non-
formal education. 18/ Development budget allocations for projects could also
contain some funds for school operations and maintenance, but the amounts are
negligible at the p.imary school level. 191

3.19 Entitlements of individual schools under the SBPP grant are fixed by
a uniform national formula jointly agreed each year by MOEC, BAPPENAS, and
MOP. The formula also establishes the mandatory use of SBPP funds by category
of expenditure and recipient or user. Table 3.4 below, presents the amounts
of SBPP entitlements by catego.-y of use and recipient for three academic
years: 1978/79, 1981/82, and 1987/88. Table 3.5 presents the actual national
SBPP primary-school allocations for each category of expenditure for 1987/88
according to the unit entitlement coefficients presented in Table 3.4 and the
total numbers of recipient units (i.e., students, schools, etc.)

17/ 'Biaya Penunjang Penyelenggaraan Pendidikan Dasar0, literally meaning
'primary school activity support funds."

18/ These are: library books (Rp 3.5 billion), the non-formal education
'Paket A' learning module for literacy training (Rp 2.0 billion), the
small schools learning module (600 million rupiah), data collection
(100 Rp million), and teacher relocation (Rp 3.1 billion).

19/ The 1989/90 Development Budget, however, for the first time includes a
Rp 26 billion allocation for primary and secondary school operational
expenses. This, too, represents an effort by BAPPENAS to correct some
of the past neglect of non-salary operational needs of schools.
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3.20 It is apparent from the figures in Tables 3.4 and 3.5 that the allo-
cations for quality-enhancing educational inputs under the 'teaching expenses
category are very minimal--equal to less than one-quarter of the overall SBPP
grant, and amounting to just Rp 20,500--or less than UbX,.2 per year for an
average primary school class of 30 students, and US$0.40 per student. This
pathetically small amount for such key educational inputs is clearly inade-
quate to support meaningful education at this (or at any other) level of edu-
cation.

3.21 Allocations for school maintenance under the SBPP grant are just
Rp 25,000 (US$15) per school per year. Salary supplements for teachers and
other primary-school staff account for almost half of the total SBPP grant.
The allocations for sports and crafts were eliminated entirely in 1987/88 due
to the budgetary shortage. These allocations raise serious questions about
the quality of education in the absence of adequate educational inputs to
complement teachers in producing classroom learning. Moreover, there is
evidence that many (particularly, rural) schools do not receive even these
minimal entitleients because of questionable deductions by dinas officials
(para. 1.21). Visits to schools which are unable to supplement these
resources through parental contributions reveal the seriousness of the result-
ing educational deficiencies. Students in those schools often lack textbooks
and notebooks and teachers often lack chalk, paper, and other essential
materials for teaching.
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Table 8.4: SPPP ENIITLEMENT FORMULA FOR VARIOUS YEARS
(entitlement amoants per year in current rupiah)

Entlitlmnt amounts Unit of
Category of use 1978/79 10981/2 197/88 *llocatlon Reciplent/user

Teaching expense 1S0 260 850 ,"er pupil School principal
4,000 G,uoo 10,000 qor closs a

School administration 4,000 8,000 9,000 Per class S

School maintenance 5,000 20,000 25,000 Per school I
Staff welfare 6,000 80,000 80,000 Per teacher

6,000 15,C00 24,000 Per school
guardian

- 18,000 80,000 Per teacher Din*s P dan
In private K Kocamatan
primary
school

Sports and crafts 2,F^' 10,000 - Per school School principal
S, . 50.000 - Per Din*s P dan

Kecamatan K Kecamatan
76,000 - - Per

Kabupaten
600,000 - - Per

province
Report books 100 200 260 Per Class I Province dinas

pupil
Im,plmentatlon of school- 1,000 1,250 2,000 Per Class VI Dinas P dan K

based Examination (ESTA) pupil Kecamaten
School leaving certificates - 8oo 850 Per Class VI Province dinas

pupil P dan K
(state and
private
schools)

Superv;ison 1,500 2,000 2,500 Per school Penilik SD
(public A (Supervisor)
private)

Managment and reporting - 5,000 5,000 Per public School principal
school

10,000 26,000 25,000 Per Dinas P dan K
Kecamatan Kecamatan

600,000 650,000 650,000 Per Management team
Kabupaten Kabupaten/

Kotamadys
2,000,000 8,000,000 4,000,000 Per Management team-

province province
Statistical reporting - 5,000 5,000 Per school School principal

- 50,000 50,000 Per Dinas P dan K
Kecamatan Kecamatan

- 100,000 100,000 Per Dinos P dan K
Kabupaten/ Dati II
Kotamadya

- 126,000 260,000 Per province Province din*s
P dan K
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Table 3.5: 1987/88 SBPP ALLOCATIONS BY UNIT OF
ALLOCATION AND CATEGORY OF USE

Allocation
Unit of (million Percent

Category of use allocation rupiah) distribution

Teaching expenses Public SD ia pupils 8,557 12.0
Public SD classes 8,502 11.9

School administration Public SD classes 7,652 10.8

School maintenance Public SDs 3,316 4.7

Staff welfare Public SD principals 3,687 5.2
Public SD teachers 25,503 35.8
Public teachers in 961 1.4
private SD

Public SD guardians 1,821 2.6

Sports and crafts SDs/Kecamatans -

Report books Public SD pupils 1,193 1.7
in Grade I

Implementation of Public SD pupils 6,469 9.1
school-based in Grade VI
examinations

School leaving certificate Public and private 1,229 1.7
SD pupils in
Grade VI

Supervision Public and private 356 0.5
SDs

Management and reporting Public SDs 663 0.9
Ke^amatans 88 0.1
Kabupatens/Kotamadyas 192 0.3
Provinces 108 0.2

Statistical reporting Public SDs 663 0.9
Kecamatans 177 0.2
Kabupatens/Kotamadyas 30 0.0
Provinces 7 0.0

Sum of allocations 71,175 100.0
Contingency allowance 3,575
Total SBPP allocation 74,750

/a SD - primary school (sekolah dasar).
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3.22 The best of the public primary schools deliver a very good quality of
education which compares favorably with the best private schools, yet the
resources available to the best and the poorest of public schools differ only
as a result of parents' support in the form of the BP3 contribution. Amounts
and uses of BP3 parents' contributions for vell-endowed public schcols can
thus be used to gauge the size of the shortfall of operational budget funds in
relation to needs. The poorest (usually, rural) schools receive very small or
no BP3 contributions 201 from parents and have only their SBPP allocations to
meet operations and maintenance expenses. Schools from affluent urban neigh-
borhoods, on the other hand, may receive BP3 contributions totaling more than
twenty times as much as the SBPP allocations for the school and its staff,
supported by per-student contributions of Rp 4,000 a month or more. Table 3.6
shows the use of BP3 funds for one well-endowed urban school of 320 students
in West Java province. As that table illustrates, BP3 receipts are used to
make a broad range of expenditures, including teaching materials, library
books, school maintenance, travel allowances for teachers, and student incen-
tive programs. Observations of how schools use BP3 funds in a number of field
visits support the conclusion that use of those funds, determined largely by
parents, focusses -ery appropriately on affordable, quality enhancing inputs.
In those communities where parents can afford to contribute to operation of
their schools, they are making an important contribution through BP3 funds,
and they are generally making appropriate decisions about how those funds
should be spent to improve the quality of their children's education.

3.23 Secondary Education. Secondary schools also receive a subsidy (the
Dana Penuniang Pendidikan, or DPP) to meet nonsalary operational requirements.
Unlike the primary school subsidy, it is administered directly by the MOEC,
and is financed entirely (in the aggregate) from student fees (Sumbangan
Pembinaan Pendidikan, or SPP). Entitlements per student, per school, etc. are
set out in an entitlement formula whose format resembles that for the primary
education subsidy, but which allocates a much smaller proportion of the total
grant (4.5?) to teaching expenses and a much larger proportion to
administration--particularly, for examinations. The financing under the DPP
of administrative costs at the kabupaten and province level means that there
is considerable leakage and delays in the return flow through the DPP grant of
SPP fees collected by schools. In the aggregate, schools receive only about
702 of the SPP fees they collect; individual schools may receive a much
smaller proportion. Schools are required to collect student fees and deposit
them in a special Bank Rakyat Indonesia account. These receipts are pooled
and, eventually, returned to schools according to the SPP/DPP allocation
formula. Schools typically receive back their (diminished) fee receipts in
the form of the DPP grant about a year after their initial collection from
students. This delay constitutes a hardship for many schools--particularly
those with expanding enrollments.

20/ For example, an INPRES primary school in a poor rural West Java
village, visited for this study, had a BP3 contribution set at Rp 200
per month--equal to just US$0.11. At rice harvest time, 60? of
students were able to make the BP3 payment; otherwise, only 40% did.
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Table 3.6: PROGRAM FOR USE OF BP3 RECEIPTS BY A
WEST JAVA PUBLIC PRIMARY SCHOOL, 1988/89 SCHOOL YEAR

Activity Amount (Rp)

Learning-teaching process
Examinations 960,000
Proficiency tests 153,000
Manuals/resource materials 250,000
Library books 360,000
Magazines/newspapers 480,000
Stationery/school supplies 1,648,000

Maintenance
Maintenance of inventory 300,000
Document filing 180,000
Building maintenance 360,000
Equipment repairs/purchases 389,700
Minor repairs 300.000
Grounds maintenance 396,000

Student activities
Scouting, Red Cross, health activities 420,000
Athletics/cultural activities 150,000
Regency activities 102,000
Municipal activities 66,000

Promotion of Sundanese language 120,000
Knowledge and skills contests 467,700
Outstanding students program 120,000

Welfare
Teacher training/workshops 540,000
Principal/teachers' trave., allowances 1,080,000
Transportation allowance for:
Principal 240,000
Teachers 1,200,000
Schools guards 108,000

Community activities 683,400

Housekeeping
Subsidies on administration 660,000
Subsidies on BP3 administration 120,000
In-school meeting expenses 383,800
BP3 meeting expenses 120,000

Guidance, monitoring and reports
Reports to regency administration 364,800
Reports to municipal administration 115,200

Total 12,838,000
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Table 3.7: DPP ENTITLEMENT FORMULA FOR WEST JAvA
bUCUNDARY SCHOOLS 1987/88 SCHOOL YEAR

(annual entitiements in rupiah
unless otherwise stated)

Disbursed
Activity SMTP SMTA through

1. Lesson implementation Rp 400 Rp 400 Principal
per student per student

2. Instructional equipment Rp 4 000 Rp 4 000 Principal or
.er ciass per class kanwil head

3. Equipment maintenance p20 000 Rp 20 000 i'r±ncipal
per ci ass p er class

4. Staff payments
4.1 assistant principal, Rp 120,000 Rp 180,000 Principal

secondary school per school per school
4.2 assistant principal Rp 180,000 Rp 240 000 Principal

.3 il alr school per school per school
4.3.1 ;art-time teacher Rp 60 Rp 75 Principal

ger nour per nour
4.3.2 Regular teacher p3,500 Rp 4,5000 Principal

per month per month
4.4 Other school staff Rp 24 000 Rp 36,000 Principal

per class per class
5. Student activities

5.1 At school level Rp 200 Rp 200 Principal
per student per student

5.2 At kabupatenl Rp 50,000 Rp 50,000 Head of kandeP
kot.Miaya evel per school per school

5.3 At provce level Rp800,000 - Head of kanwil
per kabupaten/

6. Report on textbook Kp Rp 500 Head of kanwil
provision per student per student

In province in province
7. EBTANAS administration Rp 3 500 RP4 500 Head of kanwil

per graduating per graduating
student student

8. Travel for school Rp 75 000 Rp 75,000 Head of kanwil
supervision per school per school

9. Education administration
9.1 of secondary schools Rp 120,000 Rp 180.000 Principal

per school per school
9.2 of the kandep Rp 300,000 - Head of kandep

per kandep3
9.3 of the kanwil prp Z: Rp 400 Head of kanwil

- per student per student
and and

RP 200,000 Rp 200,000
10. Data re-porting per school per school

10.1 at kabupaten Rp 10,000 Rp 10,000 Head of kandep
lev11 per kecamatan per school

ana
Rp 10,000
per school

10.2 at province level Rp 20 - Head of kanwil
per student

and
Rp 20,000
per school
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3.24 Separate DPP entitlement formulae exist for each province--ostensibly
to allow the grant to favor poor provinces. But there is, in fact, almost no
variation in unit entitlements. Table 3.7 presents the DPP entitlement for-
mula for a representative province, West Java. As we saw for primary school-
ing under the SBPP, the allocations for inputs to secondary classroom instruc-
tion under the DPP grant are grossly inadequate to support meaningful educa-
tion--amounting to just Rp 400 per student and Rp 4,000 per class per year,
equivalent to US$0.25 per student per year.

3.25 However, unlike primary schools, secondary schools also receive an
allocation in the MOEC's routine budget to meet non-staff operational costs.
As Table 3.3 indicates, the aggregate dmount of these allocations is very
nearly the same as total DPP receipts--amounting to Rp 29.8 billion for lower
secondary schools and Rp 22.8 billion for upper secondary schools. Amounts
for individual schools are determined according to a formula which sets per-
school and per-student entitlements by type of school. An abridged version of
the formula is presented in Table 3.8. Per-student allocations for classroom
instructional materials are given in the first two columns of Table 3.8.
These amount to Rp 5,420 for lower secondary general education, and more than
Rp 12,000 for lower secondary vocational education. Upper secondary general
schools receive Rp 9,036 per student; upper secondary vocational schools
receive an allocation ranging from Rp 8,824 to Rp 15,473. The unit entitle-
ments in the APBN Rutin have not been changed for the last six years. Their
amount is determined on the basis of what is available in the routine budget
rather than on any objective reckoning of needs.

Table 3.8: FY89 ROUTINE BUDGET UNIT ENTITLEMENT COEFFICIENTS
FOR PUBLIC SECONDARY SCHOOLS BY TYPE OF SCHOOL AND

EXPENDITURE CATEGORY
(annual entitlements in current rupiah)

Entitlement per Student Entitlement per School
Consumable Teaching Equipment Building

Type of School materials aids maintenance mainteoance

Lower Secondary
SMP 320 5,100 223,000 292,000
SKKP 687 11,400 202,000 422,000
ST 422 12,750 242,000 463,000

Upper Secondary
SMAt 286 8,750 265,000 375,000
STM 300 15,000 331,000 607,000
SMEA 324 8,550 311,000 526,000
SMKK 473 15,000 258,000 511,000
SPG 324 8,500 303,000 556,000
SGO 371 10,000 303,000 417,000

Source: MOEC, DGPSE, Bureau of Planning.
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3.26 Secondary student fee levels are set by the head of the provincial
MOEC office (the kakanwil) for each secondary school at the recommendation of
the school principal, which in turn is based upon parents' capacity to pay.
Monthly fees range from Rp 450 to Rp 1,500 per student at the lower secondary
level (grades 7 through 9), and from rs.p 900 to Rp 3,000 per student at the
upper secondary level (grades 10 through 12). Secondary school fees are mand-
atory, but school principals can grant students a partial or complete exemp-
tion from fees upon request (and documentatior, of income) by parents. Few
students--about 2X in total--request such an exemption. Because DPP entitle-
ments are uniform while SPP payments vary directly with income, there is a
slight redistributive effect of the SPP/DPP mechanism, but less than would be
the case under an entitlement schedule which varied significantly and
inversely with regional per-capita income.

3.27 BP3 contributions are not supposed to (but often do) exceed SPP fee
amounts for a particular school; initial siswa baru contributions from
incoming students are not restricted as to amount. Together, they are impor-
tant supplementary sources of operational expenditures of secondary schools in
affluent areas, often comprising as much as 80X of secondary school receipts
for nonsalary operational expenditures of secondary schools in affluent areas.
Table 3.9 shows the actual sources and uses of funds of a relatively privi-
leged SMP .in West Java province. In that school, with enrollments of 1,600
students, BP3 contributions accounted for 802 of school receipts and were used
for a broad range of school activities, including construction of a new class-
room wirg. Table 3.10 provides additional examples of sources of school
finance for eleven secondary schools 211 in three provinces: South
Kalimantan, East Nusa Tengara (NTT) and Aceh. It is apparent in Table ; 10
that BP3 contributions are an important source of school finance, comprising
from 46? to 621 of schools' non-salary operational resources in all but the
NTT schools--where the provincial governor had given instructions against
collection of any BP3 funds. In other schools surveyed for the same study (in
Central Java), BP3 contributions accounted for a higher proportion of schools'
operational resources, ranging from 64% to 782. The proportion of collected
SPP fees which were returned to individual schools via the DPP were low-
-ranging from 35X to 73% in the eleven schools shown in Table 3.10, and
averaging just 51%. For the schools in South Kalimantan, there was a strong
positive association between BP3 contributions per student and the ratio of
applicants to intakes, suggesting that the superior quality of education made
possible through higher BP3 contributions was attracting more applicants. For
all schools, minimum Ebtanas scores required for entry were positively related
to the number of applicants per new place, reflecting the greater selectivity
of the better schools.

21/ The schools in question were SMAs, but the relative importance of
funding sources for these schools is likely to be similar to that for
SMPs.
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Table 3.9: SCURCES AND USES OF FUNDS BY A WEST JAVA SMP,
1988/89 SCHOOL YEAR

(in thousands of rupiah)

Sources o: funds
Total Routine BP3

Activity expenditures budget DPP - Monthly Siswa Baru

Maintenance and
replacement of
school equipment 27,800 524 492 11,034 15,840

Learning-teaching
activities 19,392 9,490 680 3,000 622

Guidance and
student affairs 14,020 - 340 4,800 8,880

Staff welfare 27,900 - 7,092 6,000 14,808

Facilities expansion 2,700 - - 1,350 2,350

Housekeeping and
BP3 collection 7,550 1,395 120 2,400 3,635

TOTAL 99,452 11,409 8,724 28,584 50,735



Table 8.10: SOURCES OF FUNDS FOR ELEVEN SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN THREE PROVINCES
1988/89 SCHOOL YEAR

(budget figures in thousands of rupiah)

Non-sa rcy recurrent Ratio:
Nudbor of budgot AP6N SP3 Ebtana Appitcants/
students Total Por-student Rutin SPP DPP Monthly Slgn saru Score Intakos

South Kaliomntan

School 1 677 82,454 66.2 8,048 18,920 6,280 18,6S1 6,547 a? a..
School 2 824 29,828 47.8 9,100 6,280 6,042 9,968 4,700 88 2.5
Seool 8 572 18,882 82.1 5,316 8,400 2,978 10,0Wa - 20 1.0

NTT

School 1 857 19,287 22.4 12,97a 14,897 6,800 - LO - a5 8.2 %
School 2 5S 11,262 20.2 8,924 9,240 4,a28 - L - /a 25 1.6
School 8 617 9,489 18.4 6,869 7,200 4,120 - L - / 28 1.6
School 4 805 10,376 17.2 4,568 7,280 4,168 - / - L 26 1.8

Aceh

School 1 1,460 68,9s6 44.1 15,084 19,600 9,652 22,829 16,681 a8 1.6
School 2 1,027 44,611 48.8 12,701 15,792 7,296 14,640 10,174 84 1.9
School 8 807 84,878 48.0 1v6838 18,440 7,200 9,682 0,178 24 1.8
School 4 417 21,890 651. 8,000 6,720 8,720 7,002 4,688 18 t.0

a lP8 contributions were not permittod in NTT, under Instructions from the provircial Governo., but p%ronts in one school
contributed furniture valued at Rp 1.6 million.

Source: $omersot, op.cit.
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Teacher Salaries

3.28 Salary Components and Amounts. Salaries of primary and secondary
school staff are set within the general civil service salary schedule accord-
ing to degree qualifications, function and seniority. (Educational require-
ments associated with particular civil-service goals are shown in Annex Table
11; salaries for those grades are shown in Annex Table 12.221 ) Primary
teachers are usually recruited from SPGs and SGOs and appointed at grade II.
Secon-dary teachers are normally recruited from IKIPs and appointed at grade
IIb if they have a diploma or at grade Illa if they have an S1 degree.231
Except in the case of a complaint from the school principal or the kanwll,
promotion one from civil-service grade to the next occurs automatically every
four years up to the normal ceiling for each function--IlIb for primary
teachers, IITc for lover secondary teachers, IIId for upper secondary
teachers, and one grade higher in each case for principals. (Actual numbers
of primary and secondary school staff by function and civil-service grade are
shown in Annex Table 13. Age and sex of primary and secondary school staff by
function are shown in Annex Tables 10 and 14.) School principals are
recruited from experienced primary school teachers in grade lId after selec-
tion and review by regional academic committees, and appointed as principals
at grade Illa.

3.29 In addition to basic monthly salary shown in Annex Table 12, primary
and secondary school teachers . ' principals receive several specific allow-
ances which are independent of civil-service grade and experience:

(a) a functional allowance for teachers and school principals of
Rp 10,000 per month in primary schools, Rp 15,000 a month in lower
secondary schools, and Rp 20,000 a month in upper secondary schools;

(b) a structural allowance for school principals of Rp 18,000 a month in
primary schools, Rp 21,000 rupiah in lower secondary schools, and
Rp 5,000 a month in upper secondary schools; and

(c) a rice allowance averaging Rp 4,180 per month per family member.

Based on the school staff profiles shown in Annex Tables 10 and 13, the educa-
tion finance model in Annex I has been used to estimate average gross monthly
salaries, consisting of base salary plus the above allowances, for primary and
secondary school staff. These are shown in Table 3.11, together with esti-
mated income from the teacher allowance portions of the SBPP and the DPP. An
estimate for average BP3 staff welfare payments equal to the latter figure is

22/ Salarie3 shown in Table 12 are those prevailing in July, 1988. A 1O
base salary increase was implemented in January 1989, and a further 52
increase went into effect in April, 1989.

23/ S1 graduates are usually appointed as senior teachers in SMAs; D3
graduates are usually appointed as junior teachers in SMAs; D2
graduates are usually appointed as senior teachers in SMPs; Dl
graduates are usually appointed as junior teachers in SMPs.
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also included in order to arrive at some figure, however approximate, for
total income from official employment of primary and secondary school staff.

Table 3.11: ESTIMATED AVERAGE MONTHLY SALARIES /a AND BENEFITS
FOR STAFF OF PUBLIC PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS

(in rupiah per month)

Staff category Salary & DPP BP3 Total Per-capita lb
allowances receipts receipts receipts receipts

Primary teachers 103,000 2,500 2,500 108,000 27,000
Primary principals 195.000 2,500 2,500 200,000 50,000
Lower secondary
teachers 119,003 3,500 3,500 126,000 31,500

Lower secondary
principals 231,000 3,500 3,500 238,000 59,500

Upper secondary
principals 205,000 4,500 4,500 214,000 53,500

ia Based on 1988 civil-service salary schedule.
lb Applying the national average (modal) h2usehold size of four members (SUPAS

1985).

Sourcet Annex 1 School Personnel Salary Model.

3.30 Relative Size of Salaries. How large are these salaries in relative
terms? If we attribute the average national household size to primary and
secondary school staff 24/ and disregard other sources of income, it leads to
the per-capita figures shown in the final column of Table 3.11. These amounts
are all above the poverty thresholds established by BPS in 1987--Rp 17,332 per
capita per month for urban households, and Rp 10,325 for rural households--but
the figures for primary and lower secondary teachers are below the per-capita
average household expenditures for urban areas of Rp 33,413 in 1987. 25/ How-
ever, public-school teachers' and principals, salaries are often supplemented
by income from other teaching jobs, such that total earnings are typically
greater than shown here. Unfortunately, it is difficult to say how much
greater. One possible source of information on teachers' total earnings is
the SUSENAS survey, but occupational classifications in recent SUSENAS surveys
do not distinguish teaching as an occupation. A 1976 study of supplementary
incowe of teachers reported that only 8? of primary teachers but 39? of lower
secondary teachers had multiple teaching jobs. 261 The erosion of salaries
since then has clearly led mo.-e teachers to seek additional income through

24/ The modal household size in 1985 was four members (SUPAS).

251 From SUSENAS 1987. The average for rural areas was Rp 18,073.

26/ C.M. Widodo and Ruth Daroesman. 'Pendapr.*an Guru Dengan Kerja Rangkap"
BP3K unpublished report, March, ;978 (based on 1976 field work).
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supplementary teaching. It is widely reported that most tpachers in urban
schools have more than one teaching job. A typical pattern is for a teacher
to teach in a public school in the morning and a private school--sometimes, in
the same premises--in the afternoon, or to teach as a part-time teacher in
another public school during the class day. For most psublic primary and
secondary teachers in urban areas, income from additional teaching appears to
provide a supplement equal to about 50? of civil-service salary and benefits.
Teachers in rural areas rarely have an opportunity for supplementary teaching
income, but many are farmers and supplement their income through sold or con-
sumed farm production. For this reason, and because urban costs of living are
higher than in zural areas, 27/ most rural teachers are probably be'ter off
than urban teachers.

3.S1 Another measure of the adequacy of tac-hers' salaries is in 'elation
to other civil servants' salaries. Although the same base salary schedule
applies throughout the civil service, functional and structural allowances and
other categories of benefits--such as access to subsidized mortgages, trans-
portation, etc.--differ. Functional allowances for university faculty, for
axample, range from Rp 60,000 per week to Rp 250,000. Comprehensive data on
unctional allowances and benefits for civil servants are not available. but
aggzegate budget data provide some indication of relative magnitudess the
FY88 routine budget provides Rp 4,316 billion for civil service salaries 28/
in addition to the SD0 regional autonomy grant of Rp 2,649 billion, of which
Rp 2,434 billion is staff salaries. Of the latter amount, 59.62, or Rp 1,450
comprises salaries and benefits for 1,000,000 public primary school teachers
and principals. 291 Thus, public primary school teachers and principals
accounted for 29? of a total civil service in mid-1987 of 3.4 million, yet
received just 21? 30/ of civil-service salaries. Average civil-service
compensation (salaries plus benefits) averaged Rp 121,000 per month for
primary school teachers and principals, but Rp 184,000 for the other 2.4
million civil servants. The civil-service profile of the primary-school
teaching force is jimilar to that of the overall civil servicet the median
grade for both is IIb. This implies that average base salaries of primary
teachers and principals are similar to those of the rest of the civil service,
and that significantly higher benefits elsewhere must account for the
difference in average total compensation. That difference is relatively
large, amounting to 50? higher earnings in non-teaching occupations with a
similar civil-service grade profile.

3.32 In conclusion, although official teachers' (gross) salaries are low
by comparison with other civil servants, many teachers are able to supplement
their income through supplementary teaching. It appears that these earnings

27/ A recent survey of civil-servant expenditure patterns in Jakarta found
that civil servants in the lower civil-service grades spent 43Z of
their income on transportation to and from work.

281 "Belanja pegawai.

29/ Averaging Rp 121,000 per month, consistent with the Table 3.11 average
for primary school teachers and principals.

30/ Equal to 1,4501(4,316+2,434).
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raise many teachers' total incomes to a level comparable with official earn-
ings for other civil servants. But even if low teachers' salaries are not a
cause for concern on welfare grounds, they are a cause for concern on effi-
ciency grounds ir. that they contribute to too short a class day and to exces.
sive absenteeism among teachers (para. 2.6)).

Interpretation of Financial Situation
of Primary and Secondary Schools

3.33 The first conclusion of the above analysis of school finances is that
the public school system is very heterogenous in terms of the resources it
receives for teaching and, as a result, in terms of the quality of -Aucation
which it provides. By far the most important factor determining whether a
particular school is or is not providing quality education is whether it
receives significant BP3 parental contributions. This source of supplementary
school finance has several compelling advantages: In affluent areas, it
clearly is providing adequately for the operational needs of schools, and the
decisions as to how BP3 funds are spent focus, appropriately, on those acti-
vities most closely linked to improved ecucational quality. Moreover, the
fact that parents have a hand in deciding how the money is spent itself
encourages parental interest and involvement in school activities--which, in
turn, tends to reinforce improved student performance. But this form of pub-
lic school finance is highly inequitablet Schools in poor areas must rely
largely or exclusively on official sources of finance, as parents are unable
to contribute sufficient amounts for quality inputs. Because the funding from
official sources is inadequate, they cannot provide quality education. This
is particularly true for primary education--where alternative official
funding, as through projects, is virtually nonexistent and where dual
administration frustrates schools' attempts to seek additional resources.
Clearly, if the Government is to succeed in its efforts to improve basic
education quality, it must first find a way to get more teaching resources
(such as textbooks and educational aids) into schools--primary schools in
particular.

3.34 A second conclusion of the analysis of school finances is that public
expenditures on basic education--particularly, primary education--are ineffi-
cient. Although the Government spends over Rp 1.6 trillion a year for
salaries of the one million public primary school teachers, those teachers are
typically not able to teach effectively because they lack such basic teaching
inputs as chalk, paper, and textbooks. Per-student non-salary recurrent
budget allocations are just Rp 4,299 per year, amounting to 6.5S of what the
Government spends on primary teacher salaries. Moreover, only 162 (or US$0.40
per student per year) of that amount is allocated directly to schools for
instructional purposes per se. (This contrasts with the situation in upper
secondary schools, for example, where non-salary routine budget allocations
are Rp 107,000 per student per year--more than half as large as the amount
spent on teacher salaries.) As a result of this deprivation, the Governuent's
recent major investment in primary school infrastructure--totalling over Rp 3X
trillion under the INPRES S.D. program--is not achieving its full potential in
terms of quality primary schooling. More importantly, primary-school teachers
and students are also not achieving their full potential.

3.35 A third conclusion is that the existing entitlement formulae for
SBPP, DPP, and APBN Rutin could be used to address the needs for more educa-
tional resources in schools, while giving special consideration to the areas
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in greatest need. In order to do this, unit entitlement coefficients for key
educational inputs--notably, textbooks 311 and teaching aid&--need to be
increased. (The following section examines the potential costs of doing so.)
It may also be desirable to activate the targeting potential of the DPP
entitlement for secondary schools, although targeting should not be pushed too
fart It is better to risk providing subsidies to some schools which don't
need them than to deprive schools which do need them. This is particularly
true in view of the very small incremental cost of providing schools with a
more adequate supp.y of textbooks and other crucial teaching aids.

3.36 A related conclusion is that administrative changes need to accompany
increased school entitlements in order to ensure that the additional resources
actually make their way into schools and are used for their intended purposes.
The experience of the FY89 INP rS allocation for educational materials in
primary schools (para. 3.17) illustrates the need.

Recommendations

Increase Financing for Educational Materials

3.37 Budgetary financing of educational materials for basic education
should be increased--first in primary schools, next in lower secondary
schools. Determination of what is to be provided to schools should be based
on an objective reckonitg--indepevient of the current budgetary process--of
minimal provision of educational materials consistent with the curriculum and
the prescribed method of instruction. The Directorate of Primary Education's
prototype list (para. 3.44) could be a useful basis of such an assessment.
The mechanism of financing should be permanent and transparent. An entitle-
ment formula such as the SBPP could be a suitable allocation instrument, but
school principals should in any case be made aware of the size and basis of
entitlements for their schools. A simple process should be established for
resolving principals' questions concerning entitlements and receipts. Target-
ing of subsidies to schools unable to finance their own needs for educational
materials may relieve some of the budgetary costs of this action, but any
plans for targeting of subsidies should be carefully considered, first, so as
not to risk depriving any schools in need, and, second, to ensure that they
would be practical and cost-ef?ective to administer.

Rationalize Management of Primary Education

3.38 To facilitate the ob;ectives of improved supplies of education
materials to schools, improved teaching, and improved teacher deployment, the
management responsibility for providing primary education urgently needs to be
rationalized. In particular, ambiguity concerning individual schools'
accountability needs to be eliminated. Ultimately, it is desirable to move

31/ As para. 2.35 observes, there is an urgent need for a national policy
on textbook provision. The conspicuous absence of textbooks from all
the entitlement formulae implies that the Government intends that
textbooks should generally be provided under textbook pro'-cts--
including the ongoing Second Textbook Project. But this arly is not
h,.ppening.
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toward complete decentralization--giving individual schools greater autonomy
in designing and carrying out their own educational programs. In the short
term, however, there is a greater role for central educational authorities to
play--particularly in ensuring adequate teaching inputs of all kinds in the
most deprived schools and in improving teaching professionalism throug.
teacher training and deployment policies. In view of the impracticality of
altering the basic legal framework for MOEC and MOHA involvement in primary
education management, rationalization of primary education management will
require better cooperation between the two ministries at the central and,
particularly, at the regional level. Such improved cooperation is likely to
entail new implementation decrees clarifying the reciprocal rights and
obligations of the entities involved. These might include, for example,
guidelines on teacher recruitment, development, and promotion actions to be
based upon professional performance evaluation, and establishment of grievance
procedures to openly resolve problems encountered by school principals.

Improve Cooperation Within the MOEC

3.39 Lack of cooperation among the major parts of the MOEC contributes to
inefficiency in the allocation and use of resources across the education sec-
tor. To improve cooperation within the Ministry, the office of the Minister
should c'e equipped to play a more active role in guiding the work of the Min-
istry and eliciting cooperation among all of its parts. The Secretariat Gen-
eral is the logical source of this support under the existing ministry struc-
ture. The capacities of the Secretariat General should be strengthened in
planning, in budgeting, and in the coordination that they imply, together with
the issuance of ministerial decrees establishing this role and requiring coop-
eration of all ministry units.

Pulrsue Budget Consolidation

3.40 Budget fragmentation obscures actual allocation of public resources
and obstructs efforts to improve that allocation (paras. 3.4 and 3.5). To
promote transparency and efficiency in allocation of public budgets, the
Government should move towards budget consolidation for basic education
(para. 3.6). A minimal and feasible form of budget consolidation which the
MOEC should pursue on its own initiative is the building up and maintaining of
comprehensive budgets for each level of education. This would entail bringing
together in the MOEC Bureau of Budget full information on the various separate
budgetary sources of financing for education, including foreign financing.

Estimated Resource Needs

Needs for System Expansion

3.41 As described above (paras. 1.36-1.38), there is very little need fot
expansion of school infrastructure at the primary level; most of the need will
be for a modest expansion at the lower secondary level. The Annex I enroll-
ment and resource projection model estimates that 12,436 additional SMTP
classrooms will be necessary to accommodate public-school enrollment expansion
during the Repelita V Plan period, 1989-1994, assuming that MOEC targets for
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primary-secondary transition improvements (from 69.7Z in 1989 to 85.O2 in
1994) and private sector participation (482 of enrollments in 1994 versus
44.5? in 1989) are met. Adding the 11,470 new classrooms which would be
required to replace dilapidated classrooms (at a 22 annual replacement rate),
leads to total SMTP classroom needs of 23,906 for Repelita V. Actual pro-
visions for SMTP construction in Repelita V are 462 greater than thist The
Government plans to construct 2.000 new SMPs of six classrooms each, plus
23,000 new classrooms for existing lower secondary schools--a total of 35,000
new SMTP classrooms under Repelita V. These current plar- for lower secondary
school co, uction under Repelita V appear to be signii :antly above the
needs con-s4tent with the Government's educational objectives in terms of
enrollments and primary-secondary transition, even if they include rehabilita-
tion investments (which they appear not to do).32/

Needs for Quality Improvement

3.42 Chapter II recommended a number of acticns to improve the quality of
primary and secondary education. Some of these would improve the supply of
basic instructional materials to schools. Others--including actions affecting
teacher train ng and school management--would affect how those materials were
used in teaching. Chapter III began with a description of how little public
budgets actually provide for the core inputs to teaching other than teachers
themselves. This neglect of essential teaching materials is of particular
concern in primary education, which is meant to be free and universal yet is
most starved of public resources for teaching materials. The first and the
most urgent need for improved quality of public basic education is for the
Government to provide to public primary schools a more adequate supply of
essential teaching materials, including textbooks, teachers' manuals, paper
and chalk.

3.43 low much would it cost to provide the necessary inputs? The ideal
situation is illustrated by the financing provided for the few demonstration
primary schools administered directly by the MOEC. Routine budget allocations
for instructional materials for these schools are more than a third as large
as staff salaries; combined non-salary recurrent budgets equal 462 of sal-
aries. However attractive this may be as a long-term goal for school
financing, it is clearly not feasible for the 133 thousand public primary
schools now in operation. What is needed in the short term is provision of a
minimally adequate set of instructional materials to all schools in need.

3.44 The MOEC Directorate of Primary Education has prepared such a list of
educational and maintenance supplies for primary schooling (excluding text-
books', together with estimated costs. The list has been reviewed and judged
appropriate by a November 1988 mission for this study as a basis for estimat-
ing the costs of a minimally adequate classroom supply operation. The educa-
tional equipment list innludes blackboard chalk and erasers, stencil paper for

32/ The FY89 investment budget for MOEC provides Rp 25.4 billion for lower
secondary schools. This includes a provision for construction of 17
new lower secondary schools and 175 new classrooms, plus a separate
provision for rehabilitation of 150 schools and 60 teacher training
facilities. Repelita V also appears to program rehabilitation
separately from construction.
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tests and mimeographed student handouts, 33/ lesson paper, and felt pens and
construction paper for making visual aids. The cost of the full list of
instructional materials is estimated at Rp 4 million (or Rp 17,000 per
student) for a typical primary school of 240 students. Assuming that bulk
procurement might lead to unit cost savings of about 202 and that about 302 of
public primary schools are adequately supplied through BPS contributions, the
total cost of initially supplying all public primary schools in need with the
full package of instructional materials would be about Rp 240 billion.
Including a provision for textbooks for students who cannot afford to buy
their own might add Rp 60 billion of this amount. The resulting cost, Rp 300
billion, would be very large in relation to the Rp 16 billion which the SBPP
now provides for teaching expenses in primary schools, but would still be less
than one-fifth of annual salary outlays (of Rp 1.6 million) for primary-school
teachers and principals. Provision of minimally adequate primary school main-
tenance supplies as proposed in the Directorate of Primary Education's proto-
type list would add about Rp 50 billion, equivalent to 3S of current teacher
salary outlays. In total, these requirements for primary education quality
improvement vould amount to about Rp 350 billion in the first year (including
the cost of initial provision) and less in subsequent years. To put this cost
into perspective, it amounts to slightly more than half of annual INPRES S.D.
allocations during the peak years in the early 1980s, or less than 102 of
actual total government outlays (routine plus development budget) for
education, on less than 1-1/22 of the Government's overall routine budget.

3.45 To these costs, moreover, should be added the costs of teacher
training and pedagogical supervision to ensure that any improved supplies of
educational materials are used to their full educational potential. In many
cases, improved supplies of materials will need to be safeguarded with more
secure storage facilities, entailing further expenses. And there are similar
needs for improved supplies of educational materials at the secondary level.

3.46 At the same time, there are some important potential economies which
could help defray costs of improved supplies of school inputs. The richest
source of potential economies is through more intensive use of teaching staff.
Increased hourly teaching requirements which are matched with less-than-fully-
offsetting salary increases may be welcomed by teachers as a source of addi-
tional income, while reducing the needs for new teacher recruitment and yield-
ing overall savings in teacher outlays. This is particularly likely to be
true if teachers have better materials to work with in the classroom--some of
which they formerly provided themselves. The Government's options for pur-
suing such gains through changes in required teaching hours and compensation
are admittedly encumbered by the teacher recruitment expectations of graduates
from existing teacher training institutions. As the Government considers how
best to restructure primary teacher training, it should bear in mind the
advantages of flexibility in teacher recruitment--such as that offered by
programs which are fully integrated into universities.

33/ Mimeograph machines are usually available in the kancam office or the
dinas, but schools are required to provide their own stencil paper, ink
and correction fluid.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMNENDATIONS

4.1 The preceding chapters have diacussed at some length the needs for
quality improvement in basic education. A number of recommendations have
already been made--particularly in Chapter II--for specific actions to improve
basic education quality. This chapter will briefly present the principal
conclusions and recommendations of the study--first for the more generic or
contextual actions which affect how basic education resources of all kinds are
allocated and used, and, next, the specific pedagogical actions designed to
improve education quality.

Conclusions

4.2 The primary conclusion of the preceding chapters is that improved
quality of basic education cannot occur without a marked improvement in the
availability of basic educational resources in the classroom. Parents are
already making a major input to the schools in those communities which can
afford to help, but those cases of ample school funding from community sources
are exceptional. Government support on a broad scale will be necessary to
raise the quality of education to acceptable levels in the majority of
schools. The cost of providing schools with adequate supplies of basic educa-
tional materials will not be small. But these expenditures will yield major
gains in productivity from the existing infrastructure of schools and teach-
ers. The effort should start where the needs are greatest--in primary educa-
tion. The task of providing schools with better educational equipment at this
juncture is important enough to merit a very particular national effort, such
as the Government successfully carried out to expand primary schooling under
the INPRES program. The importance of an uninterrupted flow of essential
teaching materials to schools, however, argues in favor of a more permanent
mechanism of support in this case.

4.3 A secondary conclusion of the preceding analysis is that while
improved supplies of educational materials are a necessary condition for
improved quality of basic education, they are not a sufficient condition.
Meaningful improvements in education quality will also require a number of
complementary actions in order to ensure that improved supplies of educational
materials actually lead to improved teaching. Most important of these are in-
service teacher training and teacher support of various kinds to provide
teachers with the skills, motivation, and self-esteem to teach effectively. A
list of recommended actions, largely drawn from Chapter II, is presented in
the next section.

4.4 A third conclusion is that a number of features of education adminis-
tration and general budget process have contributed to low education quality
in the past and will complicate efforts to improve it in the future. Lack of
cooperation among the entities responsible for administration of primary
education, for example, has impeded the flow of educational resources to
schools and hampered efficient use of staff and materials. And competitive
behavior among units of the MOEC has led to suboptimal allocation and use of
resources within the ministry's own control. quality of basic education could
be very substantially improved through action to bring about interministerial
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cooperation--notably, between the MOEC and MORA--and intraministerial
cooperation among the various units of the MOEC.

Reconmmedations

Increase Financing for Educational Materials

4.5 Budgetary financing of educational materials for basic education
should be increased--first in primary schools, next in lower secondary
schools. Determination of what is to be provided to achools should be based
on an objective reckoning--independent of the current budgetary process--of
minimal provision of educatlonal materials consistent with the curriculum and
the prescribed method of instruction. The Directorate of Primary Education's
prototype list (para. 3.40 and Annex Table 15) could be a useful basis of such
an assessment. The mechanism of financing should be permanent and transpar-
ent. An entitlement formula such as the SBPP could be a suitable allocation
instrument, but school principals should in any case be made aware of the size
and basis of entitlements for their schools. A simple process should be
established for responding to principals' questions and mediating disputes
over entitlements and receipts. Targeting of subsidies to schools unable to
finance their own needs for educational materials may relieve some of the bud-
getary costs of this action, but any plans for targeting of subsidies should
be carefully considered, first, so as not to risk depriving any schools in
need, and, second, to ensure that they would be practical and cost-effective
to administer.

Rationalize Management of Primary Education

4.6 To facilitate the objectives of improved supplies of education
materials to schools, improved teaching, and improved teacher deployment, the
management responsibility for providing primary education urgently needs to be
rationalized. In particular, ambiguity concerning individual schools'
accountability needs to be eliminated. Ultimately, it is desirable to move
toward complete decentralization--giving individual schools greater autonomy
in designing and carrying out their own educational programs. In the short
term, however, there is a greater role for central educational authorities to
play--particularly in ensuring adequate teaching inputs of all kinds in the
most deprived schools and in improving teaching professionalism through
teacher training ar.d deployment policies. In view of the impracticality of
altering the basic legal framework for MOEC and MORA involvement in primary
education management, rationalization of primary education managsment will
require better cooperation between the two ministries at the central and,
particularly, at the regional level. Such improved cooperation is likely to
entail new implementation decrees clarifying the reciprocal rights and
obligations of the entities involved. These might include, for example,
guidelines on teacher recruitment, development, and promotion actions to be
based upon professional performance evaluation, and establishment of grievance
procedures to openly resolve problems encountered by school principals.

Improve Cooperation Within the MOEC

4.7 Lack of cooperation among the major parts of the MOEC is responsible
for serious problems of inefficiency in the allocation and use of resources
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across the education sector (paras. 1.16-1.18, 3.3, and 3.5). To address
these problems, the office of the Minister should be equipped to play a more
active role in guiding the work of the ministry and eliciting cooperation
among all of its parts. The Secretariat General is the logical locus of this
support under the existing ministry structure. The capacities of the Secreta-
riat General should be strengthened in planning, in budgeting, and in the
coordination that they imply, together with the issuance of ministerial
decrees establishing this role and requiring cooperation of all ministry
units. It would also serve the objective of intraministerial cooperation in
this and in other ministries if managers at each level were given responsibil-
ity to select their own immediate subordinates--notably, if the Minister were
given responsibility for appointment of his own Echelon I managers.

Pursue Budget Consolidation

4.8 Budget fragmentation obscures actual allocation of public resources
and obstructs efforts to improve that allocation (paras. 3.4 and 3.5). To
promote transparency and efficiency in allocation of public budgets, the Gov-
ernment should move towards budget consolidation (para. 3.6). A minimal and
feasible form of budget consolidation which the MOEC should pursue on its own
initiative is the building up and maintaining of comprehensive budgets for
each level of education. This would entail bringing together in the MOEC
Bureau of Budget full information on the various separate budgetary sources of
financing for education, including foreign financing.

Rationalize Budget Sources

4.9 An important related measure to promote efficiency of public expendi-
ture allocation is the rationalization of budget sources through increased
reliance on the routine budget and ending of the privileged status of the
development budget (paras. 3.8-3.12). To some extent, the scope for action on
rationalizing education budgeting is constrained by budgetary practices pre-
vailing in other sectors. Changes in those practices, although desirable, may
not be attainable in the near term. But there are incremental measures which
could be and should be taken to promote this objective through decisions about
specific budget allocations for education. Most importantly, the increased
support to be provided for educational materials in schools (para. 4.5) should
be provided under a routine budget allocation, such as the SBPP grant, rather
than through an ad hoc allocation in the development budget.

Recommendations Relating to Basic Education Outcomes

4.10 In order to monitor the performance of basic education and provide a
sound basis of fundamental literacy and numeracy for subsequent employment or
training, the following actions are proposeds

(a) develop testing to monitor student achievement and school quality
(para. 2.8);

(b) phase out the Ebtanas SD examination as a selection instrument for
secondary school entry (para. 2.12);
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(c) develop provincial book production; and

(d) avoid reviving vocational education at the lower secondary level;
develop vocational education at the upper secondary level only to the
extent that there are demonstrated labor market needs and local
industry involvement in training program design and graduate place-
ment (para. 2.23).

ImProve School Inputs

4.11 In addition to the recommendations to increase financing of educa-
tional materials for primary and secondary schools (para. 4.5), a number of
actions are recommended to improve school inputs in a broader sense:

(a) to improve the content and availability of textbooks,

Ci) conduct a policy study of textbook provision, pricing, utiliza-
tion, and roles of the public and private sector (para. 2.36);

(ii) consolidate management of the Curriculum Development Center and
the Book Center (para. 2.36);

(iii) devolve to kanwil the management responsibility for printing and
distribution of textbooks and sanctioning content in local pub-
lications for use in schools (para. 2.36); and

(iv) provide specific funding in routing budgets for textbook deliv-
ery (para. 2.36);

(b) to improve use of the curriculum,

Ci) authorize and distribute simplified curriculum guidelines;

(ii) decentralize curriculum development; and

(iii) provide teacher training on how to produce simple teaching uate-
rials (para. 2.46); and

(c) to decentralize preparation and implementation of examinations,
strengthen curriculum and examination units in the kanwil offices.

Improve Teacher Qualifications, Motivation, and Deployment

4.12 Among the actions recommended to improve the qualifications, motiva-
tion, and deployment of teachers in basic education are the following:

(a) to raise teachers' mastery of core subjects,

(i) provide teacher training for primary-school teachers at the
post-secondary level, requiring completion of SMA for all
teacher training candidates;
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(ii) provide in-service upgrading education in subject-matter skills
for current teachers; and

(iii) cease training and appointing of exclusively religious or sports
teachers at the primary level, pending analysis of teacher use
which establishes the precise needs (paras. 2.52 and 2.53);

(b) to improve efficiency of teacher training and raise the quality of
instruction in teacher training institutions, restrict new intakes to
teacher training programs, gradually raise class sizes, and select
the most promising existing teachers for supervisory. managerial or
training roles (paras. 2.56 and 2.77);

(c) to increase productive teaching time on core (language, math, and
science) subjects, to raise teacher qualifications, and to raise the
status of teaching,

si) provide in-service training on adequately teaching the pre-
scribed curriculum;

(ii) reduce teachers' administrative duties;

Ciii) provide recognition for teachers who play a lead role in train-
ing their coll4c -.es in new techniques, by creating opportuni-
ties for new functional allowances, special training, and accel-
erated promotion over an extended salary range (paras. 2.59,
2.61, 2.63 and 2.75);

Civ) issue a ministerial decree stipulating a four-hour school day
for grades 1 and 2, up to 5 hours for grades 5 and 6, to focus
upon the key subjects of Bahasa, math, and science, and to be
enforced by school principals and supervisors (para. 2.71); and

(v) cautiously develop teacher performance evaluation, combined with
internship training for newly qualified teachers (para. 2.75);
and

(d) to improve teacher deployment,

(i) reconsider merits of using volunteer teachers;

(ii) recruit teachers solell on the basis of merit; and

(iii) provide financial incentives for the least desired assignments
(para. 2.81).

Improve School Manag-ment

4.13 All of the recommendations presented above would make a major contri-
bution to school management--particularly, by improving the availability of
teaching resources in schools and by simplifying the reporting structure (for
primary schools). Two additional sets of actions, involving school principals
and supervisors, also would play a key role in improving school managements
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(a) to impro're the qualifications, motivation, and deployment of school
principals,

(i) esta sh a system to identify the moLt qualified candidates for
appointmient to principalships;

(ii) provide intensive training, including instructional leadership,
to candidates selected;

(iii) provide better career incentives to principals through enriched
functional or structural allowances, accelerated promotion
opportunities, and extended civil-service grade range; and

(iv) streamline principals' administrative duties--notably in routine
reporting (para. 2.96); and

(b) to improve the effectiveness of supervisors as agents of pedagogical
support,

(i) separate pedagogical supervision and inspection functions, with
the latter to be discharged by Inspectorate General services;

(ii) select supervisors on the basis of demonstrated leadership abil-
ities;

(iii) provide training to inspectors in techniques of school supervi-
sion; and

(iv) provide adequate travel budgets, combined with increased school
visit requirements (para. 2.102).
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Sources: (1) Drektor! Perour'an Tinagi Negeri di Indoncoia 1984, OrEC. Jmkerta, 1935.
(2) Lapormn Tahuncn D;riktorrt Jenderal Pendidikan Tingtg Tahus 198i/87. M, Jakarta, 1967.
(3) Defter Nrome Prorom Studi Perguruan Tingui Negri di Indonesia 1967, MOEC, Jakerts, 196.
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Private Higher Education

Number of Institutions, Enrollments, New Entrants, Graduates, and
Full-Time Academic Staff by Region, 1986

Total Undergraduate
no. of Nondegree programs (SO) programs (SI) Full-time academic staff

Location/ insti- New Enroll- Grad- New Enroll- Grad- Govern- Nongov-
KOPED TIS la tutions entrants ments uates entrants ments uates ment ernment Total

Medan (I) 75 6,073 23,590 4,896 22,003 75,771 1,464 538 1.044 1,582

Palembang (II) 48 3,476 11,016 5,436 6,740 22,443 465 153 392 545

Jakarta (1II) 105 14,569 39,345 7,435 21,787 104,417 9,112 743 3,417 4,160

Bandung (IV) 67 5,779 18,719 7,745 19,209 72,958 3,758 614 1,041 1,655

Yogyakarta (V) 46 4,039 19,366 3,568 10,529 38,336 1,804 436 666 1,102

Semarang (VI) 44 5,512 12,104 2,053 13,247 50,219 1,397 501 947 1,448

Surabaya (VII) 174 8,982 23,938 8,178 44,892 138,289 8,897 851 3,174 4,025

Denpasar (VIII) 35 3,018 7,634 1,027 7,336 26,066 3,196 323 259 582

Ujung Pandang (IX) 71 4,718 20,676 4,203 11,604 42,577 2,774 529 588 1,117

Total 665 56,166 176,388 44,541 157,347 571,076 32,867 4.688 11,528 16,216

la ROPERTIS - regional coordinator for private higher education.

Sourcess (1) Laporan Tahunan Direktorat Jenderal Pendidikan Tinggi Tahun 1986/87, MOEC, Jakarta, 1987.
(2) Direktori Perguruan TinggA. Swasta di Indonesia 1986, MOEC, Jakarta, 1987.
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ANNEX
Table 4

INDONESIA

BASIC EDUCATION SECTOR STUDY

Inpres Sekolah Dasar

Primary School Investment Program
1973174-1988189

New Primary Primary Total
classrooms schools principal Primary Primary allocation

New for exist- to be and school school (billions
primary ing primary rehabil- teacher books sport of current
schools schools itated housing (mln) kits rupiah)

1973174 6,000 - - - 6.6 - 17.2

1974/75 6,000 - - - 6.9 - 19.7

1975/76 10,000 - 10,000 - 7.3 - 49.9

1976/77 10,000 - 16,000 - 8.6 - 57.3

1977/78 15,000 - 15,000 - 7.3 - 85.0

1978/79 15,000 15,000 15,000 - 8.5 - 111.8

1979/80 10,000 15,000 15,000 5,000 12.5 - 155.8

1980/81 14,000 20,000 20,000 7,500 14.0 - 249.8

1981/82 15,000 25,000 25,000 9,500 15.0 - 374.5

1982/83 22,600 35,000 25,000 20,000 30.0 50,000 267.4

1983/84 13,140 15,700 21,000 50,000 32.0 96,000 549.3

1984/85 2,200 12,500 31,000 60,000 32.0 157.799 526.1

1985/86 3,200 12,500 31,000 60,000 32.0 157,799 526.1

1986/87 2,200 10,000 95,000 44,070 32.6 120,000 495.9

1967/88 660 2,200 157,500 2,400 22.9 - 100.8

1988/89 250 1,350 6,000 2,650 18.5 - 112.5

Total 145,250 164,250 424,000 462,720 286.7 519,799 3,745.0

Source: Republik Indonesia, 'Nota Keuangan dan Rancangan Anggaran Pendapatan dan
Belanja Negara, Tahun 1988/1989".
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Table 5

INDONESIA

BASIC EDUCATION STUDY

Science Achievement in Selected Asian and Industrialized Countries,
Mid-1980s

10-year-old population /a 14-year-old population /a
Mean Standard Mean Standard

Country score deviation score deviation

Asian Countries

Japan 15.4 4.0 20.2 5.0
Korea 15.4 4.2 18.1 4.6
Singapore 11.2 4.1 16.5 4.9
Hong Kong 11.2 4.2 16.4 4.5
Philippines 9.5 4.5 1' 5 4.6
Thailand - - 16.5 4.1

Industrialized
Countries

Canada 13.7 4.3 18.6 4.7
United States 13.2 4.6 16.5 5.0
Australia 12.9 4.5 17.8 4.9
England 11.7 4.5 16.7 4.9
Netherlands - - 19.8 5.1

/a The maximum possible score is 24 for the 10-year-old population, and 30 for the
14-year old population.

Source: IEA (1988).
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INDONESIA

BASIC EDUCATION STUDY

Estimated Social Rates of Return by
Level and Type of Education /a

Rate of return
Level and type of education Males Females

Some primary 0.07 0.24

Completed primary 0.10 0.14

Completed lower secondary general 0.19 0.25

Completed lower secondary vocational 0.06 0.24

Completed upper secondary general 0.19 0.22

Completed upper secondary vocational 0.16 0.14

Completed academy 0.22 0.20

Completed university 0.09 0.10

la Nationwide results for all urban workers, based on 1986 SAKERNAS survey of
225,000 respondents.

Sourcet Walter M. McMahon and Boediono, 'Universal Basic Education: An
Overall Strategy of Investment Priorities for Economic Growth,^
unpublished manuscript, 1988.
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INDONESIA

BASIC EDUCATION SECTOR STUDY

Results of Selected Empirical Studtes on General and Vocational
Secondary Education Programs in eveloDin r*s

Study Subject data Results

Foster (1066) Students In Ghana Classic study which arques that all education Il voca-
tional but that *voeattonal' educatlon (VIE) and
training Is considered second-rate because it leads to
lower-statue occupations than the academic track.
Thl Is known as the Ovocational education fallacy.'

Metcalf (1985) Review of students In Rate of return to vocational training Is high enough
a number of different to justify Invetment. Shorter course have a higher
countries payoff. Informal firm-baed training t more cost-

effective than vocational s*condary schools. In South
America, vocational training for primary school com-
pletera has higher payoff than to secondary school
completers. VTE In Industry-linked Institutions has
higher payoff than In nonaffiliated Institutions.

Fuller (1976) Survey of workers In Productivity of In-school vocational trained workers
two electrical machin- Is 91 lower than In-firm trained workers and costs of
cry plants in in-school training are higher.
Bangalore, India

Godfrey (1977) 400+ exam candidates Graduates with school vocational training are 14-25X
In Kenya, 1973 less likely to pass government craft tests thsn those

with no such training.

Psacharapoulos Six fi-m In Lima, Short SENATI courses gave high raturns, whereas two-
(1982) Peru In 1982 year SENATI course had low returns.

Castro (1989) Brazil-Sas Paulo & Rio Social rates of return of SENA! own-firm training wre
manufacturing sector, higher for those workers with completd secondry edu-
large firm, 1970 cation than those with junior high. Rates rather

high.

Puryear (1979) Bogota, Colom0ia Three-year SENA graduates earn, over a SENA appren-
1968-67 SENA gradu- ticeship sample as a whole, 48X more than equivalent
ate., sampled In 1972 non-SENA graduates, but this SENA effect ts smaller

for those with more than six years of schooling.

Peacharapoulos and Follow-up survey of There Is no labor advantage to graduates from voca-
Loxley (1985) graduates from diver- tional courses, either In terms of success In finding

sified and nondiversi- employment or in pay levels when employed either In
fled secondary schools Colombia or Tanzania. Costs of programs are also
In Colombia or similar.
Tanzania

Hinchliffe (1983) Tanzania Total annual unit roecurrent costs nre 19X higher in
agricultural-biased schools, 13X higher In technical-
biased schools, and 9X higher In commerce-biased
schools compared with academic schools.

Cummings, et. 1. Kenya Staffing costs are twice and capital costa are five
(1085) times for Industrial education subjects as for those

of classroom subjects.

Tibi (1986) Thailand Recurrent costs of agricultural colleges were 98X
higher and three kinds of technical colleges were 54X
higher than In professional ¢ollege.
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Study Subject data Results

Komenan (1987) Ivory Coast 1904 labor Technicas education has higher payoff than gneral
force survey educatlon at every level of schooling, but costs of

technical education are much higher (2.5 times higher
at secondary level).

Crootaert (1987) Ivory Coast, Living Social rates of return are low to VTE, but higher to
Standards Survey, 198S posatecondary than ta postprimary VIE, and higher than

to apprenticeship training. Private rates of return
are much higher because of large public costs. Rates
are also higher to those outside of Abidjan.

Moock and B-llwe Male urban subsample Monetary returns are generally *Imilar to VTE and aca-
(1988) of Peru Living Stan- demic stream groduates, except for self-employed out-

dards Survey, 1985/86 side Lima. Unit costs are also similar for VTE and
academic streams.

Chung (1987) Hong Kong census, 1978 Returns to VTE are higher than to general education,
and 1981 but significant only for the rapidly growing electri-

cal and commercial sectors.

Min nJ Taang Survey of workers In Productivity of workers with VTE 7% higher than those
(1987) Seijing General Auto with Seneral secondary education.

Industry Company

Ziderman (1988) Israsl, 1983 census Vocational secondary schooling more cost-effective
than general education for those who do not go on to
postsecondary education, especially for those who work
In occupations related to course of study.

Le, C. (1985) South Korea scondary In-plant vocational training ts more cost-effective
graduates than training In vocational schools.

Chin-Aleong (1988) Trinidad & Tobago Specialized craft students found Jobs more quickly and
labor force survey earned better salaries than did acedemic students or

those with pretechnician courses.

Schiefolbein A Sample of eighth grade Tracking *tudents Into vocational curricula where
Farrell (1982) Chilean students academic achievement is not emphasized will lower

student achievement.

Noah and Middleton Secondary data from China is attempting to reach a 60-60 general to voca-
(1988) too provinces In t'onal education enrollment mix by 1990. but they

China: Llaoning and conclude that in order to meet the demands of the
Huboi economy, China needs to shift away from apprentice-

ship-VTE to In-school VTE.

Source: Education and Employment Divlsion, Population and Human Resources Department, World Bank.
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PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY OF SCHOOL RESOURCE TYPES
AFFECTING SCIENCE ACHIEVEMENT

Time on Physical inputs
Teacher Management task including instruc-
Inputs Inputs Inputs tional materials

Developing 34? 22Z 182 252
16 countries

Industrialized
13 countries 362 231 222 192

Source: Heyneman S. and Loxley W. 'The Impact of Primary School Quality on
Academic Achievement in 29 High and Low Income Countries', American
Journal of Sociology 88, 1983.

Notes: 1. Total across equal 1002. LDC: India, Egypt, Botswana, Thailand,
Chile, El Salvador, Columbia, Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, Peru,
Uganda, Hungary, Paraguay, Iran, bolivia. Industralized countries:
U.S., England, Scotland, Netherlands, Germany, Sweden, Final and,
French Belgium, Flemish Belgium, New Zealand, Australia, Italy,
Japan.

2. Comparisons between industrialized and non-industrial national show
similar patterns for teacher, administrative resou.ces and to a
lesser extent time on task and instructional materials. For
example, 342 of all inputs contributing to academic achievement in
developing nations could be categorized as teacher related (e.g.
teacher qualifications, experience, etc). The comparative figure
for industrialized nations is 362. Hence, teacher resources play a
similar and important role in contributing to student learning in
each of the 29 country achievement production functions. Likewise,
administrative inputs such as policies on school tracking by
ability, remedial programs, organization by shifts, class size,
coeducational programs, absence rate policy, etc. appear to
contribute to student learning with much the same weight (i.e. 232
versus 22? for developed and developing countries, respectively).

3. Time on task inputs more often appear to be recorded as inputs to
learning in industrial nations (222 to 18Z), quite possibly because
variation within industrialized nations is wider than in LDCs (e.g.,
Japanese elementary students attend an additional 60 days per year
in school compared with American primary school children). When
there is wide variation on a school input in an education system,
there is an increased chance for the input to have an effect on
learning. It is this frequency of school resources such as texts,
work books, audio equipment, labs, etc plus school facilities which
seen. to vary most between LDCs and industrialized nations (26 versus
19? respectively). More often such instructional inputs appear as
predictors of achievement in production fur. t;ns of the developing
nations because of the wider variation in ;- ributions within and
between third world ccuntries.
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A. STRUCTURE OF THE PRIMARY SCHOOL CURRICULUM 1975

Grades
Learning Areas 1 2 3 4 5 6

Religious Education 2 2 2 3 3 3
Moral Education 2 2 2 2 2 2
National Language 8 8 a 8 8 8
Social Science - - 2 2 2 2
Mathematics 6 6 6 6 6 6
Science 2 2 3 4 4 4
Sports and Health 2 2 3 3 3 3
Arts and Crafts 2 2 3 4 4 4
Skills Training 2 2 4 4 4 4

Study Hours 26 26 36 36 36 36

1 Study hours - 30 minutes for grades 1 and 2
- 40 minutes for grades 3 and 6

Sources MOEC, Curriculum Guidelines 1975

B. STRUCTURE OF THE PRIMARY SCHOOL CURRICULUM 1984

Study Periods Grades
Learning Areas 1 2 3 4 5 6

Religious Education 2 2 2 2 2 2
Civil and Moral Education 2 2 2 2 2 2
National Language 817 8/7 8/7 8/7 8/7 8/7
Social Sciences - - 2 3 3 3
Mathematics 6 6 6 6 6 6
Science 2 2 3 4 4 4
Sports and Health 2 2 3 3 3 3
Arts and Crafts 2 2 3 4 4 4
Skills Training 2 2 4 4 4 4
Local Language (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)

Total Study Hours per week 26 26 33 36 36 36
(28) (28) (35) (38) (38) (38)

Source: MOEC, Curriculum Guidelines 1984.
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INDONESIA

BAS.C EDUCATION STUDY

Primary and Secondary Teachers, Principals, and Supervisory Staff
by Age Structure as of July 1988

Staff level Age Groups
and function <21 21-30 31-40 41-50 >50 Total

Kindergarten Teachers 1,085 18,740 4,998 1,298 301 26,422

Primary Teachers 2,077 456,031 290 132,023 40,343 956,764

Primary Principals 1 633 8,604 25,531 25,783 60,552

Primary Supervisors 0 13 356 1,987 2,756 5,112

SMTP Teachers 143 104,332 56,992 29,041 10,648 201,156

SMTP Principals 1 13 139 1,167 3,097 4,417

SMTA Teachers 21 44,839 34,362 15,821 7,837 102,880

SMTA Principals - 12 323 1,039 1,521 2,895

Secondary Supervisors - 13 29 137 463 642

Total Primary and

Secondary School Staff 3,328 624,626 423,093 208,044 92,749 1,360,840

Source: Tabulation provided by BAKN.
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INDONESIA

BASIC EDUCATION STUDY

Civil-Service Grades, Echelons, and Entry Requirements

Corresponding
civil-service Echelon rank

Educational achievement entry grade equivalence La

Primary school (SD) I a
Lower secondary (SMTP) b

d

Upper secondary (SMTA) II a
Tertiary diploma b

C
d

Bachelor's degree (Si) III a
b
C V
d IV

IV a III
b II
c I

La Equals the lowest of three grades covered by a given echelon rank.

Source: World Bank, 'Indonesia: Management Development,' Gray-Cover Report
No. 4965-IND (May 20, 1985), Vol. III, Annex 1.
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BASIC EDUCATION STUDY

Civil-Service Salarles by Orad and L.nath of Service as of July 1988
(in current rupiah per month)

Years of
service 11. IIb lIc IlId III* IIlb IlIc IId IV. IVb IYe Iyd IVo

O 55,000 - - - 81,000 84,400 87,800 90,800 90,200 98,700 104,600 110,400 116,800
1 68,200 - - - - - - - - -
2 - - - - 88,600 92,400 96,200 99,900 103,800 109,800 l16,OO0 122,400 129,200
8 83,800 68,900 70,100 73,800 - - - - - - - - -
4 - - - - 98,000 100,400 104,700 109,000 114,400 120,800 127,500 134,300 143,800
S 89,100 72,800 76,600 80,500 - - - - - - - - -
6 - - - 103,500 108,400 113,300 118,200 126,000 132,000 139,000 148,200 154,800
7 74,600 78,800 83,000 87,500 - - - - - - - - -
8 - - - - 111,000 116,400 121,800 127,300 135,600 142,900 150,400 158,100 168,400
9 80,000 84,800 89,600 94,400 - - - - - - - -
10 - - - - 118,600 124,400 130,400 13B,400 148,200 163,900 181,900 170,100 178,800
11 85,500 90,700 96,900 101,400 - - - - - - - - -

12 - - - - 128,000 132,400 138,900 146,800 168,800 106,000 178,400 182,000 191,200 1
13 91,000 96,700 102,400 108,400 - - - - - - - - -

14 - - - - 133,600 140,400 147,500 164,800 187,400 176,000 184,900 193,900 203,800
15 96,400 102,600 108,800 116,300 - - - - - - - - -

18 - - - - 141-000 143,400 158,000 163,800 178,000 187,100 196,300 205,800 216,000
17 101,900 108,500 115,300 122,300 - - - - - - - - -

18 - - - - 142,500 158,400 181,800 172,900 183,600 198,100 207,800 217,80C 235,400
19 107,800 114,600 121,800 129,200 - - - - - - - - -

20 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
21 112,700 120,600 128,200 128,200 164,800 168,400 171,400 188,800 204,500 214,700 226,000 235,600 247,000
22 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
23 - - - - - - - - - - - _ _
24 120,800 129,600 137,900 148,800 172,000 180,400 190,300 200,200 220,400 231,200 242,300 2S3,500 285,680
26 - - - -

26 _ - -
27 - 138,400 147,800 167,000

/ El
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BASIC EDUCATION STUDY

Public Primary and Secondary Teachers, Principals and Supervisors
by Civil-Service Salary Category; July 1988

Staff Level Civil-Service Salary Category
and Function IIA IIB IIC IID IIIA IIIB IIIC IIID IV Total

Kindergarten Teachers 21,361 3.409 674 469 509 - - - 26.422

Primary Teachers 333,179 244,998 223,772 94,817 43,178 16,820 - - 956,764

Primary Principals - - - - 35,870 18,522 6,160 - 60,552

Primary Supervisors - - - - 1,476 1,846 1,790 - 5,112

SHTP Teachers 282 45,222 74,362 54,677 - 26,613 - - 201,156

SHTP Principals - - - - - 1.267 885 2,265 4.417

SMTA Teachers - 15,938 24,971 14,026 31,249 7,277 4,619 4,800 774 102,880

SMTA Principals - - - - - 1,549 314 258 2,895

Secondary Supervisors - - - - - - - 407 335 642

Total 354.822 309,567 323,779 163,989 112,282 73,894 13,768 7,730 1,009 1,360.840

Source: Tabulation provided by BAKN.
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INDONESIA

BASIC EDUCATION STUDY

Primary and Secondary Teachers, Principals, and Supervisors
by Sex; July 1988

Staff Level and Function Male Female Total

Kindergarten Teachers 1,823 24,599 26,422

Primary Teachers 472,666 484,098 956,764

Primary Principals 50,006 10,546 60,552

Primary Supervisors 4,657 455 5,112

SMTP Teachers 113,434 87,722 201,156

SMTP Principals 3,886 531 4,417

SMTA Teachers 61,908 40,972 102,880

SITA Principals 2,441 454 2,895

Secondary Supervisors 555 87 642

Total 711,376 649,464 1,360,840

Sources Tabulation provided by BAKN.
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INDONESIA: BASIC EDUCATION SMUDY

OUTLINE DESCRIPTION OF MODEL pO SUPPORT THE STUDY

Student Enrollment and Resource Projection Kodel (Filename:INDPJTl

Descx.Rtio: The model contains enrollment profiles for the SD
(Primary) and SNP (General Lower Secondary) levels. These include data on new
entrants, repeaters, dropouts and graduates for each grade and level. Based on
total enrollments, the public and private sectors are extracted and treated
separately for projecting teacher and classroom requirements.

For the school years 1981/82 up to and including 1987/88, actual
data are used, as provided by Balitbang (Office of Educational Research and
Development, Ministry of Education and Culture). From these data relevant
coefficients regarding promotion, repeater and dropout are calculated.
Student/teacher and student/classroom ratios are also calculated and the trend
pattern of these coefficients and ratios are studied for use in projections.

suraptions: Projections of enrollments are based on promotion rates
rising and dropout rates falling very slowly from the base year 1987/88, due
to the expected increase in quality and internal efficiency of the education
system during Repelita V. In a similar manner, teacher and classroom needs are
projected by gradually increasing the student/teacher and student/classroom
ratios. Visits to schools carried out during the mission elucidated actual
conditions iP the classrooms. It appeared that with better organization and
planning student/teacher ratios and classroom capacity could be raised. Most
striking to the mission was the physical condition of many of the rural
classrooms. Hence, a replacement factor of three percent of the current
classroom stock was factored into the model.
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Key Coefficients Used:

JD Enrol1Ments

a) Growth cf SD-I entrants -
Decreasing from 2.2% in 1988/89 to 1.7X by 1993/94.
(By this year most of the overaged students would have
already been in the system and only 7-year olds and
some 6-year olds would enter SD-I)

b) SD-VI graduating -ate -
Increasing from 95.3X in 1988/89 to 95.8X by 1993/94.

c) Transition rate of SD-VI graduates to SMP-I -
Increasing from 66X in 1988/89 to 79.8X by 1993/94.

d) Percentage of public SD enrollments -
Constant at 93 percent.

e) Percentage of SD students who are 7 to 12 yrs.old -
Increasing from 83.95% in 1988/89 to 86.51 by 1993/94.
(Assuming that increased internal efficiency and
quality will reduce the percentage of overaged students)

SMP Enrollments

f) SMP-III graduating rate -
Constant at 93.53 percent.

g) Percentage of public SMIP enrollments -
Decreasing from 55.51 in 1988/89 to 52.0% by 1993/94.
(Assuming faster growth in the private sector to cater
to increasing enrollments).

h) Percentage of SMP students who are 12 to 15 yrs.old -
Increasing from in 1988/89 to in 1993/94.

SD Resources

i) Student/Teacher Ratio -
Public: Incre. from 28.00 in 1988/89 to 29.65 by 1993/94.
Private: Incre. from 28.60 in 1988/89 to 29.65 by 1993/94.

j) Teacher Attrition Rate -
Constant at 21 for public and private school teachers.

k) Student/Classroom Ratio -
Public: Incre. from 32.50 in 1988/89 to 35.00 by 1993/94.
Private: Incre. from 34.00 in 1988/89 to 36.50 by 1993/94.

1) Classroom Replacement Rate -
Constant at 31 for public and private schools.
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SMP Resources

m) Student/Teacher Ratio -
Public: Incre. from 21.50 in 1987/88 to 23.30 in 1993/94.
Private: Incre. from 14.40 in 1987/88 to 16.40 by 1993/94.
(N.B. At the SMP level there is subject specilization.
Since both the public and private SMPs use part-time
teachers it is difficult to calculate full-time equivalents)

n) Teacher Attrition Rate -
Constant at 2% for public and private school teachers.

O) Student/Classroom Ratio -
Public: Constant at 53.28.
Private: Constant at 54.34.

Allocation of SBPP Funds Model (Filename: SDCOST)

Description: The model is used to calculate the total SBPP Fund
allocation to the primary education sector. It is comprised of five parts as
follows:

PART I - Enrollments for SD private and public students as
extracted from the projection model INDPJT described
above.

PART II - Relevant coefficients and ratios egarding students,
teachers, principals, nightwatchmen, and schools.

PART III- Data on number of provinces and sub-regions, schools,
classes, students, teachers, principals, and night-
watchmen.

PART IV - SBPP allocations broken down by categories of expenses.

PART V - SBPP Allocations and actual expenditures.

For the school years 1984/85, 1987/88 and 1988/89, actual SBPP
allocations are shown in the model in Part IV. These allocations are
calculated using data as presented in the "Pedoman Pelaksanaan Pembiayaan
Penyelenggaraan Sekolah Desar Negeri" issued jointly by the Ministry of Home
Affairs, Ministry of Education and Culture and the Ministry of Finance. Data
for 1985/86 and 1986/87 are obtained from other sources and hence may not be
consistent with the years mentioned earlier. These data can be updated when
the mission returns to Indonesia.

Using the data in Part III, as presented in the document mentioned
above, relevant coefficients and ratios are calculated and shown in Part II.
These coefficients are used as a base to project future SBPP fund allocations.
Note that up to the year 1988/89 data from Part I are not used at all.
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Assumptions: From the year 1989/90 to 1993/94, the coefficients and
ratios appearing in Part II, are gradually improved to reflect the expected
increase in quality and internal efficiency at the primary level. Using the
projections of enrollments in Part I (extracted from the INDPJT Model
mentioned earlier) and the coefficients in Part II, data for Part III are
derived for the school year 1989/90 to the end of Repelita V. These derived
data are then used to calculate the SBPP allocations by categories of expenses
in Part IV.

Key Coefficients Used: Following are coefficients used at the start
and end of the projection period with small increments in the intermediate
years.

1989/90 1993 L4

X SD-I Public - 93.00 93.00
% SD-VI Public - 93.00 93.00
Public SD Student/Class Ratio - 28.50 30.50
Pub. Student/Teacher Ratio - 28.50 30.50
X Pub.Teachers in Pvt.Schools - 4.30 4.30
Public Principal/School Ratio - 0.93 0.93
Public Student/School Ratio - 185.00 193.00
Private Student/School Ratio - 192.00 196.00
Pub.Nightwatchman/School Ratio - 0.60 0.60

School Persoz_el Salar Model (Filename:SALARY)

Dese iTLionz The model is divided into ranges (a Lotus software
term invoked with the /RNC command) for each school year; SY88_89, SY89_90 and
SY90 91 with the possibility of extension when required. Each ranee contains
data to calculate the salaries of principals and teachers at the SD (Primary),
SMTP (Lower Secondary) and SNTA (Upper Secondary) levels. Remunerations are
broken down into Average Base Salary, Average Rice Allowance and Functional/
Structural Salary.

The average years of experience , percentage of staff who are
married and the percentage of staff with two children are set-up in a matrix
format for each rank of the civil service structure.

The base year is 1988/89. Projections for 1989/90 onwards are made
by taking into consideration the fact that new teachers entering the system
are recruited to cater to (a)annual enrollment increases, (b)replacement of
those leaving the system and (c)replacement of those promoted to principals.
In the case of principals, in 1988/89 there were 125,195 who were given
welfare allowances as principals (see SBPP allocation model SDCOST) but, that
year only 60,552 were given the Rp.18,000 additional functional allowance
entitled to principals according to BAKN (National Personnel Office) data.
Projections for SD students (see Model INDPJT) show that enrollments have
almost reached a steady state and the need to open new primary schools is
minimal.
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Assumptions: From the description about principals it is assumed
that there are about 64,643 (125,195 - 60,552) teachers who are actually
"acting school heads" who receive the SBPP-Principal Welfare Allowance but who
do not get the appropriate functional allowance as part of their salary
package. Assume that from 1989/90 and annually onwards at least 1,300 acting
heads will be promoted to principals status to boost their professional
morale. Assume also that teachers who are promoted to principal status come
from the civil service ranks III/A and III/B.

The average years of experience of teachers in each rank is figured
on the assumption that new recruits are in Rank II/A for an average of 3 years
and are then promoted thereafter to the next highest rank every 4 years. The
Base Salary for each rank is obtained from the standard civil service salary
schedule.

Assumptions made for a sample year 1989/90 can be seen in the
printout of the Lotus file "SALARY" under the range "SY89-90" and are as
follows:

SD Level
New principals needed for SD growth - 1,300
X of new principals recruited from III/A teachers - 80X
1 of new principals recruited from III/B teachers - 20X
Percentage of last years's principals promoted to

the next rank - 12.50X
Percentage of last year's principals who leave the

service - 2.00X
New teachers needed for enrollment growth - 5,000
Percentage of new teachers in Rank II/A - 80X
Percentage of new teachers in Rank II/B - 20X
Percentage of teachers promoted to the next rank - 12.50X
Percentage of teachers who leave the service - 2.001

SMTP Level
New SMTP principals neded for enrollment growth - 176
X of new principals recruited from III/B teachers - 1001
Percent.of last year's principals promoted to
the next rank - 12.50X

Percent.of last year's principals who leave the
service - 2.001

New SMTP teachers needed for enrollment growth - 2,200
Percentage of teachers promoted to the next rank - 12.501
Percentage of teachers who leave the service - 2.00X

Similar assumptions can be made for SMTA principals and teachers as
soon as the parent "Student Enrollment and Resource Projection Model"
(Filename: INDPJT) described at the start of this paper is extended to cover
the SMA (General Upper Secondary) level of the education system.

The model can be extended beyond school year 1989/90 by simply using
the Lotus "Copy" command and copying the appropriate range to the right of the
present right edge of the worksheet.
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Ropetitios 14.54 16,8 17.04 t7.44 16.65 16.S2 16.30 16.25 16.10 15.95 1O5 15.65 lopwt from 88/89
Dropot .49 1b3. 1.92 2.88 7.84 2.43 2.58 2.40 2.20 2.10 2.00 I.90 lonwt from 6a8a9

100.00 10.0lo 100.0' 1M.00,0 180.00 10100.40 100.00 100.00 100. 1000.00 1MO.0 100.00

SO-l frooino 83.51 85.18 85.29 85.12 84.55 85.20 85.22 05.32 85.45 85.70 85.95 86.0 Infput free 88/89
8petitto 11.13 12.92 12.49 13.14 12.37 12.03 12.00 11.98 11.0 11.94 11.92 1.90 Input free 88/89
Dropoot 3.56 f*90 2.22 1.73 35.07 2.17 2.78 2.70 2.59 2.36 2.MS 2.03 Itrut from 08889

100.90100.00 lo 1.0 . 100.00 100.00 10. o0 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.40 100O. 100.01

SO-ll Prolo,oo 83.54 85.17 86.01 84.72 84.64 84.94 85.10 85.20 85.37 85.40 85.49 a5.59 Input froog 8889
Poptition 10.82 l0.79 1O.74 11.40) 1.55 10.50 10.48 10.46 10.44 10.42 0o.40 t l.38 Itoput frog 8A189
Drsawt 5.64 4.04 3.24 3.a 4.81 4.54 4.42 4.34 4.19 4.18 4.11 4.03 Input frog 68/89

000.00 10.00 10o.00o I0.0o 100.00 100.00 100.00 1o0000 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

S6-IV Promoteon 86.59 86.56 87.42 86.06 86.41 87.02 87.48 87.52 87.67 87.70 87.77 87.83 lett from IBIS/
Pepetition 8.09 7.I8 8.24 9.23 8.46 8.13 8.30 8.28 8.26 8.25 8.24 8.23 loptt froo 88/89
Dropout 5.37 5.46 4.s3 4.09 ;JI3 4.64 4.22 4.20 4.07 4.05 3,9 3.94 Input from 88/89

1oo0.01 10.00 100.00 100.60 100.00 100.00 100.00 I11.aO 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

8-YV ProOtDoti 89.30 S9.12 9o.02 87.33 88.01 68.50 88.67 sa.70 s.n2 88.94 89.44 89.1 topot frX 84W89
Repottrn 5.9 5.89 4.13 7.45 4.74 6.40 6,00 4.39 6.38 6.37 6.36 6.35 Input frog 88'89
dropout 4.71 5.20 3.f5 4.S 5.25 5.04 4.93 4.91 4.90 4.69 4.60 4.54 Iputt from 86/89

100M.0 10o.00 100.e1 100.00 100.84 10o.90 100.00 1o.00 1o0.00 100.00 100.00 164.00

Svt Lost Year s Oradotes 94.86 94.36 9s.,2 91.94 95.17 95.24 95.30 9.36 5. 45 95.60 95.75 95.80 Input fTog 86°/9
fpwtoticoe 1.94 1.57 1.59 2.46 1.53 1.30 1.37 L7 1.37 1.37 1.7 1.37 Input frog 88,89
Dropout 5.20 4.25 3.1b 5.60 3.50 3.36 3.33 3.27 "o8 3.03 2.SS 2.8 lput frea 88/89

140.00 1oo.17 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 0oo.00

SfTP-ISFVI Brado 69.6s 70.81 46.83 64.76 64.91 b7.20 c9.30 74.80 77.10 79.S0 82.88 85.00 aktu,tl medius wits fro

S111-I Promotloo 95.33 9.44 92.52 92.18 95.14 es.l .28 .28 95.28 95.28 95.28 95.28 odimo pv7.290w1t
lotetitoo 2.18 8.72 1.40 1.9 1.58 l.b1 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.17 Coast.froo P7t88
Tropeut 4.93 6.50 6.45 3.59 3.35 S." 3.55 5.55 3.5 3.55 3.55 3S55 Cooss t.from 87188

100.44 102.66 00.58 97.n7 100.07 100I.3 10.00 1o0.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

Uhf-1l Prooctios 95.12 94.38 93.78 93.57 94,05 96.23 96.24 94.24 96.24 96.24 Se.24 96.24 budaio pg.297lo51
Rwoptitieo 2.30 2.53 1,78 2.10 1.69 1.25 L25 25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 C;ost,froo 87/8S
Oropout 2.77 4.96 4.67 2.48 2.54 2.90 2.5S 2.51 2.51 2.51 2.51 2.51 0ot.rut 871ro b88

100.18 101.88 100.22 98.IS 100.2S 100.38 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.i0 100.00

61ItP-§Il Lot tfeto Cruduats 94.29 N.S87 92.42 SS.91 97.57 91.52 75.5 9. 952 93.53 93.53 93.53 93.53 93.53 9b.2
9
lDogf iD5

tlwtittom 2.36 4.0$ 2.3I 3.28 1.4 1.5$ 1.54 1.54 1.54 1.54 1.54 1.54 Coost.fros 8t7/8
iropot 4.78 5.a8 7.45 0.53 4.66 0.70 4.93 4.93 4.93 4.9 4.93 4.93 C;omst.frm, 87T8f

104.44 104.79 102.19 93.72 104.17 1o$.?5 100.00 100.00 100.00 1OO.00 t00.00 too00,



Iktual Actual kttel ktt'al Atual uttol kctual Projetioe Projection Projectio Projtution Projection Prolection
9lItt2 192t85 IV9t/84 19f4165 1 76586 198o/7 1967/61 1988,89 (90 1999 1'91 1991t92 19°2793 (991344

ff-t 1 Ow 51,6.t 4.3154,SS 4,490,319 4,470,80? 4,192,164 4,321,264 4,518,855 4,414,000 4,447,000 4,491,0D 4,515,000 4,5174,00 4,248,000
hotm 8(. ", 89.4 91t,882 930,793 8346S3 8e54.072 679,178 860,14t 854,450 851,004 t47,6,9 848,Sl6
fErolmts 5,271,710 5,185.d84 5,35V,203 5.382,689 5,131,557 5,17,e97 5,393,727 3,297,178 5.307,141 5,335,450 5,36s,004 5,421,829 5,090,516
fropouts 341,M 89,533 1t2,934 155,200 145,882 125.622 139,158 127,036 114,757 112,044 107,320 10O,05

SF-I N stlnts 4,057,913 4,235,861 4,335,787 4,28,696 4,151,042 4,195,403 4,375.391 4,306,000 4,735,9394 ,372,402 4,410,855 4,470,298
Oepuetrs 636,712 606,463 604,028 649,904 6tl 019 570,44t 71,90I 592,686 585,883 587,465 591,240 595,249
fnn,llwts 4,049,834 4,094,625 4,842,550 4,940,215 4,93l,600 4,742.061 4.145,844 4,947,293 4*,89,686 4,921,B17 4,% ,00 5,002,095 5,065,547
Orq,ts 103,163 896,11 107,6$6 03,353 151,631 131,4t3 132,40 153,571 126,8?6 1ti,155 105,649 10.543

SOIlIl 8l6 strtm 4,049,959 3,999,011 4,129S,44 4,204,958 4,115,744 4,040,164 4,06,452 4,221,030 4,185,927 4,217,997 4,263,177 4,306,804
ff!ters 50,231 491,W09 482,50S 325,913 499,220 490,639 474,820 474,495 4S0,213 487,254 489,346 49S,312
Ewolluants 4,676,6i9 4,556,190 4,490,520 4,612,34W 4,750,671 4,t14,964 4,530,603 4,SS6,280 4,6S,525 4,676,140 4,705,251 4,752,523 4,00,116
lrupwts 263,557 184,240 145,5tf 170,322 227,n45 21S,215 200,261 196,a75 196,142 195,463 193,306 191,527

So-IV NW Sb*te1, 3,946,881 3S,80,41 3,862,44, 3,907,614 4,04,176 :,971,110 S,855 715 3,864,911 4,006,570 ,,93,423 4,022,519 4,067.684
Repeaters S01,156 S35,678 341,423 309,387 363.368 SS3,686 S5U,783 349.043 348,073 359,423 ss,675 34,572
Enroll(vts 3.721,695 4,200.037 4.216,119 4,209,870 4,297,001 4,76I,544 4,3.34,756 4,215,498 4,213,951 4,356,642 4,352,846 4,381,194 4,428,257
Dropouin 191,919 229,879 182,757 (97,305 220,S17 209,412 182,92t 177.051 171,508 176,444 113,619 172.619

so-v NM Studu,ts 3.222.620 3.642.480 S,t65,959 3,623,118 3,711,016 3,80n,426 S,792,045 3,689,404 3,t694,74 S,820,775 3,820,49. 3,848,002
ffaaters 175,176 193,1l' 234,9t8 300,04 264,311 256,174 259,622 258,902 251,902 251,378 258,989 259,047
turollt, 2,924,231 3,397,798 3,035,S97 3,920,90r 3,923,162 3,977,327 4,05,t600 4,051,661 3,94S,35 3,946,275 4,072,153 4,079,482 4.107,850
8rup1atts 11,840 176,33 14t7.6V1 177,212 205,952 201,394 199,994 19,9? 193,467 IB5,0S0 187,319 165,209

SO-VI f6 Stvdats 2,61t.219 3,027,948 3,452,930 3,443,651 3,452,899 S.5t9,759 3,396,987 3,393,829 3,502,9S7 3,309,617 3,625.8 S6,635,226
Aepeaters 40,922 41.6t1 48,722 86.073 54,064 48,401 4f0.84 49,948 49.920 48,674 6.751 50,342
fuwolwunts 2,418,334 2,65f,141 3,069,611 3,501,653 3,529,724 3,306,963 S,56t.160 3,645,f71 3,643,777 3,552,856 3,58,492 3,674,590 3,683,568
Droputs 71,353 (12,982 96.66 126,195 116,4n7 (17,047 118t,20 19,n220 t(s,872 101,652 102,485 (03,991
Lest Yae,s 6r5utn 2,294,059 2,508,102 2,024,007 3,289P,90 S,759,1886 3,340,715 3,400,456 3,474,703 J,477,985 3,J96,531 ,407,256 3,520.2sS

S319-I Rt , Students 1,597,452 1,773,890 1,954,2t5 2,130,112 2,181.000 2,245,097 2,328,470 2,543,541 2.680,538 2,778,910 2,812.321 2,896,167
Repeaters 32,278 27,900 20,441 38,016 "4'9' 23,170 20,569 27,554 30,082 31,7(4 72,84 3M,28'
Efrollmts 1,479,976 1,629,750 1,003,870 1,ffS,186 2,18,81t8 2,5l,.293 2,270,867 2,355,047 2,571,09S 2,710,s20 2,8tO,624 2,845.212 2,929,45s

rproWs 72,865 (05.,70 (16,710 71,142 7,066 88,42! 80,r16 83,60 91,274 96,227 "I.777 0ol,005

S31P-I 8. Stdts 1,380,271 1,559,126 1,669,020 1,628,172 2,063,383 2,107,659 2,163,682 2,24,8689 2,449,740 2,582,678 2,677,%3 2,710,918
Repater 29,200 35,608 27,99 S5 ^S6 71,476 26,162 26,675 27,379 28,391 30,977 32,671 33,68S
fgroll,ts 1,270,750 1,09,'471 1,574,80 1,97,009 1,863,178 2,094,861 2,134,021 2,190,537 2,271,269 2,478,131 2,61S3,55 2.710,634 2,744,80t
fots 35,195 69,948 73,464 42,122 47,344 60,832 5,54U 54,978 57,009 62,20J 63,603 60,037

MSIP-tlil on st*0ts 1,208,678 1,329,15t 1,476,871 1,5a87,4 1,790,1T8 2,015,819 2,053,782 2,100,000 2,165,869 2,384,953 2,5315,381 2,600,714
Repeaters 24,968 ",771 31l,6 49,436 31,725 27,907 S1,473 32,113 32,958 34,170 37,254 3Q,311 i'd
fwrol(lt, 1,059,622 1,233,666 1,579,930 1,588,707 1,37,570 1,821,90S 2,043,720 2,M,255 2,1Z,113 2,218,27 2,419,123 2,552,636 2,648,024 07
frpouts 50,682 72,34 102,772 8,025 76,277 85,562 100,73 102,6003 (05,500 109,538 119,263 125.8 *
Lest Ywsr,4tn 99,l5S 1, 170,.60 1,274,465 1,356,559 1,(597,20 1,fl6,673 1,950,339 2,001,648 2,075,269 2,262,606 2,787,480 2,476,697 t



Attutl kctual ktual toatul kctual kctal kctual PrOaJetoC ProjcItton Pro)ittao PrOJKctiOu ProiKctloO Projectiao1981182 1912/1 298;84 194/S 1t8 /566 1`96/87 19"7188 198/89 1t9/90 1990/'t 19/tm 2MM 1993/94

total -I to 6C-91 23,012.411 24,700,075 25.804,380 26,5UI.608 26,550,9t5 26,444,75A 24,649,890 2S.6t9,767 24,707,389 26,789,181 27,014,812 27,311,719 27.S,054 Suo foe Abret Irtti its h Emll. 3.51 4.47 2.96 -0.0 -0.40 0.78 0.15 0.07 0.31 0.84 1.10 4.47 Calculdted -I Pulltc 90.72 91.12 91.8S 92,43 92.64 92.69 92.81 93.00 43.00 93.00 93.00 93.00 93.00 coot.froa 7Vse8Public 21,6408.47 22,504,955 23,100,349 24,55,t810 2t,54.75 24,508,515 24,735,7S4 24,321,502 24.837,871 24.913.938 25,123.775 25,599,89 25,280,240 CalrolatodPrivate 2,213,621 2.93,1*4 2,095,9tt 2,010,878 1,955,130 1.936,241 1,4t6,127 1,068.285 1.869,517 1,875.24U 1,891,037 1.711.820 1,902,810 CalruvatdvIS-D1 s Eatraots 4,313,453 4.490,329 4,470,807 4.192,764 4,321.264 4,538,955 4,414,00 4,441700 , ,491,000 4,515,800 4,574,000 4,248,000 EQuI. to projetted 7-veaPapulatloo 7 y's 4,521,000 4.M42o000 4,390,000 4,307,400 4,39,0 4,225,000 4,414.000 4,441000 4,481.000 4,515,000 4,574,000 4,248,000 SIotl Oauk Pit.Orm twoll.0stio o7 I yr OIds 93.62 4lt 17.5t 100.0o 100.03 i0o,0 200.0 100.02 100.02 calculatedPopulati,o 7.)? ws 25,412,000 25,019,000 25.906.000 26,1764,0o 26,196.000 26,217.2,0 26,135,000 26.146,000 25,816,000 11orid gaot Pit.ar4s Frroll. Wtolo 1, t 4v. 20,,4S i',93 l 7.r, 102.4% 142.42 105.4$ 0l. 5% lu.SA foltulat9dI. olEtroll. Ao are 7-12 yr 05.Ii 93.95 84.50 S5.4u 03.50 06.00 96.5uY 6114btl h1,16r tha4 tOdMD.o0 EiwolI. who re 7-12 vr u,164,114 22.406,076 22,567,743 22,770jo0 23.097,t64 23.40.070 2S,513,34t Cuaculateolet Euroll. Ratio t9.56, 05.607 06.153 07.01l 18.83S 09.83 91.083 Calculated

I 9T 04t -0.64 -3.12 4.52 0.75 0.76 0.76 2.31 -7.13
7-Il yr oth l.5 0.34 2.04 0.00 -. 00 0.14 0.06 -1.26

rotal 61P-1 to 9l21P-ll 3,0a9,348 4,272,067 4,757,640 5,88.964 5.669,966 6.12,057 4,448,614 6.670,660 6,082,477 7,4n7,577 7.043,402 8,100,481 8.322,2SIt orath 1t Enrell. 12.17 11.34 9.07 9.27 8.15 S.16 2.82 5.31 6.09 5.08 3.38 2.64 CalculatetdI PblIc 54.07 34.07 54.30 35.01 54.96 54.04 56.24 S5.47 54.70 54.00 53.39 52.70 52.00 Sodi,ou p9.2941ovPublit 2,059,787 2,310,184 2,383.,t0 2,S54.M5 3,1)6.285 S,Sb4,199 3,539,526 3,617,027 3,025,001 4,006,018 4,187,592 4,273,170 4,327.584Priate 1,149,5S1 1,962,601 2,174,198 2,334,441 2,553,681 2.67,858 2,909,000 2,452,633 3,157,476 3,402,597 3,655,80 3,035,312 3,09t,695PaplaUllo ISIS vr? Il,378,000 11,977,000 12,178,400 12.624,000 12,758,000 12,#80,000 12,810,000 12,705,000 12,757,000 lorId geut PJt.Erm trlo). Ratlo 5s1.22 52.10 52.53 54.72 57.S0 61.27 63.43 65.233 of Earolt. ift we 23-IS yr
st Eooll. btio

13-15 yr qtt, 5.26 3.35 2.00 1.05 0.41 O.00 '0.20 -0.22

I!|



Actual Actual Actal Actual Actual Actu,hl ktuttl Projtioj Prowtioo Projtion Prolttlau Projscttou Pro,rKtion
1981/82 19M2OS 1983/84 1984/81 19i5/86 1986/l7 "19838 19i18,9 M9IW 198191 191192 192193 199MI"

total W8.I to S-VI 23,862,488 24,700,075 25804,3802 8 ,6, 2,550,911 26,444,756 2t,649,890 .0 781 26,707,389 2679,1801 27,814,8t2 217,11,119 27,10$,0 en frtt km
I Atath to Earll. 3.51 4.47 2,96 -0.06 -0.40 0.7@ V.. a 0.07 0.31 0.84 1.10 -0.47 Calculated
t Pubitc 90.72 91.12 91.88 92.43 92.64 92.68 92.81 93.00 5.00 93.0 93.00 S3.00 93.00 Coast.rom 8788
Public 21,64,867 22,506,935 23,700,399 24,56,810 24,59,785 24,508,515 24,7t3,763 24,821,502 24,8637,71 24,913,938 25,123,775 25,399,899 25,280.240 Cttalulted
Ptrrat. 2,213,621 2,193,140 2M095,90 2,010,878 1,955,130 1,936,241 1,916,127 1,808,285 1,869,517 1,675,243 1,691,031 1,911,820 1,902,014 ColcoItett

SO-I Ite Entrants 4j31S,433 4,490,319 4,470,807 4,192,764 4,321,264 4,538,85 4,414,000 4,447,000 4,481,000 4,51,000 4,574,00 4.240,000 EWql to proictod 7-a
Pualatioa 7 yrs 4,3S1,000 4,,00 4,396,000 4,387,000 4,3S5,000 4,223,000 4,414,000 4,447,000 4,481,000 4,515,000 4,574,00 4,248,000 hbrld 8. Pit.
&orm Enroll.uti,o of 7 yr bids 95.0t ".,12 107.51, 100.0 100.01 I00.l2 10.01 00.01 000.01 Calttlatd
Poapulation 7-12 wr r,418,400 251,19,00 25,906,000 26,176.00 26,196,000 26,171,000 26,135,000 26,146,000 25,816,000 MVrld O0 Pit.
Orms Enroll. Ratio 104,51 lOr.4% 09/.9) 02, 0 2,0 102.4U 1O0.42 104.1 105.5S Calculated

of uroull. wao are 7-1t yr BS.tl 03.95 84.50 8S.00 85.50 86.00 8 b.W 60,9bty 6i1W tl,an bad
00.O Enroil. Ao Are l-12 rr 11l,4,414 22,406,076 22,567,143 22,770,804 23,097,64 23,488,078 23,503,342 Calculated
et Earoll. Ratio 85.561 85,601 86.1 8J7.011O 88.381 89.831 91.081 Ca lctwted

7 ST qth -0.o4 -3.12 4.52 0.5 0.76 0. 76 1.31 -J.1
7-1 yr 0t1 15 0.34 1.04 0.08 *0.10 4.14 0.04 -1.26

lotal SIIP-I to SNIP-Ill 3,899,348 4,232,81 4C,157O,6 51,988,964 ,t69,916 6,132,057 6,448,614 6,630,660 6,2,477 7,07,577 7,85s,02 8,108,481 8,322,281
t 6rwt,h to Enroll. 12.17 11.34 9,07 9.27 8.t5 5.1t 2,@2 5.31 6.09 h1.8 53.3 2.N Calculated
7 Put6ltc 54.07 54.07 54.30 55.01 54.9t6 54.86 56.16 5.47 5.70 54.0@ 5S.39 52.70 52.00 Eotdito iu.291a.wl
FPblic 2,059,787 2,1O,1lb' 2,583,4l0 2,04,523 3,11b,2i5 3,364,39 3,539,526 3,678,027 3,825,001 4,006,018 4,187,592 4,273,170 4,327,5W I-
Private 1,49,561 1,962,681 2,1)4,198 2,334,441 2,553,681 2,767,818 2,909,008 2,952,3 3,10751416 3,400,559 3,615,800 3,835.312 3,94,695 o

Populationu S-ISs (% t,311,,000 11,971,000 12,318,000 12,626,000 12,75,000 U,810,000 12,Sl0,000 12,785,000 12,757,000 lrId kt Pit.
6roms NroIl. Ratio 51.2t 52.11 52.5t u4.fn 57.81 60.1 6.41 61.21
t of ENIll. io are 13-1 yr
Wet Enroll. Rtio

13-IS 1r qtb 5.20 3.35 2.00 1.05 0.41 0.00 -0.20 -0.22

RbOOuAtt REtNIREttEttS Actual Actuat Rctal ctual Actual ctaa katual Projecttoo Proectoe t Projection frojrctoo I'0)tft0 Proptbo
Pa41lmy SC1o 1S1Bl2 19821MM 904 084485 1914E 86 196i5ti 19 S7/08 1908189 t199i90 1990/71 1991192 Is92/9 1993IM

uIe! of Dlaubssroue leacurso tR * Bt 946,1b0 9St,045 951,007 945,802 "9,060 934,207 931,919 916,198

A. r'aluc 679,663 890,00 8t9t,42 880,776 874,173 869,535 8tt,691 852,622 @nud ot Stulteacb
Ww lteacber 10,3S0 I3,5181 45,7071 46,902) 14,838) 12,4414 (1942691tbty Clouuruou It*bters
2t Attrito Rhte 07,600 17,750 t7,6t6 37,03 17,537 07,338
tot le leacher,s lett 079,660 10,340 HI,282 12,025 11,013 12,45 14,9S3 3,069

S. polvArt t,66t011 66,841 65,25 63,027 64,887 64,873 65,028 64,76 and on Sto/lecth
Now leachers 33t (1,5201 t2981 (039S MlSI ISS (0521(Ooly Clasoroia toacoer
2n Attrition Rate 1.S37 1,300 1,30(1 1,29 1,297 t,300
lotet lIeu t egohs Ikded 4,5($8 537 0I03 1,009 1,ll 1,28 1,453 448

04.rate StedeotIeacber Ratio 21,'3 27.83 25.0, .6b. 2B.53 28.42 29.31 29.65 Regltid Au".
Public V7.I0 23.19 28.00 28.20 28.50 28.90 29.30 29.65 tor. tfre 88/89
Ptrvate 29. 1 20.61 2a.60 2.71 28.90 29.15 29.40 29.65 lect. troe 88089

uaer 4t Clnssrooes ,A * Be SSI,391 628,390 701.645 755,375 785,O1' 81A.010 624,941 0l08,e8 006,852 m,m2 792,203 789,t33 7,424 o

A. "Ki8t 499,687 567,70o t4,0t6 701,702 730,3l9 757,941 772,911 76.7,39 752,663 743,700 7,9 736,M 722,2 Sand atnottSiloe 'D
keV Cl)auuoae 49,1921 (11,07t1 18,963) 14,1651 12,706tI 113,9361 
3 Replaceut bt, 23,188 22,92 22,580 22,311 22,160 22,017

Total ttn tblauoeurtt Nebd 153,99 11,036 13,617 17,54 t9,462 6,I50
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tFilenage:SALARY
121-Oct-SB I
t INOIIESIA EDUCATION SECTOR: SCVARL PERSOE SALARY IOIEL 

I SCHOOL YEAR: 1q88/I89 

0RANK I I/A lli I/C IlflO lll/A 1ll, Ill/C 1111D IV/A Tot.Person Tot.Po. I

08I**PRIMARY8848 'Hldllionl t
ISO Teachers il 333,119 244.9Q8 2213772 94.617 43,179 16.820 9'o, %4 c
tt Distribution bv Rank 34.82 25.61 23.39 9.91 4.,1 1.78 t
$Ave.Tears Experience i i2 3 7 11 15 19 23 t
$f larried 13 30 40 50 65 70 75 1
8% Narried with 2 kids /4 5 25 40 50 55 60 I

1 ~~~~~~~*I
$Ave.lase salarytmth 63.*00 78,800 95900 115,300 142.500 168.400 1
0Functional Salary/ath 10,000 10,000 10, 00 10 .000 10,000 10,000
SAve. Rice Allowance/sth /l i i5 5,852 7.942 9,614 11.077 11,704 12,331 1
lAnnual Salary tHill.Rp.i 317.661 284.419 310,186 155,170 85.080 38,497 1,171,,1' I
,* S
35chcol Principals o M5.870 18,522 t. -0'2

ti uistribution by Rank 59.24 30.59 0.17 I
SAve. ears Experience ' 22 4 l
S' Harried 70 75 5 tt 'arred I!th 2 t5 0 eO t

* , ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I
1Ave.Base salarf cth 142.500 168,400 19v.300 I
tFunct+Struct Salary;.th ;9S,00 .80J00 48.0vo 1
SAve. Rice AllGc.ancgetsn 1:..704 12.331 12,331
WAnnual Salary il1i .Rp.; 78.4.8 46;93' 17.A 14,C' S

tTotal SD Staff ;7
tTotal SD Staff Salaries 8 i,332.;i3 1

I $~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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$RANK I 1l/A 11/9 1I/C 1110 I11/A III/0 1l11i 11110 IV/A Tot.Ferson Tat.,p. I
I------------ - ---................ .... -. --- - --- _-- - -... ---- - --------------------- -. --------- ------------

*S4I4LOIIER SECOID*IRYIS4 I I
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IFunctianal Salary/oth J 15,000 15,00 15,00 15,000 15,000 15,000 t
tAvt. Rice Allanclieth 1 5,852 7,942 9,614 11,077 11,704 12.331 1
Stnnual Salary (Rill.Rp.) I 268 48,754 96,029 83,641 0 59,314 ,i- 

#Schoml Principls I,t i' 2,265 4,417 t
It Distribution by abit : 28.68 20.4 51.26 t
$Ave.Years Exp riunce 20 22 24 t
Sn Harried 7 75 7? '5 1
4% Iarried with 2 kids I b S i
t I t

tAv#.Bhse salarylet : 150.400 171,400i t
$Funct*Struct Salarvcth : 3U,C05 36,Q0u 36M.0. t
SAve. Rice Allawce/sth J 12,331 12,3.1 12,zI I
UAnnual Salar IH:11.Rp. : 3,143 2.334 e.,'755 U,232 tS…-…------------------------- ------------------------------------…-…- ……--a

tTotal SITP Staff : /9 205.5Z I
$Total SIITP Staff Salaries 300,37 S

tRNm 1 t 11/A 11/1 I1/C 11/0 III/A 111/D III/C ll/D IV/A Tot.Person Tot.Rp. I
8~~~~~~~--- ___._. 

ssiWtm SEWCNIsnsU I
S.N.T.A. Tachers I 15,930 24,971 14,026 31,249 7,277 4,619 4,800 102,880 $

StZ Distribution by Rank I 15.49 24.27 13.63 30.37 7.07 4.49 4-67 I
WoA.Ae rs Experiace . 3 5 7 11 15 19 23 t
n1 Harried 30 40 50 65 70 75 75 t
St Harried dith 2 kids I 5 25 40 50 S5 60 60 I

4v.9Jase ulary/ith : 66,9OO 76,600 87,500 118,500 140,400 161,600 186,00 t
SFunctional Salary/tOh : 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 t
Ulte. Rice Ahlounce/.th 1 5,852 7,942 9,614 11,077 11,704 12,331 12,331 t
Sinual Salary lNill.Rp.) 17,739 31,326 19,712 56,090 15,029 10,749 12,622 163,267 t
* : 4
Ithool Principals t 1,549 314 258 774 2,095 t
*Z Distribution by R 1 53.51 10.85 8.91 26.74 t
fAve.Tears EWluse 1 15 18 21 24 t
fl Harried 1 70 75 75 75 4
St Hrried with 2 kids 55 40 60 60 t

41w.las salary/eth I 140,400 161,600 186,800 220,400 t
StFnctStroct Salary/eth 1 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000 t
on. Rice Alluance/eth 1 11,704 12,331 12,331 12,331 I
Smnal Salary I(Eill.Rp.) I 3,292 750 694 2,394 7,129 t

$Total STA Staff 105,S
OTotal SITl Staff hlarie I /10 110,3s t

Ital m O listS 311,38 1
STetal W a so_oft 470,633 4
* … --- -I 
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INDONESIA

BASIC EDUCATION STUDY

In-Service Primary Teacher TraininR

1. Obiectives. In-service traininj programs in Indonesia have combined
a number of objectives, including orientation of teachers to new curricula and
textbooks, improving and extending subject matter knowledge, modernizing
teaching methods and upgrading formal qualifications of under-qualified
teachers. From the early 1970s the government has launched many initiatives
notable for their ambitious aims and wide coverage.l/ For example, programs
to introduce secular subjects into the Ibtidaiya and to cater to the special
learning needs of handicapped children in special schools have been
institutionalized.2/ Between 1973-81, the Directorate General of Primary and
Secondary Education provided in-service training on textbook use to support
changes in content and teaching methods related to the 1968 and 1975
curricula, mainly in science, mathematics, social studies and Pancasila.
Training was conceived centrally and implemented through the Provincial and
District offices. The plan was to train some 500,000 teachers, principals and
supervisors, nearly half the teaching force.

2. Delivery systems. Because of the huge size of the teaching force,
and its widespread dispersal, the MOEC has also had to experiment a great deal
with innovative delivery systems to replace traditional face-to-face courses.
On the large scale needed, traditional approaches are extremely labor-
intensive, costly and, in any case, inappropriate models of training in modern
primary education.

3. Following is an outline of the main features of in-service teacher
training inrovations, with lessons of experience of relevance for planning the
future.

4. Mobile Tutors. Mobile tutors (penatar keliling) were a pivotal
innovation of the in-service textbook training mentioned above. Each year
20-30 specially trained core tutors were drawn from secondary teacher training
colleges and universities (IKIPs and FKIPs). They trained mobile tutors,
selected from the staff of SPGs, provincial education offices and well-
qualified school principals. They, in turn, provided 1-2 week upgrading
courses in designated primary school centers. Some 1.5 million teachers
participated in the three-week courses (some more than once). According to
ane early evaluation, training had a positive effect on some aspects of
teaching performance in Bahasa Indonesia. But it had no effect on important
aspects such as use of teaching aids and homework, student diagnostic testing
and use of teaching time in the core subjects. Mobile tutoring becomes

I/ Shaeffer, S. Educational Innovations in Indonesia (provincial title)
draft ms., 1988.

2/ In 1986/87 there were 23 Special Schools (SLB) including three which
integrate handicapped children in ordinary schools.
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onerous when the tutors lack adequate training, status and transport, and have
other, regular duties. Overall, experience was that benefits in terms of
teacher effectiveness were less than anticipated because of deficiencies in
the selection and training of trainers, poor downward transmission of new
knowledge and skills, overstretched class sizes, and, critically, the failure
to implement the planned two-weekly follow-up meetings at the centers for
upgraded teachers.

5. Cascade Training. The advantage of cascade training, as the delivery
system is known, is that it is relatively low-cost and speedily reaches large
numbers of teachers. But the main disadvantage, experience worldwide shows,
is that the training message gets diluted and distorted as it filters down.
The core training groups are usually small and overstretched, and rarely
institutionalized from their original temporary task-force status.

6. In the late 19709 the MOEC undertook a cascade project which
attempted to combine primary and secondary teaching through the introduction
of student-active methods to SPGs and IKIPs. Originally, a national team of
40 educators was trained in Malaysia, Europe and North America. On their
return they then transferred their training to local trainers. These trainers
subsequently trained over 6,000 teacher trainers in two-month courses.
Unfortunately, due to problems in selecting SPG trainers with competence in
English language and adequate subject background, only about 130 SPG trainers
received advanced overseas training and SPGs benefitted less than IKIPs and
isolated rural areas were under-represented.3/ Since 1987 secondary teacher
trainers have also benefitted from training in the USA and developed training
materials.4/

7. Primary School Centers and Master Teachers. Centers of excellence
originated in the 19508 when the MOEC set up model schools (SD Teladan) and
utilized master teachers. But the implicit inequalities of these concepts
caused local frictions between schools and teachers and the program was not
sustained. Under the penatar keliling program the SD Center concept revived
in modified form to establish a locus for in-service training and a resource
center (KKG). By the end of Repelita IV the target was to have 3,600 centers
fully equipped and running. This is unlikely to be achieved because of doubts
about whether the centers are fully utilized and funding constraints. The
concept of master teachers foundered largely because the teachers selected
lacked status, because they were too junior or could not prove themselves
expert role models. However, the concept of primary teacher specialists (PBS)
who can disseminate modern practice is essentially sound and appropriate to
current quality improvement needs.

3/ Monitoring and evaluation of most in-service training programs has been
weak and, in this case, precise numbers and origins of those trained
not known.

4/ Dechow, S., Overseas Training for the Reform of Indonesian Teacher
Education, unpublished ms., 33rd Annual Meeting of tle Comparative and
International Education Society, Harved Graduate School of Education,
March 31-April 2, 1989, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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8. Distance Teacher Training. Teacher upgrading by radio was pioneered
for remote schools in eleven provinces. The project had greatest potential
for upgrading teachers' academic knowledge and increasing their professional
contact. Unfortunately funding ran out before the program could be evaluated
for its impact and before certification procedures were in place. The failure
of this distance training experiment should not discourage Indonesia from
further efforts. The use of low-cost audio and print technologies for
distance education has proven elsewhere, as Indonesian experts know, to have a
role to play in-service training.5/ Experience shows that it can more easily
impact on academic knowledge than practical teaching training. Proposals are
currently underway for the Universitas Terbuka to undertake upgrading of the
one million serving teachers who will be rendered underqualified by the
planned pre-service reforms. There is a wealth of international experience
which suggests that such schemes are feasible and, with fast-changing
communication technologies, they have much potential to reach out to teachers
isolated from professional opportunities in small schools and in remote areas.
But the authorities should be aware that they are difficult to implement and
definitely not a panacea. Nor are they cheap in the development stages, before
economies of scale begin to operate. They need a long lead-in time before
their full impact can be evaluated, including time for establishing
infrastructure, producing good quality software, training personnel and
developing textbook authors.

9. Modular Instruction. An innovation which also provided much needed
teaching-learning materials was a modular instruction, programmed learningo
project. The modules included a teachers' manual, student activity worksheets
and teacher test and answer sheets. Instead of lecture methods teachers
coached students individually as they worked through the materials. Results
of an early pilot evaluation of the impact on student achievement cast doubts
on the effectiveness of this novel approach, showing students' scores in
Bahasa Indonesia at an average 351 of mastery when the acceptable level was
50Z. Teachers were insufficiently prepared for their new roles as managers
rather than transmitters of instruction. The materials did not lend
themselves to local needs and supplies were unreliable. The experiment ended
prematurely before it could have full impact. The most enduring outcomes in
terms of teaching processes were the introduction of modules to replace or
supplement textbooks, and instructional objectives which provided teachers
with specific guidance on what knowledge and skills students should master.

10. The Development Schools Project (PPSP) was originally launched under
the MOEC's DGPSE in 1973 and was an ambitious and complex project for quality
improvement. One plan was to carefully test and modify the experiment in
eight IKIP experimental schools and, with the experience, to disseminate it

5/ Setijadi, 'Indonesia: Universitas Terbuka", Prospects 18:2, 1988;
Nielsen H.D. and Djalil A., Teacher Training by the Indonesia Open
University: The Relationship of Private Costs and Expected Benefits to
Enrollment Decisions, unpublished, Bridges Project/Harvard Institute
for International Development, 1989; The Indonesian Open University,
Case Study for UNESCO project on Asian Institutions mak.ng use of
Communications Technologies for Educational Purposes, Universitas
Terbuka, 1988.
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nation-wide. Modular instruction, described above, was one important
componernt which Balitbang further ueveloped. National implementation did not
in the event occur, because management capacity was overstretched and there
was serious lack of coordination between the research and development and the
implementation agencies of the MOEC, with over-centralized direction.
Dissemination strategies did not invite teacher participation in planning and
management and thus lost impetus. Lack of built-in evaluation gave
insufficient guidance to decision-makers on whether to continue the invest-
ment. As national resources available to educaticn dwindled, policymakers
decided that the development costs of the project were too high to sustain it
system-wide and the project now serves only a handful of high quality schools.

11. SD PAMONG, (Instructional Management by Parents, Community and
Teachers) also survives today on only a small scale, despite its original high
profile. Piloted in Solo, Jawa Tengah, from 1973-8, it was originally a non-
formal program providing primary school equivalency to dropouts and unschooled
children through mobile tutors, community involvement and self-instructional
materials.6/ Parents were conservative about enrolling their children in out-
of-school programs but school teachers adopted many of the materials and
linked their use with peer teaching. Fifth-graders tutored second-graders and
sixth-graders tutored first-graders, whilst teachers acted as managers, guides
and evaluators of the instructional process. The project was expanded in Bali
and Kalimantan in 1979 but with little subsequent dissemination in the 1980s.
Evaluations have shown that the project was over-ambitious, introducing too
many innovations too quickly, preparing insufficient materials and challenging
teachers with new roles. Nevertheless, world-wide research has subsequently
confirmed that some features have tremendous potential for improving student
achievement. In particular, parental interest and community involvement make
vital contributions to quality enhancement; self-instructional materials
enrich the educational environment and enable learning to take place outside
rigid school hours (open schooling); and, last but not least, peer teaching,
whereby students learn together in groups, has proven effective and low cost
elsewhere.

12. Proiect for Small Schools in Remote Areas. Isolated teachers were
the main beneficiaries of a project which, like the radio programs, reached
out to teachers in rural schools. Many small schools (40 students) grew up
with INPRES expansion. They often have no principal and only one or two
teachers. They are often incomplete and serve a handful of students in multi-
age and multi-grade classes. Inevitably, the scope of their programs is
limited. The project developed teacher skills and instructional materials to
introduce multi-grade teaching and individualized instruction. As with some
of the other innovations, this required a radical role change for teachers
from transmitters of knowledge to guides and evaluators of students. One
valuable lesson of this experiment has been that even the most under-educated
and isolated teachers respond enthusiastically to opportunities for practical

6/ PAMONG is the Indonesian acronym for Project IMPACT, tried out also in
the Philippines through sponsorship of the Innovation and Technology
Center (INNOTECH) of the Southeast Asian Ministers of Education
Org ization (SEAMEO). Cummings, W.K. "Low-Cost Primary Education:
Implementing an Innovation in Six Nations', IDRC, Ottawa, 1986.
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in-service training. Secondly, multi-grade instruction encourages the. notion
that class teachers should not teach to the top 1OS of the class, nor to the
'average' student, but should adapt their teaching to suit students of the
various ages and abilities who, for the foreseeable future, are bound to
feature in Indonesian primary classrooms.

13. Paket A. Teachers across the country have benefitted also from
training as part-time tutors in a nationwide, non-formal program for out-of-
school youth, managed through the Directorate General of Non-Formal Education.
This program has produced print materials for basic literacy and numeracy
(Paket A), as well as vocational training. Under Repelita IV the 5 million
school dropouts and about 12 million adult illiterates were targetted to
benefit. It is designed to be responsive to local needs through a network of
District and Sub-district level training programs in 17 provinces. Part-time
teacher tutors are exposed to small-group teaching methods and the packaged
materials are designed to reflect local needs. The Paket A materials, if
developed further, have the potential to disseminate localized content in
conventional primary classrooms and to encourage literacy amongst parents.

14. Primary Science. The in-service training for the Primary Science
Project, 1980-84, was tried out through the Bandung IKIP and schools in three
Sub-districts in Cianjur, Jawa Barat (Appendix 1). This innovation had
features in common with an on-going secondary in-service program (Pemantapan
Keria Guru, PRG) for science, mathematics and English, mounted by the DGPSE.
Both espouse a modern approach to pedagogy and combine various delivery
systems into a coherent program for teachers.71 The project aimed to replace
top-down trainiug methods by a participatory and peer teaching mode, which
teachers would then apply in their own classrooms. The emphasis was on
developing teachers' grasp and application of science concepts and their
skills in stimulating students in rational thinking, investigation and
cooperative group-learning. Worksheets and simple science kits were
distributed in Cianjur, Jawa Barat and 100 science skills test items were
developed. Central to the delivery system was a core group of tutors from the
Curriculum Development Center of Balitbang, the Bandung IKIP and the
Directorate of Primary Education. They were trained abroad and subsequently
gave in-service teacher training annually.

15. The Center for Curriculum Development incorporated the 'process
approach' to science described above in the 1984 science curriculum, with a
view to national dissemination. By the mid-1980s, however, financial
resources were strained and the intensive and prolonged efforts needed to
disseminate the product more widely faltered. The core training team
dispersed and full transfer of leadership, management and training
responsibilities to the Directorate of Primary Education, and its implementing
arms at provincial and district levels, did not occur.

71 Somerset, H.C.A., 'The PKG System for Teacher Improvements, in Quality
Issues for General Secondary Education, unpublished working paper for
World Bank, 1988.
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16. Professional Support to Teachers and Active Learning (SPPICBSA). The
origins of this project have roots in the "active learning" programs of
earlier innovations, including Primary Science and the PKG.81 It has
benefitted pragmatically from the lessons of experience from previous projects
and programs nationally and internationally and has combined workable elements
from them. In 1979, MuEC's Balitbang initiated a pilot project in Cianjur the
essence of which was to provide professional support to teachers to enhance
teaching and provide them with skills to apply "active learning" methods to
vitalize primary classrooms. This was prompted by alarm that student
achievement was declining and inspired by a national seminar on professional
supervision. Critical to the initial momentum of the project was, and still
is, a core group of trainers who benefitted from training in the UK in modern
international primary practice. They then transmitted their new vision and
competencies to local trainers and teachers. But the core group is severely
overstretched and needs to be expanded greatly.

17. The "Cianjur" experiment 1980-84 sparked enthusiasm in teachers and
caught the public imagination and international interest. These few words can
only summarize and simplify the main features of what was a complex and
carefully conceptualized and implemented project. Teachers from school
clusters benefitted from increased professional contact through teachers
'clubs", and from opportunities to cooperate together to solve teaching
problems. Selected teachers received training as subject specialists and how
to pass on their expertise to primary classroom teachers in the lower grades
of primary school. Teachers especially valued help in making their own
instructional materials in line with the revised curriculum. School
principals and MOEC supervisors were trained to provide professional support
and also held their own support groups, as in the PKG training. Local
administrations, communities and teachers themselves provided for routine
costs such as copying materials and teacher transportation.

18. Balitbang expanded (Appendix 3) the "Cianjur" project to five
replication sites 1984-87.91 Up to ten additional sites across the country
are planned during Repelita V. Meanwhile the Minister of Education has
officially endorsed the concept of "active learning" (CBSA) as an integral
part of the curriculum for all primary schools. Participants in the
experimental centers enjoyed the halo effect which publicity about the project
brought them. Teachers have also been particularly entlhusiastic about the
teaching-learning materials which they can copy and share, and have been
challenged by the scope for local content which the model allows. Commercial

8/ Aarons, A., Qualitative Improvements and Professional Support Systems:
The Cianjur Model: Pilot Project to National Dissemination," Working
Paper, World Bank, 1988; Hawes, H.W.R., Professional Support for
Teachers in Schools: An Indonesian Case Study, Occasional Paper,
University of London Institute of Education, 1983; Gardner, R., Hawes,
H. and Wahyudi, Quality through Support for Teachers: A Case Study
from Indonesia, unpublished University of London Institute of
Education, Department of International and Comparative Education and
MOEC, Office of Curriculum Development and Research, Jakarta, n.d.

9/ To Mataram, West Lombok, NTB 1985, Binjai, North Sumatra 1986, Maros,
Sulawesi Selatan 1986, Sidoarjo, Jawa East 1988 and Bandar Lampung
1988.
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textbooks, some good, some poor, but all claiming to use CBSA approaches, are
popular with teachers and parents. Cianjur 1988 EBTANAS results give cautious
indication that the program is beginning to have a positive impact on student
performance.

19. Dissemination of CBSA is spreading fast. Many private and public
schools outside the replication centers lay claim to using CBSA methods. This
enthusiasm for quality improvement and zhange is commendable. But the success
with which CBSA has caught on could backfire. There is a real risk that,
without rigorous training in its techniques, inexperienced schools will
implemented the program more in form than in substance. Already there are
signs that not all teachers understand the concept of 'active learning'. They
sometimes reduce its to pointless re-arrangement of desks to allow for 'group-
work", even though the students have to strain their necks to copy from the
chalkboard which the teacher continues to monopolize. Teachers tend also
merely to copy prototype or 'model' handouts instead of developing new
materials.

20. The professional support (SPP) component of the project was not so
immediately successful, partly because school supervisors often proved unable
to combine a new emphasis on their professional support of teachers with their
conventional tasks of administration. Now the project developers aim to
devote more attention to the training of principals as instructional leaders
so that they can work as a team with teachers and supervisors in school
clusters (Appendix 3).

21. One major constraint which has bedevilled so many innovations in
Indonesia and has not yet been overcome is the difficulty experienced by
different institutions (SPGs, IKIPs) and agencies (Balitbang, Directorate of
Primary Education) with obvious expertise to provide, in working together
across structural boundaries. This issue needs resolution at the Ministerial
level. An inter-agency coordinating forum for teacher training and
recruitment is needed.

22. It is important that Balitbang should go ahead with its program for a
more systematic evaluation of SPP/CBSA than has previously been attempted,
f3cussing not only on whether teachers use active learning methods, but also
whether student achievement levels improve as a result of the intervention.10/
This would enable implementers to take stock, to improve on the proto-type, to
adapt it to local needs and capacities, and thus avoid large and costly
mistakes.

23. The Future. Due to budgetary constraints, in-service training for
primary teachers declined from nearly 194,000 participants in 1984/85 to only
9,000 in 1988189. However, the Directorate of Primary Education is currently
preparing plans to implement a new in-servLa teacher training initiative, in

10/ Shaeffer, S. (ed.), Study on the Qualitative Improvement of Primary
Education through Professional Support to Teachers in Some Regions of
Indonesia: A master design, unpublished, MOEC, Office of Education and
Cultural Research ard Development, the Curriculum Development and
Educational Resource Center, Jakarta 1988.
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accordance with the recent announcement of the Minister that 'Active Learning"
should be implemented nationwide during Repelita V (Appendix 4). This would
reach 1.65 million teachers, principals, supervisors and patrons of primary
schools. In-service training and professional development is correctly a top
priority if primary education quality is to improve substantially and should
be a major prog:am for the DGPSE. In-service teacher trainers selected from
among experienced SPG and school teachers should receive intensive training so
that every province has the technical capacity to implement the program.
Existing SPG facilities and teachers' centers should be utilized.

24. Ho"rever, there are real risks that over-speedy innovation will spread
scarce management and training resources too thinly, prevent proper
implementation and disillusion teachers and the public. It is critically
important that the implementation and R-and-D units of the MOEC cooperate to
share the lessons of their long experience with in-service teacher training.
Just as critically, planning and implementation of a nation-wide program
cannot be undertaken without the full involvement of provincial authorities,
local teachers and communities. One potentially exciting proposal is for the
Universitas Terbuka, the DGPSE and Balitbang to cooperate in providing
different aspects of a comprehensive in-service teacher training program. The
Open University has the experience to develop and deliver print materials on
subject matter for distance education. Regular professional support could be
institutionalized to follow up on the materials, utilizing the revised
curriculum guidelines and variations on the SPPICBSA and PKG approaches.ll/
Inter-agency cooperation would need to be mandated by the Minister of
Education.

ll/ Neilson, D. Feasibility Study for the Training of Primary School
Teachers by the Indonesian Open University and Distance Teacher
Training in the School Cluster Setting, unpublished ms. 1989.
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The Public Budget Process: Procedures, Instruments and Timingll

I. DEVELOPMENT BUDGET

A. Budget Preparation

1. The Ministry of Finance is primarily responsible for the preparation
and execution of the state budget. However, the responsibility for evaluating
and selecting the development projects is shared with Bappenas (The National
Development Planning Board). Only the execution--which includes control,
disbursement and revenue collection--rests with the Ministry of Finance. The
fiscal year starts on April 1 of a calendar year and ends on March 31 of the
following calendar year.

2. Each fiscal year, the Government (Ministry of Finance/Institutions)
prepares a draft budget for submission to the Parliament. The President,
assisted by the Minister of Finance and Bappenas, is responsible for its
preparation and submission. The President's budget consists of the expendi-
ture budget, which includes both routine and development expenditures, and the
revenue budget, which includes revenues from domestic sources and foreign
borrowings.

3. The budget is prepared following the four basic principles described
below:

(a) Dynamic Balanced Budget. A balanced budget means that current expen-
ditures should be equal to current revenues. Dynamic means that if
there is an expected change in the revenues, it will be possible to
make adjustments so that revenues equate to expenditures either at a
lower or a higher level of a revenue realization.

(b) Oriented to Increasing the Level of Public Saving. In allocating
funds to the annual budget, a key consideration is the need to
increase public savings. Public savings is defined as excess of
domestic or routine revenues over routine expenditures. Increased
public savings allow the Government to finance more of its develop-
ment expenditures from its domestic revenue. They decrease depen-
dency on foreign loans in the long run.

(c) Donor Funds or Loans as a Supplementary Source of Development Funds.
As development needs increase, so does the need for more funds. If
domestic revenues cannot support the projected rate of growth of the

1/ Adapted from 'Budget in Brief," draft report of the Ministry of
Finance, Directorate of Budget (1988).
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economy, donor funds are used, subject to the following considera-
tionss

ti) There are no political commitments;

(ii) It is within the capacity and capability of the Government to
repay the loans;

(iii) The loans are to be utilized to finance projects that are
productive and contribute to the nation's development; and

(iv) They are not to be used for routine expenditures.

Program Oriented

4. Budget allocations are made on the basis of units of Government (by
organization to which the budget is allocated) and by classification of expen-
ditures (such as personnel expenditures, maintenance etc.). By introducing a
sectoral dimension to budget allocation in the form of allocations by sector,
subsector and program, the limited available funds can be utilized more effec-
tively to meet the needs and attain the goals of development. Consequently,
budget allocation is done through use of the following categories:

1. Sector, subsector and program.

2. Organization.

Utilization of DUP/DIP

5. The DUP is a list of projects proposed for inclusion in the develop-
ment budget. It is prepared by individual ministries or agencies. Once
approved, it is transformed into a DIP (project implementation plan), which
should include a detailed description of the development project, including
reference to a feasibility study, local funding, foreign loan funding,
detailed budget, target year year, etc.

B. Development Budget Process and Chronology

6. During the month of June, data and information are compiled to
provide the basis for state speech of the President on the budget policy
(Sectoral Review).

7. From the month of July to September, ministries prepare their budget
proposals (DUPs) for submission to Bappenas and the Ministry of Finance.

8. From July through September, the Ministry of Finance prepares projec-
tions of state revenues and other sources of rupiah or foreign funds that may
be available during the coming fiscal year.

9. From November through December, DUP proposals are reviewed by the
Ministry of Finance and Bappenas. Each DUP is evaluated in terms of its rele-
vance to development priorities and consistency with preparation guidelines.
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10. In October, each ministry prepares an analysis of budget alternatives
consisting of a list of priorities and financial requirements of each reques-
ted project, to be compared with projected available revenues.

11. At the beginning of November, each agency is notified of its total
budget for the year. On this basis, it is to proceed with the preparation of
its development budget on the basis of agreed DUP proposals.

12. Meetings are held between each ministry and the Ministry of Finance
(the Directorate General of Budget) to discuss the proposed budget plans.
After completion of the examination phase, the budget plans are consolidated
and discussed at a meeting of the Cabinet. Accompanied by the government
financial statement and the President's speech, they are submitted to DPR
(House of Representatives).

13. By about the middle of December, RAPBN (State Financial Budget Draft)
is completed. At the end of December or early in January, it is submitted to
the DPR for approval, thus becoming the APBN (State Financial Budget Law).

14. For projects already included in the RAPBN, the DIP (Daftar Isian
Proyeks, or Project Allocation List), can be prepared immediately on the basis
of the reviewed DUP in order to permit approval for each DIP before the start
of the fiscal year (April 1).

15. During the month of October, the list of project aid and technical
assistance is prepared, to be used as the basis for discussions on foreign aid
financing.

C. Classification

16. Development budget and routine budget allocations are classified in
almost the same manner, according to the following classification:

1. Sector
2. Subsector
3. Program
4. Project (or activity for the routine budget)
5. Ministries or Institutions
6. Organization Unit
7. Province.

Bappenas (The National Development Planning Board), in cooperation with the
MOF Directorate General of Budget (the Directorate of Development Budget) is
primarily responsible for deciding on budget allocations, including the amount
of estimated expenditures.

D. Authorization

17. The final draft budget is presented to Parliament in early January,
approximately three months before the end of the current fiscal year. It
consists basically of six elements:
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(a) A financial note, which describes in detail the plans and policies to
be implemented and objectives of the proposed budgets.

(b) Estimates of revenues (taxes, excise, import duties, etc.)

(c) Draft of the routine budget.

td) Draft of the development budget.

Ce) Planned project aid and technical assistance to be financed by
various donors in foreign currencies.

(f) Draft of budget legislation.

18. Parliament holds hearings on the draft budget, makes adjustments, and
authorizes the expenditures contained therein. The draft budget becomes law
upon approval by Parliament and cannot be exceeded without its approval.

19. Whenever it is necessary during the course of the fiscal year to
change an item in the approved budget, a request is addressed to a budget
committee in the Parliament, which has the authority to approve minor interim
changes. At the end of the fiscal year, a formal presentation is made to
Parliament for approval of cumulative budget changes made throughout the
fiscal year.

E. Disbursement and Implementation

20. The Government has assigned the responsibility for the disbursement
of budgeted funds through three separate powers, which are:

(a) Authorizink Officer (Ot":isator)

According to the Constitution, the President has the power to take
actions resulting in expenditures of appropriate funds. However, in
practice, this power is delegated to the heads of ministries and
other public institutions.

(b) Certifying Officer (Ordonateur)

The Authority of Ordonateur is vested in the Minister of Finance. In
practice, this authority is delegated to the Director General of
Budget with power of redelegation. The function of Ordonateur is to
review requests for payment and issue payment orders. This function
is carried out by the KPN and the TUA.

(c) Disbursing Officer (Bendaharawan)

The disbursing offiver is a person or unit who by state authority is
given the task of receiving, keeping in custody, disbursing or
distributing. money, valuable papers or commodities. He is accoun-
table to the Supreme Audit Council. It is to be noted that
Otorisators and Ordonateurs do not function as disbursing officers
(Bendaharawan)
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In practice, there are also two kinds of disbursing officers

(i) State Cashier (Bendaharawan Umum)

This consists of the Bendaharawan Umum Negara account in Bank
Indonesia, the State Cash offices (KKN), and in locations where
there are not state cash offices, the post office on some
occasions, a group of banks such as Bank Indonesia or other
state banks are appointed by the Minister of Finance to perform
the function.

(ii) Special Treasurers (Bendaharawan Rhusus)

These are usually employees of Government, either Departments or
enterprises, who have custody over funds for miscellaneous
expenses and other cash payments.

These disbursing officers must account for the use of money
advanced to them through the monthly accuuntability report
(Surat Pertanggung Jawaban).

(Presidential Decree No. 29, 1984 on the Implementation of the
State Budget describes the procedures of implementation and the
flow of documents and reports.)

21. The main steps in the implementation of the Development Budget are as
followss

(a) Departments/Institutions submit DIP P1ns to the Ministry of Finance
and Bappenas.

(b) The Ministry of Finance (the Directorate General of Budget) and
Bappenas review and approve the submitted DIP.

(c) The original of the approved DIP is sent to the KPN at the project
location; a copy is sent to the ministry concerned, to be forwarded
to the responsible project officer.

(d) On the basis of the approved DIP, the ministry concerned prepares the
P.O. (operation manual) to serve as the basis of project
implementation.

(e) The project treasurer submits an SPP (Request for Payment) to the KPN
and after being reviewed, the KPN issues SPMU (Letter of Payment
Order), which authorizes payments in accordance with the needs of the
project.

(f) Expenditures of projects financed by foreign loans or other resources
of foreign funds are carried out through banks via the SPM Nihil
issued by the Ministry of Finance's Directorate General of Budget
Administration (DTUA). The original is sent to the payment bank, and
a copy is sent to the project concerned.
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(g) The pLoject implementor submits a credit withdrawal request to the
foreign bank or creditor financing the project. A copy of the
request is sent to Minister in charge of the project.

(h) After reviewing the request, the bank concerned will release the
funds in accordance with the instructions provided in che credit
withdrawal request.

F. Monito-Ang

22. The financial and physical monitoring reports required by the
Presidential Decree No. 29, 1984 are as follows:

(a) Project -;id subproject implementors are to submit monthly financial
accountability reports to the KPN (state treasury offices) and to the
ministry in charge of the project or subproject.

(b) The KPN is to submit monthly a list of expenditures, prepared on the
basis of SPM issued (PB), while KTUA is to submit a list of SPM paid
(P7) to the finance bureau of the ministries concerned and to the
Ministry of Finance.

(c) Government Banks receiving funds from the Ministry of Finance for
specific purposes are to submit monthly financial reports on project
transactions in which they are involved.

(d) Each ministry is to prepare a report on budget realization every
quarter, at mid-year, and at year end.

'e) Project implementors are to submit physical/financial quarterly
implementation reports to the Ministry of Finance, the Chairman of
Bappenas and the Minister in charge of the project.

(f) Government Banks financing project expenditures are to submit
physical and financial implementation reports to the Minister of
Finance and to the Chairman of Bappenas.

(g) The Minister of Finance and the Chairman of Bappenap are to evaluate
the progress of each project from a financial and physical realiza-
tion point of view, and to submit a report to the President and the
Minister in charge of the project.

(h) Each minister, on the basis of the project implementation report, is
to submit a consolidated report on the implementation of all projects
of his ministry to the Secretary for Coordination, Supervision and
Development Control (Se&dalobang) and the President (Cabinet).

(i) Each minister on the basis of the project implementation report, is
to submit a consolidated report for the Ministry to the Supreme Audit
Council (BEPEKA).
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II. ROUTINE BUDGET

Routine Budget Objectives

1. Routine budget financing is meant to promote one or more of the
following objectivess

(a) to provide the necessary services to the public and/or improve the
quality of these services.

(b) to safeguard government assets;

(c) to increase public savings in the long-run through more efficient
utilization of resources and better control over public expenditures
and revenues; and

(d) to continue to realize the benefits derived from projects originally
funded under the devclopment budget, but subsequently supported under
the routine budget.

Process and Schedule of Preparing Routine Budget

2. The proposed routine budget originates from each ministrJ or agency
and is submitted to the Ministry of Finance for evaluation. Requests for
funding under the routine budget are evaluated on the basis of the projected
work load of the ministry, the applicable unit cost, and existing government
priorities.

3. The schedule for preparation, review and approval of the routine
budget is as follows:

(a) September (end of Semester I). All ministries prepare a routine
budget proposal of Daftar Usulan Kegiatan (DUK) for programs which
they administer. The proposal is initially prepared by the respec-
tive offices/units in the ministry, and then goes through the budget
review process within the Ministry.

(b) September - October. Submission of budget proposal (DUK) by the
ministry or agency to the Ministry of Finance.

(c) November - December. Review and evaluation of the proposed program
budget, and preparation of the Satuan III, a document which contains
a listing and summarization of all the activJties (including expendi-
ture estimates proposed to be undertaken by each ministry in the next
fiscal year. It also shows the estimate of routine revenues expected
to be realized for the same period.

(d, January - March. Approval of the proposed activity list and the
finalization of the routine budget allocation or Daftar Isian
Kegiatan (DIK). During this period, the President addresses the
Parliament on the budget plan for the next fiscal year, and submit to
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Parliament the proposed budget (which covers the routine and develop-
ment) and the financial (Nota). The Parliament then reviews,
evaluates and approves the proposed budget.

4. After the approval by Parliament, the DIKs are distributed to the
ministries.

5. List of Activity (DIK). Routine budgets are disbursed through a
document called DIK, specified by object of expenditure (such as personnel,
material, subsidies to regions, debt service payments, and other routine
expenditures).

6. Any DIK should reflect the objective proposed b' the ministry
concerned and the objective should be measurable.
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III. FACTS AND FIGURES OF INDONESIA BUDGET

1. DUP (Daftar Usulan Proyek, Project Proposal List. A DUP is a list
proposal by a Department/institution showing planned activities to be imple-
mented by a project within a fiscal year, indicating, inter alia:

- When the project will be started and when it is scheduled to be
completed;

- Whether the BAPPEDA (Regional Development Planning Board) has been
consulted;

- The development of financing in the current year and an estimate of
carry-over budget;

- The objective of the project in relation to the objectives of
REPELITA (Five-year Development Plan);

- The following year's physical development plan in relation to the
benchmarks and the types of activity, as well as the amount of
rupiah/foreign exchange (project aid and export credit facility)
needed; and

- For new projects, a breakdown of annual costs (Rupiah and foreign
exchange portions through project completion.

2. A DUP is organized by sectors, subsectors, and programs.

3. A DUP is submitted by each ministry of agency to BAPPENAS (National
Development Planning Board) and the Ministry of Finance (The Directorate
General of Budget).

4. Satuan 2, 3, and 3A (Unit 2, 3, and 3A). Satuan 2, 3, and 3A is a
draft of the state development budget based on the DUPs submitted by each
ministry or agency and approved by BAPPENAS and the Ministry of Finance. It
shows the budget ceilings for each project. Satuan 2 is budget summary by
sectors, subsectors, and programs. Satuan 3 is a more detailed project
proposal list organized by sectors, subsectors and programs. Satuan 3A is a
description of activities to be done in each program.

5. Budget Work Sheet on Lembaran kerja (LK). Based on the ceiling fixed
in satuan 3 for each project, each echelon 1 organizational unit of each
ministry of agency commits and spends funds for the purpose of achieving the
objectives of the project activities. Such use of funds is reflected in
Lembaran Kerja (LK, Work Sheet). The LK serves as the basis for the prepara-
tion of a DIP, and it functions as an official document, used as a guide by
the project agency concerned. An LK contains:

(a) A project component or several project components describing the
project;

(b) An activities or a set of activities used as a benchmark; and
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(c) A more detailed description of the activity itself, in accordance
with the requirements of the project, indicating the volume and the
estimated cost of the activity.

All important information from the LK is transferred into DIP form after joint
review by the ministry or the agency in question, Bappenas, and the (MOF)
Directorate General of Budget.

6. DIP (Daftar Isian Proyek, Project Allocation List. A DIP serves as a
summary of an LK that has been reviewed and ratified by the Deputy for Program
Implementation and Monitoring on behalf of the State Minister for Development
Planning/Bappenas Chairman and the Director General of Budget on behalf of the
Minister of Finance. Ratification of the DIP is reflected in a letter, called
'Ratification Letter for DIP". This letter is regarded as an authorization
letter (Surat Keputusan Otorisasi, SKO) for commitment and expenditures under
the DIP. The DIP itself is signed by an echelon 1 level manager or the autho-
rized official. When ratified, DIPs are return to the ministry or agency
through the respective Secretaries General for forwarding to the organiza-
tional units involved. (For the State Treasury Office (KPN) this is done
directly by the Directorate General of Budget).

7. A DIP is made up of two pages:

Page 1 Showing the organization name and unit of the ministry or agency, the
Project Manager, the Project Treasurer, the year's budget ceiling,
and (if any) the amount and source of project aid and also the
physical/functional objectives of project implementation, as well as
the project components and activity benchmarks.

Page 2 A breakdown of allocations ; project component and subcomponents by
type of expenditure (salary and wages, land, materials, equipment and
machinery, travel, construction and other expenditures).

8. PO (Petunjuk Operasional, Details of Implementation). A PO is a
further description of an LK. On the basis of a ratified DIP, a PO
is prepared by an echelon 1 official of each ministry or agency over-
seeing projects. It shows:

(a) Further description and breakdown of the relevant DIP, plus an imple-
mentation schedule of the project.

(b) Special instructions from the head of the ministry or agency the
project manager regarding vertical and horizontal coordination.


